
 

 

 

 بسمه تعالی 
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 .ش داعلاا عی شرح ذیل به  آزع ن کتبی جدول زعااب دی برگزاریبدی  سیله  1403سال  تخصصی دکتری های دورع عتمرکز

در سگاعااه ببک ااا پییرفته شگدگان عرحله اول آزع ن ایمه عتمرکز :ت ها کسگاای عی ت اا د در آزع ن کتبی شگرکک ک  د که تذکر

 دکتری ببک ااا و عدارک لازا را بارگیاری کردع باش د. 
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 جداً خ دداری امائید.

 عی باشد. عدا ببک ااابه ع ز ه  هزی ه ببک ااا،پرداخک عدا  (4
 به شرح ذیل عی باشد: جدول برگزاری آزع ن (5

 

 زمان برگزاری  مدت زمان  ماده امتحانی ردیف 

 7:30-8:30 دقیقه  60 دی ی  یعفرفک ش اس  1

 80:30-9:30 دقیقه  60 ان یاد ت  ع 2

 9:30-10:30 دقیقه  60 ی ید تجربه 3
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Introductio n 

This book is a collection of essays written during the 
last fifteen yeaTs on to pics related 10 the philosophy of 
religion. I ha,·c been reflecting and writing on these 
topics for more than 50 years now. In 1952, as a philos
ophy student at the Pontifical Orcgorian Unh'ersity 
in Rome, I submitted a dissertation on a book by the 
Oxford theologian Austin Farrer, Finite and Infinite. ' 
That book provided a rich and stylish introduction to 

the discipline o f natural theology. Six years later, by 
now in priest 's orders. I wrote a dissertation for a doc
torate in theology at the Gregorian on 'The Philosophy 
o f Linguistic Analysis and the Language of Religion'. 

Though my thesis was accepted, and J passed all 
the necessary examinations, I did not proceed to take 
my doctorate at the Gregorian. There were two reaSQns 
(or this. One was that it .... 'as a requirement that the 
dissertation be published, and [ did not regard it as 
publishable. The other was that to take the degree one 

, Allsti n F ........ Fm!!. and Infinll< (london; nacre Pre.s.s, 1943). 
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THE UNKNOWN GOD 

had to subscribe to an anti-modernist oath, which 
included the statement that it was possible to prove 
the existence of God . This I had come to doubt. God's 
existence could be known, perhaps; but by way of 
proof? 

By 1963 I had become tOO doubtful of several of the 
teachings of the Catholic Church tocontinue as a priest, 
and I returned to the life of a layman, bffoming in 1%4 
a fellow of Balliol College and tutor in philosophy 
there. ! continued to ponder the question whether it was 
possible to prove God's existence. The best place for 
an enquiry, I thought, would be the Fh'e Ways of St 
Thomas Aquinas, the best_known and most revered of 
the proofs on offer. On careful examinarion I was un
able to fi nd that any of the argument~ were ~uccessful; 
they depended more than met the eye on a background 
of outdated Aristotelian cosmology, and in places COn
tained identifiable fallacies of argument. I published 
these negative results in a book The Five WayS. l 

I turned next to a consideration of the divine nature. 
\Vhat were the attributes that believers assigned to div_ 
inity, and were rhey all compatible with each other? 
While holding the Wilde Lecturership in Natural 
Religion in O xford, [ ga,'c three courses: one on omni
science. one on omnipotence and one Oil benevolence. I 
argued that there was an incompatibility between these 
attributes as standardly conceived, an incompatibili ty 
which could be brought out by reflect ion on the 

' An'hony K~"nv. Th.; Fi<>t W",s (london: RQ .... tlodgc &. K~n 
Paul , I%9). 
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INTRODUCTION 

relat ionship Ix-rween divine p<)\"er and h uman free
dom. If God is to ha\'c infallible knowledge of future 
human actions, then determinism must be nul'. If 
God is to escape responsib ility for human wid::ednes.s, 
then determin ism must be false. Hence. in the notion 
of a God who fore~ all sins but is the author of 
none there lurks a contradiction: there cannot be an 
immutable, omniscient, omnipotent, all-good being. 
I presented the case in a book-length version of the 
lectures. The God of the Philoso/,hcrs.1 

There is no such thing, [ concluded. as the God o f 
scholast ic or rationalist philosoph y; but of course: that 
is nol the only possible conc~ion of God, and I leh 
open the question of the conceivabilit)'. and credibility, 
of a God d escribed in less absolu te terms. I have 
remained agnostic o n this issue from that time to the 
present, but su bsequent reflection has made me ever 
more doubtful o f the possib ility of applying to an y_ 
thing whatever, in a literal sense, the predicates which 
have traditiOnally been used to construct the concept 
o f Godhead . At the same time, I ha.'e become mo re 
inte rested in the possibility o f interpret ing religious 
discourse in a poetic ra ther than a !!Cient ific mode. 

The prescnt collection of essays reflecu th is strand 
of thought. The essays fall into silt groups which mak.e I 
up a coherent pattern o f argumem and reflection. 

The fi rst ~sa)'. 'The Ineffable Godhead', stands on 
its O\\'n . It sums up the theme of the book: that both 

' Antlwny Km ny. n... God of ,/wo l'hiJ">OI~ (O~ford: Oxford 
U ni"",..ity Pr.:", \978). 
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TIlE UNKNOWN GOD 

theological tradition and philosophical analysis lead 
one to conclude that the possibility of liten.1 descrip
tion of God is extremely limited, and encourage one to 
explore the possibility of understanding religious lan
guage metaphorically. 

The next two essays form a pair. They illustrate 
the book 's general theme while starting out from a 
theological standpoint, namely the account of God 
given in St Anselm's ProJlogion. The fi rst essay of the 
pair, 'Anselm on the Conceivability of God' describes 
how St Anselm's premise!s lead to the conclusion that 
nothing can be literaUy said about God. The second 
essay ('Metaphor, Analogy and Agnosticism') explores 
the possibility of taking descriptions of God as true 
in something o ther than a literal sense 

The next group of essays approaches the same topic 
st1llrting out from a philosophical basis. The first of the 
pair 'Ood and Mind ' analyses the mentalistic predi
cates which we apply [0 human beings. The second, 'The 
Limits of Anthropomorphism', shows the extreme 
difficulty of applying such predicates meaningfully to a 
being with the traditional attributes of divini ty. 

The sixth and seventh essays take these themes 
fu rther. 'The Problem of Evil and the Argument from 
Design' shows that there arc problems not JUSt with 
describing God as a person, but also with applying to 
him evaluative predicates. 'Faith, Pride and Humility' 
defends the agnostic stance here adopted from the 
charge of arrogance: on the contrary, I argue, agnosti
cism is a more humble attitude than either faith or 
atheism. 

, 



INTRODUCTION 

From this point on the book turns from the 
exposi tion of my own theses to the presentation of 
other writers' positions. Anyone who believes, as I do, 
that religious language has an irreducibly metaphorical 
element must take seriously the expression of religion 
by poetS; and the eighth essay compares with each 
o ther the writings of twO ViclOrian agnostic poets, 
Anhur Hugh Clough and Matthew Arnold. The 
Victorian theme is followed up in the ninth and tenth 
essays, which discuss John Henry Newman, the most 
art iculate of nineteenth-century believers in England, 
and uslie Stephen, the most eloquent champion of 
agnosticism. 

The sixth and final section of the book deals with the 
work of the twenticth-century philosopher, Ludwig 
\Vittgenstein. His thought is relevant 10 the topics of the 
earlier essays for two reasons. First of all , the analySiS 
of mind and the critique of anthropomorphism in the 
fourth and fifth essays depend heavily on Wittgen
stein 's teaching; but it is imponant to separate the 
elements in his thought which lead to the agnostic 
position from the crude atheism of the logical 
positivists, who tried to rule out religiOUS language as 
meaningless on the basis of some principle of verifica_ 
tion. This I t ry to do in the eleventh essay. Second, 
Wingcnstein's own philosophy of religion, though 
never presented systematically, has ~med to many to 
offer a further choice over and above theism, agnost i
cism and atheism. Personally. I am doubtful of this 
claim. but none the less I find some of Wittgenstein 's 
obiter dicla on religious IOpics illuminating and exciting, 

, 



THE U NKNOWN GOD 

and for this reason I h a\"e included them in the tv.'elfth 
and final essay. 

Six o f these essays have appeara:! in print before: 
six of them have ncver been published. The first began 
life as a Warburton lecture at Lincoln's Inn, and was 
published by that Hono urable Society in the series o f 
Warburton Lectures for 1985- 1994. The second and 
third, lectures ddivera:! to symposia in Ro me in 
1989 and 1991 respectively, were published in Archivia 
di Filoso/ia: The fourth and fifth have not previo usly 
been published; they are revisions of Stamon Lectures 
given in Cambridge in the 1980s. The sixth, again a 
paper presented to a Ro me symposium, was published 
in Archivio di Filoso/ia. s The seventh " "as o riginally a 
university sermo n preached in Oxford.6 Essay 8 has not 
been published. Essay 9 appeared first in Newman, a 
Man for OIlT Time. 7 Essay 10, a Leslie Stephen Lecture 
delivered in Cambridge. has never been published, 
Essay 11 was published in \Vittgenstein; Mind and 
Language,$ Essay 12 has never been published. Essays 2, 
6 and 9 appeared in \Vluu is Failhf 

Anthony Kenn y, 1 August Z003 

• An;~it·io di Filosofia (Pod" .. : 1989, 199 1), I.VIll, LX. 
' Ib;d. (l988), l Vi. 
• A paper deri,-ed from it ,,"'" published in Bm. Scripl'.!!', the 

F.sa:~,if( for St&ni.,lav So" oe(!ik (P"'i"~ !OOl). 
'D .. vid Bro"," (eeL), N""'TMn. a Man fur "'" T, .... (London: 

SI'CK 1\190). 
• R. Eg;di (ed .), Will8rn.11ein: Mm.:! and La~""I(t (Rome: K!",,·er. 

1995). 
• AtlthotlV J(" tltl\'. WMI is F~i,h (o.foro: Oxford Un;"" .. ity 

Pr"t$S. 1992). 
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The Ineffable Godhead 

It is notoriously difficult to determine the will of 
000 in respect of human social and political issues. 
Alexander Pope. in the fourth Epistle of his E'.sw:1 
on Man illustrates the way in which rhe fortunes and 
misfo rtunes of God's cosmos fail on virtue and vice 
alike. Then he continues: 

But sti ll this "'orld (so fiued for the kna\'c) 
C>n1ent~ us not. A beller shall we have? 
A kingdom o f the Just then let it be, 
But firs! consider how those JUst agree. 
The good must merit God's peculia r care; 
But who. but God, can tell u S who t~y are 

One thinks on Cal"in heaven's own spirit (ell, 
Anoth"T dee ms him instrurnell! of hell; 
IfCalvin feel Heaven'. blessing. o r iu rod, 
This cries there is. aM thaI, there is no God. 
What shocks one put " 'ill edify the re!;t . 

Nor with <me system "an they all be bl'"Sl . 

In the twentieth century philosophers in the English. 
speaking world have been keen to emphasize not only 

7 



THE UNKNOWN GOD 

the difficu lty of stating God's will on particular issues, 
but the difficulty for human beings of saying anything 
inteUigible at aU about the nature of God. It is probably 
not straining the truth to say that a substantial majority 
of philosophers in this country in the last 50 yeau have 
been atheists of one kind or another. 

This may, perhaps, be a rash statement. If a pollster 
approaches a philosopher with the question 'Do you 
believe in God?' the answer may very well be 'Well, it 
depends on what you mean by "God".' But even if 
questioner and answerer agree on a meaning - e.g. 
all-knowing, all-powerful, all-good being who created 
the universe - there may still be reluctance to give a 
yes/no answer. 

One reason for the philosopher's reluctance may be 
that there is an ambiguity in saying 'I do not believe 
there is a God.' Someone who says such a thing 
may mean ' I believe there is no God': the speaker is 
a positive atheist, someone who positively believes in 
the non-cxistence of God. Or what is meam may be 
something less definite: 'I have no belief that there is a 
God': such a person is only a negative atheist, someone 
who lacks a belief in the existence of God. A negative 
atheist is an a-theist or non-theist in the sense of not 
being a theist o r believer in the existence of God. But 
the negative atheist is not necessarily a positive atheist: 
she may lack not only a belief in the existence of God 
but also a belief in the non-existence of God. If the 
question had been ' Is there a God!' she would not have 
answered 'yes' and she would not have answered 'no'; 
she would have answered ' I don't know'. 

8 



THE INEFFABLE GODHEAD 

Within negative atheism there is a further cruc ial d is
tinction to be made. Those who lack the belief in God 
may do so either because they think that the statement 
'God exists' is meaningful but uncertain, o r because 
they think that the sentence is not rtally meaningful 
at all. Thus, one of the most celebrated nineteenth· 
century atheists, Charles Bradlaugh, expressed hi.$ own 
atheism thus: 'The Atheist does not say "Thert is no 
God", but he says "I know not what you mean by God; 
I am without the idea of God; the word 'God' is to me 
a sound conveying no dear o r di.$tinct affirmation. " , 

The belief that religious language i~ meaningless was 
to ha\'e considerable popularity among philosophers in 
the nrst half of the twentieth century and up to the 
present day. 

Those who (ail to believe in God because they think 
that the truth-value of 'God exists' i.$ uncertain may be 
called agnostic negative atheist s, o r agnost ics for short . 
They are people who do not know ""nether there is a 
God but think that there is. in thi.$ area, a tru th to be 
known. Those who think that religious language is 
meaningless think that the sentence 'God existS' does 
not have:my tru th-value, even an unknown truth.value; 
they think there is no truth to be known here at alL 
To refer to this dass o( negatiw! atheists we might use 
the (superncially paradoxical) expression 'positivist 
negative atheists" o r, more concisely 'po$itivistS'. 

The name is appropriate because the most systematic 
endeavour 10 show that religious language was mean· 
ingless was made by the logical positivist philosophers 
in the 19305 and by their successors after the Second 

9 



11-IE U NKNOWN GOD 

World War. Th~ th~sis that talk about God IS In an 
important sense meaningless had as one of its best_ 
known defenders Sir Alfred Ayer. 

We should not~ that th~re is no room for dh'iding 
positive atheistS into rwo classes in the way we have 
divided negative atheists. Someone who believes there 
b no God cannot say that religious language is meaning
less: for if it is meaningless, his own utterance 'There 
is no God' is meaningle~ also. If 'God exists' lacks a 
truth-value. so does itS negation. 

There are, then, four positions which philosophers 
may adopt with respect to the proposition 'There is a 
God', as follows: 

I. It is meaningless and neither true nor false: 
positivism. 

2. It is meaningful and false: (positive) atheism. 
3. It is meaningful and may be true or false: 

agnosticism. 
4. It is meaningful and true: theism. 

The positivists based theiT position on the verifi
ability criterion of meaning: a statement has factual 
meaning, they claimed, if and only if it is empirically 
verifiable. But statements about God are not verifiable 
even in principle, they argued, and therefore tht'y lack 
factual meaning. 

Some theists haw tried to defend the meaningfulness 
of religious languag~ by saying that statementS about 
God are in principle capable of empirical verification: 
they have appealed to religious experienc~ in support 

10 



THE INEFFABLE GODHEAD 

of the existence of God. Many more have rejected 
the verifiability principle itself as being extremely 
implausible even outside the religious context. [n 
my view, this is correct; but here r want to bring out 
the difficul!y of ~peak ing coherently about God not 
from the hostile posit ion of the positivistS but from 
the [J"adit ional doctrine of the ineffability of God. The 
doctrine that, in some sense, it is quite impossible to 
speak about God; that God i.s nOt something to be 
captured by human language. 

Theistic philosophers, through the ages, have sought 
to show that there is a God by offering proofs of his 
existence. This procedure: itself, I would claim, brings 
out the difficulty in making meaningful Statements 
about God. Proofs of the existence of God are classi
fied by philosophers into two main kinds. There are 
ontological proofs, which start from the concept of 
God and show that the very existence of the idea 
of God shows that there must be a God in reality. 
The mOSt famous ontological proof is the proof 
of SI Ansdm, the deventh-century archbishop of 
Cant('rbury. Th('te are cosmological proofs, which Start 
from a phenomenon, or class of phenomena, within 
the world. These phenomena, such proofs insist, 
demand explanation. They go on to show that a par_ 
ticular type of explanation will not lead to inte[[ectual 
satisfaction, however frequently it is applied. Thus 
movemellt is not to be explained by obiects in motion, 
nor can ('(feetS be explained ultimately by causes which 
are themselves in turn effecrs. nor can complexity be 
explained by beings which are themselves complex. 

11 



TIlE U NKNOWN GOD 

The mOSt famous cosmological proofs are the Five 
Ways of the thirteenth-century theologian, St Thomas 
Aquinas. 

It is a mistake to think that a cosmological argumenT 
seeks to show that God is the terminus of any of the 
normal panerns of explanation in the world. Rather, 
the concept of God is invoked as a limiting case of 
explanation. If a proof of the existence of God is to 
take its start from an explanatory series in the world, 
it must aim to show that such a series, however pro
longed, cannot arrive at a complete and intellectually 
satisfactory account of the phenomena to be 
explained. The argument must take a form similar to 
the demonstration that the addition of one-half to one
quarter to one-eighth . .. and SO on, will never exceed 
unity. 

If we are to have a proof of the existence of God it 
will not suffice to say that we do not know whether 
some panern of explanation in the world will succeed 
in explaining everything that needs explaining; we have 
to aim to show that it cannot possibly do so. And that 
is indeed what the traditional proofs of God attempted 
to do: to show, for instance, that no explanation by 
one or more moving objects will suffice to explain 
motion, that no explanation of one contingent object 
by another contingent object will suffice to explain 
contingency. 

If there is to be a successful version of the cosmo-
logical argument, it must be an argument to show that 
a particular type of explanation must fail to render 
intelligible the class of phenomena to be explained, and 

12 
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that intelligibility can only be found, if at ail, in a being 
which stands outside the application of that particular 
paradigm of explanation. Such a being, the argument 
may conclude in the style of St Thomas, is what all men 
C<l1I God; but it is not to be taken for granted that we 
understand without further ado what the nature of that 
'calling' may be. 

Cosmological proofs of the existence of God, if 
they are not to be mere appeals to ignorance and incom
prehension, mUSt nOt depend on particular features 
of the world which are as yet unexplained. They 
mUSt depend on the necessary limits of particular types 
of explanation. The cosmological argument must 
depend on necessary, not contingent, features of the 
kind of cosmos to be explained. Otherwise they will 
be vulnerable to defeat by the progress of science. 
In my view the Five Ways of Aquinas are unsuccess
ful forms of the cosmo!ogical argument precisely 
because they depend, more than at first meets the 
eye, on particular outdated theories of physical 
explanation. 

It is possible to look at proofs such as Aquinas's Five 
Ways as providing no t so much proofs as definitions 
of God. God is then that which accounts for what, in 
the motion series, is left unexplained by previous 
motors in the series. God is that which accounts for 
that which, in the causal $Cries, is left une)(plained by 
the individual members of the $Cries. God is that which 
accounts for what is left unexplained in the sedes of 
contingent substances which arise from each other and 
turn into each other. God is that which accounts for 

Il 
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what is left explained in the series of complex entities 
composed of simpler entities. 

The way in which God accounts for the unexplained 
is nm by figuring in some further explanation. When 
we invoke God we do nO{ explain the world, or any 
series of phenomena in the world. The mode of intel
ligibility which is provided by me invocat ion of God 
is something of a quite different kind. In terms of a 
distinction fashionable in some philosophical quarters, 
the introduction of the concept of God provides not 
explanation but understanding. 

Because God is not a part of any of the explanatOry 
series which he is invoked to account for - he is tirst 
mover unmoved, he is first cause only by analogy - the 
vocabulary and predicates of the different explanatory 
series are not applicable to him in any literal sense. 

The ontological argument, no less than the cosmo
logical argument, is an argument pointing to a limit. 
However, now m e limit is not the limit of explanation 
but the limit of conception itsel f. The premise of 
the ontological argument is that each of us. even the 
ameist, has me concept of God as that than which no 
greater can be conceived. From this premise, St Ansclm 
offers to prove that God must exist in reality and not 
only in me mind. But it is not to be forgonen that he 
goes on to say that that than which no greater can be 
conceived cannot itself be conceived. 

When we rum from the cosmological argum .. nt to 
the ontolOgical one, the vocabulary at our dispo!;3i to 
describe God becomes even more constrained . The 
ontological argument, in contrast to the cosmologicaJ 
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argument, concerns not explanation but conception. 
God, in Anselm's definition, becomes the outer limit 
of conception; because anything than which something 
greater can be conceived is not God. God is not the 
greatest conceivable object; he is himself greater than 
can be conceived. therefore beyond the bounds of 
conception, and therefore literally inconceivable. 

But if God is inconceivable. does that not mean that 
the notion of God is self-contradictory, and God a 
nonsensical Unding which cannot exist! That would 
be so if conceivability were mere freedom from contra
diction; but there are many reasons for thinking that 
non-contradictoriness is not identical with freedom 
from contradiction. A notion is conceivable only if 
it is free from contradiction: that much is sure; but 
Kant, Wittgcnstein and the positivists have suggested 
other, more stringent, criteria of conceivability. The 
conditions laid down by these philosophers seem 
um;atisfactory for reasons unconnected with theism; 
but they are right to say that freedom from contradic
tion is only a necessary and not a sufficient condition 
of conceivability. 

If God is inconceivable, is it nO! self-refuting to talk 
about him at all, even if only to state his inconceiv
ability/ The parndox here is One which is familiar in 
other areas of philosophy too. Derrrand Russell gave 
currency 10 Berry'S paradox. which invites US to con
sider the expression 'the least natural number not 
nameable in fewer than 22 syllables'. This expression 
names in 21 syllables a natural number which by 
definition cannot be named in fewer than 22 syllables. 
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Clearly, to solve this paradox we ha\"e 3t least to dis
tinguish between different ways of naming. And the 
solution to the paradox o f God, if there is to be one, 
must be found by insisting thal while we can speak of 
God, we cannOt speak of him literally. 

If this is so, there cannot be any science of theology. 
The God of scholastic and rationalistic philosophy is 
an Unding, full of contradiction. Even in talking about 
God we must nOt contradict ourselves. Once we find 
ourselves uttering contradictory propositions, we must 
draw ourselves up. We can perhaps seek to show that 
the contrndiction is only apparent: we may trace back 
the steps that led to the contradictory conclusion, in the 
hope that minor modification to one of the steps 
will remove the clash. Or we may claim that the contnl.
dictio n arises because metaphorical language has 
mistakenly been taken liternlly. The one thing we must 
not do is to accept contrndiction cheerfully. 

To say that we cannot speak liternlly of God is to 
say - to use the currently fashionable philosophical 
jargon - that the word 'God ' does not belong in a 
language-game. Literal truth is truth within a language-
game. Some philosophers believe that there is a special 
religiOUS language_game, and it is in that game that the 
concept o f God is located. I believe, on the contrary, 
that there is no religious language-game, and that we 
speak of God in metaphor. And to use metaphor is to 

use a word in a language-game which is not its home. 
However, it is not peculiar to theology tha t it calmor 

be encapsulated in a language-game. If Wittgenstein is 
right - and after all the notion of language-game is his 
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coinage - there is no philosophical language-game 
either: there art; no truths special to philosophy. Finally, 
a certain kind of poetry ;s an attempf to express what 
is literally inexpressible. 

Metaphor, as has been said, is not a move in a 
language-game. It is, in the standard case, taking a word 
which has a role in one language-game and moving it 
to another. The predicates which we apply to God -
predicates. for instance, concerning knowledge and 
love - are taken from other language-games, and used 
in the absence of the criteria which give them their 
meanings in the language-games in which they have 
their home. If there is such a thing as a religious 
language-game, it is not a language-game in which 
there is literal truth. [n this, as was observed, religioUS 
language resembles philosophy and the kind of poetry 
which endeavours to express the literally inexpressible. 

Not all poetry, o f course, is of that kind. To recall 
again Pope - it would be foolish to say that 

Great Anna. ",ho rn three realms obey 
Did sometimes council take. and sometimes tU 

is an attempt to express the inexpressible. It would also 
be foolish to claim that the poetry of the inexpressible 
is bound to be of superio r value to the poetry o f the 
mundane. But in order to throw light on the problems 
of talking about God, it is the poetry of the inexpress
ible to which we mUSt turn. 

I know of no philosopher who has described the 
paradox of talking about the inconceivable Godhead 
with such precision as the poet Arthur Hugh Clough. 
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Consider, as an example, his poem of 1851 , 'U~l\'oc; 
(n>~vO"C;' CA hymn, yet not a hymn'). Its first stanza 
begins with an invocatio n to the incomprehensible 
Godhead. 

o Thou whose image in the $hrine 
Of human spirits c!v.·ells divine; 
Which from that p~inct on~ conveyed, 
To be to outer day displayed, 
Doth vanish, pan, and leave behind 
Men blank and void of empty mind. 
Which wilful fancy seeks in vain 
With casual shapes TO fill again. 

The poem starts from the assumption that the place 
to look for God is in the individual's inmost soul. 
Attempts to gi-'e public expressio n to the God 
enco untered in the $Dui yield only meaningless, self
contradictory u tterances (' blank and void') or images 
unconnected with reality ('casual shapes'). 

The second stanza of the poem, which I omit , 
develops the theme of the impotence of human utter
ance to emWy the divine. In the third, the poet pro
claims that silence - inner as well as o uter - is the ollly 
response to the ineffable: 

o thou, in that mysterious shrine 
Enthroned, as we mu~! say, divine! 
I will not (rame o~ thought of wha t 
Thou m.yest either be or nO{. 
I will nO! pl'1ilte of 'thus' and '50' 

And be profane with 'yes' and 'no'. 
Enough that in our soul and heaT! 
Thou, wha/so'er thou may'S! be, art. 
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The agnosticism is radical: the via negatim is rejected 
as finnly as the via {,Iosiril'lJ . Not o nly can we not say o f 
God what he is, we are eq ually impotem to say what he 
is not. The possibility, therefore, cannot be ruled out 
that one or other of the revelations claimed by others 
may after all be true: 

Unseen, secure in that high shrine 
Acknowledged P re5('nt and divine 
[ will not ask some upper air, 
Some future day, 10 place Ihtt Ihere: 
Nor sa)', nor yel deny, Such nlen 
Or women saw thee thu! and then: 
Thv name ",as such, aoo Ihere o r here 
To him or her thou d id., appear. 

In the final 5tama C lo ugh pushes his agnosticism a 
stage further. Perhaps there is no way in which God 
dwells - even ineffably - as an object o f the inner visio n 
of the soul. Perhaps we should recondle ourselves to 
the idea that God is not to be found at all by human 
minds. But even that d oes not take off all possibili ty o f 
prayer. 

l)Q on!)" thou in that dim shrine, 
Unknown O r known, remain, divine; 
The .... , or if not. at [CUI in e~-es 
Th~t 5C~n the faCl lhat round them lie$. 
The hand 10 sway. the judgement guide, 
[n sigh! and 5ense. thyself divide: 
Be thou but there - in soul and heart, 
[ will nor ask 10 feel thou art . 

The soul reconciled to the truth that there can be no 
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analogue of seeing or feding God, that nothing can be 
meaningfully said about him, can yet address him and 
pray to be illuminated by his power and be the instru
ment of his action. But does not this presume that God 
can after all be described; at least as a pov.crful 3gent 
who can hear our prayers! No, the prayer need not 
assume the truth of that; only its possibilit:1 is needed. 
An agnostic's praying to a God whose existence he 
doubts is no more unreasonable than the act of a m3n 
adrift in the ocean, or str.tnded on a moumainside, 
who cries for help though he m3Y never be heard, o r 
fires a signal which may never be seen. Of course the 
need for help need not be the only motive which may 
drive an agnostic to prayer: the desire to give th3nks for 
the beauty and wonder of me world may be another. 

If there i~ 3 religious Ianguage-g3me, it is surely 
the language-game of worship. This, too, has received 
magisterial description in a PQCm of Clough'~; his early 
work, 'Qui Laborat, Orat': 

o only SoUIU of all our light and life, 
Whom IS our truth. our strength, we ~ and feel 
But .... ·hom the hours of mortal mornl stri fe 
Alone aright reveal! 

Mine inmost soul, before Thee illly brought. 
Thy p~n<:e own$ ineffable, divine; 
ChaSti$ed each rebel self-encentred thought, 
My will adoreth Thine. 

With eye down-dropt, if then th is earth ly mind 
Spee<::hless remain, or spe«hless e' en dep;:ort; 
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Nor seek 10 sec - for whal of eanh!y kiod 
Cm sce Thtt as Thou art! 

If wen-assu~, 'lis but pm(anely bold 
In thought 's abStractesl ronn! 10 seem to see, 
It dan: nO! dare thtt drl'ad communion hold 
In ways un"'-orth~' Thtt. 

o nOC unowned, Thou shalt unnamed forg'V(:, 
In worldly walks the prayerless hean prepare; 
And if in "-ork 't51ife it seem to ltv(:, 
Sha lt make that " -ork be p.,.)"'r. 

Nor limes shall lltCk, when whi le the \\-ork it plies 
Unsummoned powers the blinding film shall part 
And !'Caree by happy tears made, the eyes 
In recognition star!. 

But. ~s thou wiliest, give or e'en forbear 
The beatific $uptT"$tnsual sigh!, 
So. with Thy blessing blest, that humbln pta)",. 
Approach Thtt mom and night. 

The poem h as appealed to many readers - Tennyson 
was among its first admirers.. It has ~n applauded by 
the devout no less than the sceptic, and it has subtleties 
which aN: worth attention. TIlere is first the paradox, 
obvio us and surely intentional, that a poem which 
appears to d eny the propriety of addressing the 
Godhead in prayer is itself an explicit s«ond-person 
address to God, What is the inward bringing of the 
inmost soul before God but that 'lifting up o f the mind 
and heart to God' which is one of the traditional 
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definitions of prayer? The poet, therefore, is nO[ W 
much attacking the practice of ,'ocal prayer 3S urging 
the praying soul to be aware of the limitations of 
human prayer, even at the momem of uttering one, 

The firs! two stanzas, in particular, in their majestic 
movement, could stand by themselves as a prayer that 
might be uttered without misgiving by a perfectly 
orthodox Christian. They would, no doubt, be most 
congenial to those traditions which have emphasized 
the inner light rather than the external revelation as 
the supreme source of our awareness of God. But 
the solemn rallemando forced by the alliteration of the 
last tv>'O lines of the fi rst stanza makes the beginning 
of the poem remarkably apt for liturgical recitation, 

The second pair of stanzas develop, now in a more 
radical fashion, the traditional themes of the spiritual
ity and ineffability of God, Because God is spirit, he 
cannot be seen by human eye, nor pictured by any 
inner eye of the imagination. Because God is ineffable, 
his nature cannot be expressed in language, and there
fore it cannot be grasped by any human thought how
ever abstntct. Thus far many theologians of the most 
orthodox kind would agree with the sentiment of the 
poem. But must the conclusion be that the inner ere 
must be cast down and the inner voice be silenced! 

The ineffability of God is given by Clough a moral 
as well as a logical element. Man mUSt no! attempt to 
name God, as Adam named the animals; for naming is 
a claiming of power. When God named himself to 
Moses it was in a manner which was a refusal to give a 
name. To leave God unnamed. then. is not equivalent 
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to disowning him; on the contrary it is to refuse to 
claim an ownership which would be blasphemous. 

Anothet moral consideration enters into the con
tention that it is impossible to talk literally about 
God. (Th.is too is developed by Clough, in some of his 
prose writings.) The fact that theological language 
cannOt be literal provides a reason for toleration in 
religion. That is to say, theological propositions cannot 
contradict each other in the straightforward way in 
which empirical propositions do. Hence, there is nOt 
that head-on clash between different theologies, and 
different religions. which has been used to justify the 
persecution and killing of one religious group by 
others. 

To say that religious language is not literal, and to 
say that different religious cr~>ds do nOl contradict 
each o ther, is not to say that all religions are of equal 
worth. The mode of utterance of Shakespeare and of 
William McGonagal1 is poetic in each case; that does 
not mean that the writings of each of them display an 
equal insight into human nature. Equally, the fact that 
Christianity and Hinduism ellch speak in metaphor 
does not necessitate that each of them has an equally 
valuable insight into divine nature, or the nature of the 
uniw:rse as a whole. 

The premises of Clough's 'Qui Laborat , Orat' are 
profoundly orthodox; the guiding sentiment too is 
tradit ional. Orando laborando was Rugby's school 
mOtto; but a closer parallel to the poem's title is the 
motto of the Benedictine order; Laborarc est orare. But 
from the ineffability of God orthodox believers have 
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never drawn the conclusion that it is profane to use 
words to describe and invoke him. Rather, they have 
said, with Saint Augustine, t'!le raceruibll.5 de le - woe to 

thme who are silent about thee. 
Some religious thinkers have auempted to show that 

coherent literal description of God is after an possible; 
others have simply claimed that there can be wo rse 
th ings than talking nonsense. Perhaps that is whal lies 
behind Augustine's VCU' racenrWus. We may aim at a 
rational worship, and yet get no further than the babble 
of infants or the glossolaly of the possessed. 

In the twentieth century no man surpassed Wiugen_ 
stein in the devotion of sharp inteUigence to the 
demarcation of the boundary between sense and non
sense. Wittgenstein finished the masterpie.:.:e of his 
youth with the words 'Wovon man nicht sprechen 
kann, clamber muSl! man schweigen': whereof one can
nOt speak, thereof one must be silent. But within ten 
years he was putting forth his own gloss on Augustine's 
VCU' tacelUibtu: 'Was, du Mistviech, du willst keinen 
Unsinn reden? Rede nur einen Unsinn, es macht 
nichr.s.oI Which we may paraphrase ums: 'So you don't 
want to talk no nsense, do you, you cowpat? Go on, 
talk nonsense; it won't do you any harm.' 

, F. Wailmann and RE McGuinncs&, Ludwig Wiltg<nlIein ,,00 d.T 
Wienn K,ri. (Oxford: Bl..:k ... ..,Il , 19(7). p. 69. 
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Anselm on the 
Conceivability of God 

Is the ontological argument vaJidr Professor Timothy 
Smiley of Cambridge once offered a succinct and 
trenchant argument in fa~uur o f its validity. Define the 
ontological argument, he said, as the best possible 
argu ment for the existence of God. Now clearly an 
argument for the existence of God which is valid ill 
better than an argument for his existence which 
is invalid. Therefore the best possible argument for 
the existence of God is valid, and so the ontological 
argumem is valid. 

I shall not in this essay be concerned with the validity 
of the o ntological argument: I doubt if I can offer, 
in brief compass, anything ",.hich would improve on 
Professor $mile)"s entenaining presentat ion. Instead, 
J shall discuss what WQuld follow about the con
ceivability of God if we were !O follow the line of 
thought of Anselm in the Proslogion. 

Let us begin by making a contrast between the 
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ontological argument and o ther forms of argument 
to the existence of God, such as the different versions 
of the cosmologicai argument. All such proofs start 
from a phenomenon, or class o f phenomena. within 
the world. which demand explanation. They go on to 
show that a particular [ype of explanation will not lead 
to intellectual satisfaction, however frequently it is 
applied. Thus movement is nOt to be explained by 
objects in motion, nor can effects be explained ulti
mately by causes which ate themselves in [urn effects. 
nor can comp[exi[y be explained by beings which ate 
themselves complex. 

Proofs o f the existence of God, if they are not to be 
mere appeals to ignorance and incomprehcnsion. must 
not depend on particular features of the world which 
are yet unexplained. 

The appeal to God is not based on particular failures 
of expian3cion but upon the provable inabili[y of a 
particular pattern of explanation to give an intel
lectually satisfying understanding of phenomena of a 
certain type. 

Consider, for instance, the relationship of the argu_ 
ment from design to Darwinian explanation by evolu
tion_ The theist position and the evolutionary one 
are not competing explanations of the same fact. How
ever successful explanation by natural selection may 
be in explaining the origin of particular species of 
life. it clearly cannot explain how there come to be such 
things as species at all. That is to say. it cannot explain 
how there came to be true breeding populations; 
since the existence of such populations is one of the 
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premises on which explanations in terms of natural 
selection rest as their start ing-(X>int. 

To say this is not to say that Darwinians do not offer 
explanations of the origin of life; of course they do, 
but they are explanations of a radical ly different kind 
from explanation by natural selection. Whether God 
must be invoked as the author of life, o r \, .. hether one of 
the explanations of life in terms of chance and necessity 
can be made intellectually satisfactory, one thing is clear: 
natural selection canno t explain the origin of species. 

The nature o f theist ic argument here is often mis
understood by ex(X>nents of evolution. One can 
illustrate this by referring to the work of Richard 
Dawkins, whose book The Blind Watchmaker is one of 
the most lucid ex(X>si tions of natural selection in the 
English language, Dawkins considers the following 
argument offered to show the difftculties o f accounting 
for the origin of life and the existence of the o riginal 
machinery of replication: 

Cumulative selection can manufacture complexiW while 
single-step selection csonO!. But cumulative selec tion can_ 
not ""Ork unless thl're is SOme minimal machinery of repli_ 
cation and replicator VO"'er, and the only machinery of 
replic~tion that we know seems tOO complicated to hay<: 
COme in1£> existence by means of anything le ... than many 

generations of cumulative !iClection.' 

This argument, Dawkins says, is sometimes offered 

' Rich.rd D.wldn .. n... Bljnd 11:'auhmakn CH"clow, ~n. 
1986), po 1 .. 1. 
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as proof of an intelligent designer, the creator of DNA 
and protein. He replies: 

This is a n,.n~parenrly (""ble argument. indeed it ;s obvi
ously self..defeating. Organized complexity is the thing " 'e 
are having d ifficulty in explaining. Once "'e are allowed 
simply to postulate organized complexity if only the 
organized complexity of the DNNprotein-replicating 
engine, it is relatively easy to iIl\"()lce it as a generator of 
yet more organized complexity. That. indeed, is what moSt 
of this book is about. But of course any God capable of 
intelligently designing something as complex as the DNN 
protein· replicating machine must have been at least as 
complex and 0'll3nized as that machine itself. Far more 50 
if we suppose him addili(m(llJ:y capable of such aw .. anced 
functions as listening to proyer, and forgiving 8ins. To 
explain the o rigin of the DNNprotein machine by invoking 
3 supernatural Duigner i$ to explain pre<:iseiy nothing, for 
it leaves unexplained the origin of the Designer. You have 
to say something like 'God WllS always there ' and If )"01..1 

all",,· yourself that kind of la!y "'ay Out, you might as well 
JUSt say 'DNA; ""liS a \"-. y5 there' Or 'life was always thtre'. 
and be done with iLl 

A tradit ional theist would say that th is paragraph 
misrepresented the nocion of God in two ways. First of 
all , God is as much outside the series complexity! 
simplicity as he is outside the series mover!moved. 
He is not complex as a protein is; nor. for that matter, is 
he simple as an elementary panicle is. He has neither 
the simplicity nor the complexity of material obittts. 

, Ibid. 
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Secondly, he is not o ne of a series o f temporal contin
gents, each requiring explanation in terms of a previous 
state of the universe: unchanging and everlasting, he is 
o utside the temporal series. 

Because God is not a part of any o f the explanato ry 
series which he is invoked to account for - he is an 
unmoved mover, he, is first cause only by analogy - the 
vocabulary and pred icates of the different explanatory 
series are not applicable to him in any literal sense. 

But when we rum from the cosmological argument 
to the onto logical one, the vocabulary at o ur disposal 
to describe God becomes even more constrained. The 
ontological argument, in COntrast to the cosmological 
argument, concerns not explanation but conception. 
God, in Anselm's definition, becomes the outer limit 
of conception; because anything than which something 
greater can be conceived is nOt God. God is not the 
greateSt conceivable o bject (and this is one reason ~-hy 
Professor Smiley's version o f the ontological argument 
is o nly a joke). God is himself greater than can be con
ceived, therefore beyond the bounds of conception, 
and therefore literally inconceivable. 

If God is inconceivable, is it not self-refuti.ng to talk 
about him at all , even if only to state his incon
ceivabilit y? Lt! U~ lOOK mo~ d O$ely at Anselm'~ t"xt to 
see how he handles this difficulty. 

The fool says in his heart there is no God; that is to 
say h" thinks (cogirar) that there is no God. On the 
o ther hand, he hears, and understands (inteUigit) thal 
than which no greatt'T can be thot<glu. So he thinks thal 
that than which no greater can be thought does not 
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exist. But how can this be since that than which no 
greater can be thought cannot be thought not to exist!) 
This is the question which is posed by Chapter 4: if 
saying in the heart is thinking, how could the fool say in 
his heart what cannot be thought? 

Anselm appears to reply by making a distinction 
between twO senses of 'thought' (non uno modo cogi
taU/r). In one sense, I think of something if 1 think of 
a word which signifies it; in another sense I think of a 
thing only if I understand that which the thing is in 
itself. The fool can understand the words ' that than 
which nothing greater can be thought'; he can only 
deny the existence of God because he does not under
stand the reality which lies behind the words. 

The solution to the paradox which faces Ansclm 
cannOt be solved simply by distinguishing between two 
different ways of thinking. For Ansdm goes on to say 
that not only the fool but none of us understands what 
lies behind the words 'that than which nothing greater 
can be thought'. Let us consider a number of passages 
which leave the maner beyond doubt. 

God lives in inaccessible light: his goodness is 
incomprehensible. His goodness is beyond all under
standing (bonitas quae lie omnem imdlectum e:xcedis): 
The soul strains to see but it cannot see anything 
beyond what it sees except darkness - bur it does not 
really see darkness, for there is no darkness in God, but 

' A"""lm, ~ion. Chapter J . 
• Ibid .• Chapter 9. 
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it sees that if cannot see furthe r because of its O\\'n 
darkness. ' God is not only that than which no greater 
can be thouilht but ;s h imself someth ing greater than 
can be thought (Non .wI«m es q(W maius cogifari nequi!, 
sed cs quiddtlm maillS quam cogifari possit),G 

There is nothing sel f.-contradiclOry in saying that that 
than which no greater can be thought is itself too great 
for thought: 'tha t than which no greater can be thought' 
is nOt equivalent 10 'the greatest possible object of 
thought'. I can say that my copy of the Prosiogi{Jn. is 
something than which nothing larger will fi t into my 
pocket , That is true, but it does not mean that my copy 
of the Proslogi{Jn. will itself fi t into my pocket: in fact it 
is far tOO big to do so. 

But we may ask what sort of cogifllrio Anselm has in 
mind here; the sort that deals with the words for things 
o r the son that deals with the essence of things? The 
d istinct ion made earl ier will not help here. Fo r if God 
is literally ineffable, then there are not words to denote 
and describe him as there are words to describe and 
denote other things. 

In the reply to Gaunilo Anselm makes no systematic 
distinct ion between being thought of and being under
stood: what is in the intellect and what is thought of 
appear 10 be the same. The d ist inction drawn there i! 
rather between being in the intellect and being fully 
understood: 'Perhaps you say that something which is 

' lbid .. Ct..ptcrl.of. 
" Ibid .. Chapter 15. 
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not fully understood is not understood at all and is 
not in the intellect. If so, rou wiIl have to tell me that 
someone who cannot look at the ditect light of the sun 
does not see the daylight, which is nothing but the light 
of the sun. ,1 

We cannot look at the sun, but we see the sun's light: 
we are invited to draw the parallel in the case of God. 

Later in the reply a distinction is drawn between 
imelligere and cogitaTe, but o n a basis different from the 
distinction between t\\'O sorts of thought that is drawn 
in the Proslogion. Now the distinct io n seems to be on 
the basis that one can understand (inlel/illere) only what 
is true, but one can think (cogitare) also what is false. 
'Nothing o f what is can be understood nOt to be, but 
everything - except the one being - can be thought not 
to be. ,8 

Anselm's last word on the topic o f the ineffabiliry o f 
God comes in the ninth chapter o f the reply to 
Gaunilo: 

Even if it ""ere true that that than which no greater can be 
thought CIInnot itself be thought o r understood, it would 
nO( follow mat it would be false mat 'that than which no 
greater can be thought' could be thought and undentood. 
Nothing prevems something being called ineffable, evt'n 
though that .... -hieh 11 called indfable cannot i~]( be $IIid; 

and likewise the umhinkable can be thought, even though 
what il rightly called unthinkable cannot be thought. So, 
when 'tha! than which no grea!er can be thought' is spoken 

, Ibid., Chap!~r 1. 
" Ibid. 
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of. !h~~;s no doubt tha! what is h(:!lrd a n be: thought and 
uoo.eN'tood. l:'.'t:n though {he thing itself, than which no 
greater Can be: thought. cannOt be: thought or understood. 

Subtle 3S it is. th is paragraph doe!; not really solve 
the p roblem. How is it possible to know what a word 
means if what it means cannOt even be thought 300ut? 
If a thing is ineffable, what is one saying when one tries 
to identify the thing? The d istinc tion between under
standing wo rds and understanding the thing wh ich they 
d escribe can only be effC(:t ive if the things in q uestion 
are to some extent describable. 

A nselm's problem, in h is own terms, seems insol
uble. Does the d ifficul ty apply to all attempts to ta lk 
aboue G od! Not necessarily. A possible solutio n may 
be fo und by making a d istinction be[Wet';n rn'O k inds of 
ineffa bility, by explor ing the suggest io n that wh ile we 
can speak of God . we canno t speak of him li terall y. 
God. if that is so, will be literally ineffable, b ue meta
pho r ically descr ibable. This suggestion I will explo re 
fu rther in the next essay. 
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Metaphor, Analogy 
and Agnosticism 

In the previous essay I expounded the difficulty which 
faced St Ansclm in talking about a God who was nor 
just something than which nothing greater can be 
thought but something that ", .. as itself grea ter than 
could be thought. How can he avoid the conclusion 
that the word 'God' is meaningless! How is it possible 
to know what a word means if what it means cannot 
even be thought about! If a thing is ineffable, what 
is one saying when onc tries to identify the thing! 
Ansclm attempts to make a distinnion between under
standing words and understanding the thing which they 
describe. But this distinction can only be effective if the 
things in question are to some extent describable and to 

that extent are not ineffable, as Anselm beHt.·\'ed that 
God~, 

Anselm's problem, in his own terms. seems insoluble. 
At the end of the previous essay [ suggested that a 
solution might be found by making a distinction 
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betv:een two kinds of ineffability: by exploring the 
suggestion that while we can speak of God, we cannOt 
speak of him literally. God, if th at is so, will be literally 
ineffable, but metaphorically describable. 

To say that we cannot speak literally of G od is to say 
that the word 'God' does no t belong in a language
game. Literal truth is truth within a language.game. I 
have argued that there is no religious language-game, 
and that we speak of God in memphor. And to use 
metaphor is t o use a word in a !anguage-game that is not 
its home. 

Some conceptions of God are self-cancelI ing or self· 
contradictory; not in the patent way in which 'square 
circle' is self-cancelling, but in the less accessible way 
in which 'omniscient o mnipotent being who is not 
reSlXlnsible for human wickedness' - I have argued 
elsewhere - involves self-co nt rndictio n. Not e that self
cancell ing phrases are nO[ nonsensical or meaningleS$. 
On the contrary, it is precisely because we do see the 
meaning of 'square circle' that we know that it cannot 
function as a name. It is because we know the sense 
of the expression 'square circle' that we know that it 
cannOt have a reference. I would also want to argue 
that it is because we can tease out the sense o f certain 
traditional philosophical defini tio ns of Godhead that 

we know that the word 'God', so underst<XXI., canno t 
have a reference. There is a dist inction between self. 
contradiction (patent o r laten t) and meaninglessn ess. 

There are two kinds of meaninglessness. There is the 
mean inglessness o f something that h as had no meaning 
assigned to it: as in the case of the no nsense sounds 
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which philosophers produce as examples of nonsense 
words, or the ill·formed strings of words which they 
produce as examples of nonsense sentences. But there 
is the meaninglessness v.-hich results not fmm the 
lack of any attempt to assign a meaning, but. rather 
fmm the failure of a bona tide attempt. If God·talk is 
meaningless, it is dearly in the second sense. 

What is the difference between an atheist's saying 
that the existence of the unh'crse is a mystery to 

which we do nOt know the answer, and a theist's say· 
ing that the answer to the question about the exist· 
ence of the universe is a God about whom we cannot 
know anything! In this essay I wam to pursue the 
answer to this question. Some philosophers, such as 
Kant. would reject the idea that the existence of the 
universe is a myStery to which we do nOt know the 
answer. For Kant, statements about the universe as a 
whole are illegitimate; hence questions about the uni· 
verse as a whole are, for him, ill·formed questions, 
not questions whose answer is unknown. [ am 
unconvinced by the arguments which lead to this 
conclusion. 

I have no systematic objection to talk of 'the cause 
of world as a whole'. Indeed, we can make some true 
statements which are - at least prima facie - about the 
cause of the world as a whole. I know, for instance. that 
the cause of the universe is nOt a green dragon with red 
spots living in a cave beneath San Pietro. 

I have said that theology speaks in metaphor. 
TheolOgians have preferred to say that theological 
language is analogical, and analogical discourse is not 
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necessarily metapho rical. When we say that God 
exists and causes. 'exist ' and 'cause' , they explain, are 
being used in analogical senses. However; th~logical 
attempts to explain how no n_metaphorical analogy 
applies to God have been. in my view. unsuccessful. 
Scholastic theologians, drawing inspiration from 
cryptic passages in Aristotle, distinguished two kinds 
of analogy: analogy of attributio n and analogy of 
proportio nality. 

Analogy of attribution was often illustrated by 
reference to the term 'healthy'. Strictly speaking, only 
living things such as animals and plants can be healthy. 
But a climate o r a complexion may naturally be 
described as healthy. A climate IIo'aS healthy, the scho las
tics explained, because it was a cause of health in 
animals, the prime analogate; a complexion was healthy 
because it Signified. or was caused by, health in the 
prime analogate, the human animal. Thus causality 
was the key to analogy of attribution. But this kind of 
analogy will not explain the attribution of predicates 
drawn fmm creatures to the creato r. For in one sense 
God is the cause of everything (and therefore no one 
predicate of creatures belongs to him ra ther than any 
other) and in another sense, God, standing outside the 
causal series as prima CaI,sa analoga, is not the CIIU se. o f 
anything. 

Analogy of proportionality did not depend on 
causal relationships. It may be illustrated with reference 
to the analogous term 'good '. A good knife is a knife 
that is handy and sharp; a good st rawberry is a straw
berry that is soft and tasty. Clearly, goodness in knives 
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is something quite different from goodness in straw
berries; yet it does not seem to be a mere pun to call 
both knives and strawberries 'good', nor does one 
seem to be using a metaphor drawn from knives when 
one calls a particular batch of strawberries good. The 
explanation of this kind of usage, the scholastics 
explained, was a kind of arithmetical proportion, thus: 

goodness of x ;; essence of x = 
goodness of y ;; essence of y. 

It is because we know the essence of knives and straw
berries that we can understand what 'good' means 
applied to each of them; without having to learn a 
separate lesson in each case. 

The difficulty in applying this panern of analogy in 
the case of God is that we have no idea what his essence 
is. Even those who ha\'C thought that we had , in a fairly 
strong sense, a concept of God have fallen short of 
saying that we have any grasp of God's essence. So the 
analogous predicates which function as, according to 

the theory, 'good' does, cannot be applied to God in 
any meaningful way, if we insist on literal meaning. 

Let us draw a contraSt , between metaphor and 
analogy. The two concepts are wry different, and the 
distinction between them is nOt a maner of a fuzzy 
borderline. 

Analogy belongs in the realm of sense. A mastery of 
the language is enough to convey understanding of the 
analogous terms in a language (like 'good' and 'cause') 
indeed a person who did not understand that certain 
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te rms were analogous would nOt understand their 
meaning in the language at all. 

With metaphor it is different. Metaphor is a move
ment from one language-game to another. It is nOt a 
matter of maStery of a language-game. To imroduce a 
metaphor is not to introduce a new ro le into a language. 
to introduce a new sense imo the d ict ionary. Consider 
a metaphor adapted fro m Flaubert by Richard 
Swinbmne: 'Human language is a crnd:ed kettle on 
which we beat our tunes for bears to dance to. " This 
does nO[ call for the imroduction of a new lexical entry 
under the dictionary heading 'kettle'. 

Hov.'evcr, a metaphor mar become dead. It becomes 
dead when it does emer a new \anguagC-1lame - when it 
is used, no t as an o r iginal creative act, nor as an allusion 
to a famous creative use, but as a part of an inde
pendem language-game. Then a new sense is added to 
the .... ,ord. The test of when th is has happened is th is: 
couid you learn the new sense - the new language.game 
- independent ly o f the original one? The use o f 'h igh' 
and 'low' in respect of notes on the scale is an example 
of dead metaphor of this kind. 

Metaphor does not belong, then, to the realm of 
sense o r language-game. Does it belong to the realm of 
spee<:h acts! Not , certainly, in the sense in which stating 
and commanding are twO different speech acts. You can 
command, no less than describe, in metaphor (' Don't 
be such a dog in the manger!'). 

' RichMrd Swinb". n,,- lI~d.o"(/I1: From M<t4<Mr 1<> Analoc 
(Oxford: Oxford Uni>-eniry p~ (992). p. ..a. 
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My claim is that theological metaphor is irreducible. 
It can never become dead met:aphor. and it can never be 
replaced by literal language. Consider the sentence 
'God wTote his law in the hearts of men.' In this 
sentence we have three levels of metaphor. The word 
'heart' is now a dead metaphor. Any dictionary will 
include some such sense as 'capacity for feeling emo
tion '. 'Write' is not in the same case. literal writing in 
the heart is, no doubt, possible for a surgeon. Meta
phorically, to write something in someone's heart is to 
bring it about that they are emotionally anached to it. 
One might say, for, instance, that St Francis wrote his 
rule in the hearts of his first d isciples. 

In the case of St Francis, one could describe literally 
what he did. By his instruction, encouragement, 
example, he brought it about that his disciples followed 
his rule with enthusiasm. But when God wrote his 
law in the hearts of men, what did God do! There is 
nothing which can be assigned as the way in which he 
brought it about that the children of Israel loved his 
law. 

Metaphor, as has been said, is not a move in a 
language-game.it is, in the standard case, taking a word 
which has a role in one language-game and moving it to 

another. In the case of God it is taking a word which 
has no role in any standard language-game and using 
it in other games. Where names are used in ordinary 
language-games either the input to the game (experi. 
ence) Ot the output (behaviour) im'Olves contaer with 
the object named. With God it is not so; wc have no 
experience of God, and we cannot affect him in any 
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way. If there is such a thing as a religious language-game, 
it is not a language-game in which there is literal truth. 

Having drawn the distinction between metaphor and 
analogy, let us return to the topic of analogy. Let us set 
aside Kantian and Wittgensteinian inhibitions and let 
us speak of the cause of the world. 'X is ca~ of the 
world' will certainly not apply to anything but God. J( 
there ili a God, it will surely be true o f him; so why not 
say mat it is a concept of Godr 

It ili true that cause ili an analogous notion. The way 
in which I cause an uproar is different from the way in 
which the dropped match causes a fire and gravity 
causes heavy bodies to fall towards the earth. It is true 
also, I think. that the notion of cause ili an open-ended 
one; we do not have a dosed set of types of causation, 
and science is forever discovering new kinds of causes, 
and has long ago abandoned the Cartesian idea that in 
the material world collision was the only form of 
agency. So that it would not be an argument against 
holding that God was the cause of the world to say that 
we had not the faintest idea what the mode of God's 
causation was. 

Bur rhe notion of C(ll4.$(' is nOt just an analogous one. 
It ili al.so something else: let us call it a heuristic notion. 
By a heuristic notion I mean a notion used in order to 

draw attention IQ a question to be asked. We can speak 
of me cause of cancer, of the value of an equation, 
or the solution to the problems of Northern Ireland 
without knowing what is the cause, the value o r the 
solution. We can do so sensibly without knowing even 
how to set about acquiring the relevant knowledge. We 
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can talk about the solution [Q a problem even in cases 
where - as perhaps in Northern Ireland - it may turn 
out that there is no solution. 

All heuristic notions, I conjecture, are analogous 
notions; hut the conver:;e is not true: we apply ana_ 
logous notions in answering questions as well as in 
demarcating questions ro be asked. Now we ha\"(> two 
questions [Q ask about God: is it po$Sible that God 
can only be talked of in analogous terms! 15 it possible 
that God can only be talked of in heuristic terms! An 
affirmative answer to the second of these questions is 
stronger than one to the first - stronger in the sense that 
it is an even more negative type of theology. 

God, the scholastics insisted, is not in any genus; 
God is not any particular kind of thing, God is a 
thing of no particular kind. So no generic predicate, 1\0 

sortal predicate is true of God; or, put another way, 
' ... is God' is not a $Ortal predicate; 'Yahweh is God' is 
not to be construed as similar to 'Fido is a dog' or 
'Peter is human'. With God, there can be neither 
naming nor speeifying; if we are to say anything liter
ally of him at all, it must be by way of description. But 
how can we describe him if we cannot refer to him; and 
how can we refer to him if we cannot name or specify 
him! 

The answer at first seems easy: we can refer to him 
as we refer to lots of things - by heuristic description. 
It is, after all, [Q description, not [Q naming and speci
fying. that talk of analogy belongs: it is descriptive 
predicates, not names or sortal predicates. which can 
be described as analogous or univocal. There are no 
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analogous names, and no analogous species; and if we 
can make reference by analogy, it is by using analogous 
terms in the formulation of a definite description. 
Similarly with metaphor: a name cannot be meta
phorical, and though we can use species-terms meta
phorically ('he is a mouse'; 'she is a tiger'), in these 
cases we are not metaphorically assigning someone to a 
different species but describing their characteristics by 
a comparison with the characteristics o f different 
sp<.'Cies. 

So the problem oC how we can talk about G od 
reduces itself to the question whether it is possible to 
make reference by heur istic description alone. And my 
answer would be that it is possible to refer to some
thing by a heuristic description only if it is in principle 
possible to find some o ther description for it, cven 
if we do not yet know what it is (as the cure for cancer 
might turn out to be som!' drug which could be 
described by its molecular structure, or the solution to 
th~ situation in Northern Ireland a set of constitutional 
arrangements). But theologians seem sometimes 
~rilously close to the view that God can be described 
by no predicates o ther than heuristic ones. it is not that 
we do nOt know the answers to the questions: 'What 
kind oC thing is Godl'; '\Vhat is the mode of divine 
causality!, It is that no answers are possible in principle. 

The predicates which religious people apply to God 
can be divided imo t\\·o classes. There are bodily predi_ 
cates. and these seem to be almost universally agreed to 
be metaphorical. There are mentalistic predicates. and 
these would be claimed by at least some theologians to 
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be literally true of God. Being literally true does nm of 
course prevent a predicate from being analogical; con
sider the analogical nature of a verb like ' love'; loving 
chocolate~ involve!! wanting to eat them, loving my 
mother-in-law does not involve wanting [Q eat her, and 
so on. 

Mentalistic predicates are used primarily of human 
beings; they are ascribed [Q human being~ on the basi~ 
of their behaviour. We do nOt ascribe mentalistic 
properties and mental acts only to human beings: 
we ascribe them also to animals who behave in ways 
similar to human beings. We also ascribe mental acts 
and processes [Q human institutions and artefac[S: to 
governments, say, to texts and to computers. This is nOt 
because government~ and texts and computers behave 
like human beings, but because of the rel3tionships 
they have [Q the human~ who constitute them, Create 
them, use them. If we try to ascribe mentality to God 
we cannot do so in any of these ways. God has no 
behaviour to resemble human behaviour in the way 
animal behaviour does; he is not, if he really is a God, 
a human creation like a government, a text or a 
computer. 

The language-games in which menrali~tic predicates 
have their home are games which can only be played 
with respect to human beings and things that resemble 
human beings. It is for this reason that I have claimed 
that we cannot speak literally about God. 

When I say that we speak of God in metaphor, 1 
am nOt, of course, saying: 'There is a God, who has 
such and such properties, and one of his properties is 
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that he can be spoken of only metaphorically.' I mean 
that any sentence in which the word 'God' appears rns 
an irreducibly metaphorical content. This does not 
mean that it is trivial, or unimportant, or that it should 
nOt have any consequences for our own fundamental 
attitudes. It may well be mat the use of such metaphors 
is essential if we are to have a proper understanding 
of the world in which we live. But the metaphorical 
nature of religious language does mean that it is pro
foundly mysterious: more mysterious than any theory 
of analogical predication can really allow. For it means 
that when we talk in the language of the divine meta.
phor, we do not really know what the metaphors are 
about. 
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God and Mind 

Is there a personal God! No doubt thut depends on 
what you mean by 'personal' and what you mean by 
'God'. Let us assume, wi th regard to persons, that 
whatever else it may bc, a person is something which 
can know and love. Let us assume, with regard to God, 
that whatever else God mu}' be, God is immaterial and 
infinite. Then the question whether there is a personal 
God call be answered in the affirm ative only if these 
attributes - knowledge. love, immateriality and infinity 
- are compatible with each other. 

Instead of asking whether there is a personal Ood, 
we might ask whether there is a God who has a mind. 
This may, indeed, be a clearer quest ion W !X)se. In 
the context of theology the notion of 'person' is a 
complicated onc. According to the Christian doctrine 
of the incarnation, fo r instance, a single person may 
be both human and divine, both man and God. 
According to the Christian doctrine of the Trinity, 
three distinct persons may be one single God. To avoid 
entangling ourselves in these doctrinal complications, 
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let us pose the simpler question: is there a divine 
mind! 

But what is a mind! A correc t, but unenlighu:ning, 
answer is this: a mind is an intellect plus a wilL The 
intellect and the will, according to a long philosophical 
tradition, are the two great faculties of the mind . The 
intellect is the locus, o r home. of Knowledge, and the 
will is the locus, o r home, of love. So the question 
whether there is such a thing as a divine mind rests, 
o llce again, on the question whether the anributes of 
knowledge and love are compatible wi th the o ther 
attributes of divinity. 

The things which we attempt to say about God are, in 
some obvious sense, tied up with the things which we 
human beings say about each o ther. If we are interested 
in whether God is a person it is because personal 
relat ionships have a unique importance for human 
beings. W hen we speak of God's knowledge and love 
we are using words which we feel most at home in using 
about ourselves and our fellow humans. The minds 
which we know best - perhaps the only ones about 
which we have real knowledge - are human minds. 

Is it correct to say that all our notions of divinity 
are derived from our notions of humanity! Some 
philosophers have argued that the relationship o( der
ivation goes in the other direction. The notions which 
we apply in describing human states of mind and 
mental acts, they maintain, have thei r primary applica_ 
tion to a superhuman mind . Thus Descanes - while 
stil! in doubt about the existence of the external world, 
and while longing to achieve basic cenainty - argues for 
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the existence of God in the following terms: 'How 
could I understand my doubting and desiring - that is, 
my lacking something and not being altogether perfect 
- if I had no idea of a more perfect being as a standard 
by which to recognize my own defects?' For Descartes. 
my consciousness of my own imperfect knowledge and 
unsatisfied love in some sense depends on a conception 
of the perfect knowledge and love which is God's. 

Other philosophers have thought that the paradigm 
of knowledge is the information acquired by human 
beings through the use of their bodily senses, and 
the paradigm of love is the affection expressed by 
human beings through their bodily behaviour. Thus 
Wirtgenstein insisted that the language-games which 
provide the environment for mentalistic predicates 
are language-games grafted on to human forms of life. 
'Only of a human being and what resembles (behaves 
like) a living human being can one say: it has sensations; 
it sees; is blind; hears; is deaf; is conscious or 
unconscious. ,I 

Both Descartes and Wirtgenstein think that in using 
mental predicates we begin by applying them to human 
beings; but Descartes takes as his paradigm the applica
tion of these predicates by a single human being to 
himself in the secrecy of his own mind; Wirtgenstein 
takes as his paradigm the application of these predi
cates to a third person by members of a common 
language-using community. 

I LOO"';g Win~'~in. Pkilmophioal In .... gig<liioru (Oxford: 
Blad:well, \953), 
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Descartes was a dualist: [hat is to say, he belie\'ed [hat 
in addition to the world of matter there was a separnte 
world of mind. This mental world was accessible only 
to imrospection: and the meanings of [he predicates 
which applied within this mental world must be 
learned by each person by an inward look at the con
tems of a private realm. In sharp reaction to Descartes 
there grew up in the twentieth century the theory of 
behaviourism, which denied the existence of the 
mental realm. According to the behaviourists, when we 
attribute mental states or acts to people we are really 
making statements about their actual or hypothetical 
bodily behaviour: behaviour in the one and only world 
of matter. 

Wittgenstein proposed a philosophy of mind 
which was a middle stance between behaviourism 
and Cartesian dualism. Mental events and states, 
he believed, were neither reducible to their bodily 
expressions (as the behaviourists believed) nor totally 
separable from them (as Descartes had believed). 
According to him the connection between mental and 
ph~'sical States is neither one of logical reduction (as 
in behaviourist theory) nor one of causal connection 
(as in Cartesian theory). According to him the physical 
expression of a mental process is a criferiOYl for that 
process; that is to say, it is part of the concept of a 
mental process of a particular kind that it should have 
a charncteristic manifestation. The criteria by which we 
attribute states of mind and mental acts, Wlngenstein 
showed, are bodily states and activities. 

In my view, which I have defended in several o ther 
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books. Wingenstein's account provides the most 
rewarding context for the pursuit of questions in 
the philosophy of mind. If this is so, then there is a 
problem for those who wish to talk of a divine mind. 
How can mentality be attributed to a being like the God 
of tradition who is totally immaterial and non-bodily! 
This problem will be the main topic of this and the 
following essay. 

If we accept the Wittgensteinian position that the 
meaning of terms fo r the inner life is given by out
ward criteria of bodily behaviour, there remains the 
question: what is the criterion. or set of criteria. by 
which we draw the distinction between mind and 
body altogether! Even if it is to bodies primarily that 
we attribute minds. we do not attribute minds to all 
bodies.. On what basis do we make the distinction 
between those bodies to which we attribute minds and 
those to which we do not attribute minds? We have 
spoKen of 'mentalistic predicates', meaning predicates 
which imply the having of a mind, predicates appro
priate to entities with minds. How do we decide which 
predicates a T!' mentalistic in this sense! 

We can approach this quest ion from two different 
directions. Because the mind is both intellect and will. 
we may enquire what are the criteria on the basis of 
which we attribute intellect and intellectual activity, 
o r we may enquire what are the criteria on the basis of 
which we attribute will and volitional activicy. The 
intellect is the cognitive side of the mind. and the will 
is the affective side of the mind. So our enquiry, in 
its twofold form, can be rephrased thus: v .. hat arc the 
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crite ria on the basis of which we att ribute cognit ive and 
affective stales of mind! 

Cognitive stllte~ of mind are those which involve 
the possession of a piece of information (true or false): 
such things as consciousness. awareness, expectat ion, 
belief, certa inty, knowlooge. Affect ive ~tates of mind 
are neither t rue nor fa lse but consist in an attitude 
of pursuit o r avoidance: such things as purpose, inten
t ion, desire, volition, dislike, disgust, love. Accord ingly, 
criteria of mentality may be criteria of cognitivity 
(criter ia for the attr ibution of cognitive States) or cri
te ria of affectivity (criteria for the attribut ion of 
affective states). 

If we start on the cognitive side, one way of answering 
our quest ion is to identify mind with consciousness. 
We may say that those beings have minds which have 
consciousness: or that what goes on in my mind, as 
opposed to what goes on in my body, is that of which 
I am immediately conscious. 

Another " 'lI}' of making the dist inct ion between 
mind and body is to say that the mind is interior, the 
body exterior. There are.. it may be said, t\Io'O worlds: 
the mental and the phY5ical. The external, physical, 
world is something which is common to all of us; the 
internal, mental , world is !;()mething which is private 
to each of us; or perhaps we should rather say that 
there are as many different internal worlds as there are 
minds. 

There are d ifferent ways of drawing the d istinction 
between mind and body, ways which make a close 
link between mind and language. Some philosophers 
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say that the only beings that have minds are those that 
make use of language. Others would draw the distinc
tion within the realm of language itself. Languages may 
be conceivable, they ~"Ould say, which would not be 
evidence of minds on the part of those which use them 
- languages, perhaps. like the language of the bee$. 
Mentali[y mUSt be sought. according to this view, in 3 

particular feature of the languages with which we are 
familiar. This feature, called by some philosophers 
intentionali[y, is the ability to talk about the non· 
existent, and to use different, non-synonymous ways 
of speaking about the same eKistent objects. Some 
philosophers identify intentionality, in this sense, as the 
mark of the menta\; and consideroble philosophical 
effort has been expended in seeking to give a rigorous, 
formal, account of such intentionality. 

Intentionality may be used as a criterion of the men
tal in t~"O distinct but connected way$. One may claim 
that only the use of a language which involved inten
tionality is sufficient evidence for mentality on the part 
of its user. Or one may claim that only a language 
which inmlved intentionality would be rich enough ro 
enable a speaker to make attributions of mental states 
and activities. Both claims, of course, mar be true 
together. 

For some philosophers the essential feature of men· 
tality is nOt intentionality but rationality: the ability to 

give and understand reasons. Intentionality, on th is 
vicv.', is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for 
rationality. On this view the tradition was soundly 
inspired which defint.-d human beings nOt as language. 
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using animals, nor even as intentional language-using 
animals, but as rational animals. 

Some philosophers have set their sights even higher, 
and taken as the mark of the mind nOt mere rationality 
but spirituality. By 'spirituality' here I do not mean 
any kind of existence apart from a body, but merely 
the ability to consider matters lying beyond the spatial 
and temporal limits of the individual's bodily life and 
experience. For philosophers of this kind, even the 
most rational management of one's daily business 
would nO( be a manifestation of mind. Mind is to be 
seen in the mathematician's study of unending series., 
the cosmologi.st's speculation on the origin of the 
universe, the monk's meditation on the infinite. 

Such are various ways in which philosophers have 
characterized the mind by appeal to different kinds 
of cognitive ability and performance. One may seek, on 
the other hand, to use affective rather than cognitive 
criteria to single our what, from among the operation 
of the myriad different kinds of agents in the universe, 
is the kind of behaviour which is the mark of the 
mental. 

Not everything that happens in the universe is a case 
of agency: in addition to what things do there is what 
happens to them. If I hit a cricket ball into a rosebush, 
that is an action of mine, but it is only something that 
happens to the ball and the bush. The movements of 
the planets are not any acting out of the planets' nature; 
they are the result of the application to the planctll of 
laws of motion of a very genern[ kind. O r if we are to 
call grnvitational at trnction a form of agency, then we 
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may say that the movement of the planets is the result 
of the agency of many massy bodies scatnered through 
the cosmos. It is not to be attributed to the planets' 
oven agency, in the way in which ancient and medieval 
philosophers and poelS believed. 

None the less, agency is a universal phenomeno n, 
nOt restricted 10 human or living beings, The corrmive 
action of acid and the budding of a hawtho rn are 
examples of agency no less than a dolphin's swimming 
or the knitting of a sweater. Since there are both 
animate and inanimate agents, agency by itself is nOI a 
mark of life, still less of mind. The difference between 
animate and inanimate agency $CCms to be that animate 
agency, unlike inanimate agency, is teleological agency: 
it is action in pursuit of goals, Thus living beings, 
unlike non-living ones, frequently act in order to bring 
about some benefit to themselves or their kind, as we 
see in the life...cydes of plantS and even simpler 
organisms. 

Even among living agents, there is a difference 
between the kind of agency typical of plants, on the 
one hand, and that typical of animals and human 
beings o n the other. Natural agency is commo n to 
all living beings, but voluntary agency is to be found 
only in animals. While plants and animals both 
have needs, only animals have wants o r desires, and 
\'Oluntary action in animals is acting OUl of d esire. 

Human beings, like animals, have desires; but human 
beings can want things which no animal could v,:ant - to 
be richer than C roesus, for inStance, or to be famous 
after one's death. One reason for the difference 
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between human and animal ","ancing is that human 
beings can have wants which can only be expressed 
in language. Humans and animals can both perform 
voluntary actions, but only humans can perform 
intentional actions. that is., actions done with the 
consciousness of why one is doing them. Incentional 
action, therefore, may be taken as one criterion of 
mentality. 

[n the affective realm, as in the cognitive reaim, some 
philosophers wish to ass ign more exalted criteria of 
mentality. Some might wish to argue that it is not the 
ordinary, self-regarding intentional actions that are the 
true mark of the human possession of mind. [t is 
rather the pursuit of altruistic and self-transcending 
goals which is the emblem of the human spirit: loving 
one's ne ighbour, working for the millennium, seeking 
scientific understanding, loving God. 

The affective and cognitive items which we have 
listed are nOt [WO independent sets of criteria for 
mentality. if they were, it \':ould be hard to see why we 
should talk of the mind as a single entity at all. In fact, 
at ewry level cognith·e and affective are interwoven. 
Animal desire and animal consciousness go together: 
the notions of wanting and of awareness become 
applicable to an agent together. when the agent's 
behaviour manifests the requisit~ degree of complexity. 
If we know an animal's capacities, its behavioural 
repertoire, we can infer its b'Oals from its behaviour if 
we knQV.! what elements of its environment it is aware 
o f; and we can infer from its behaviour what elements 
of its environment it is aware of if we know what goals 
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it is pursuing. At the other end of the scale, the pursuit 
of tranSCendent spiritual goals ill poMible only for 
those who ha\"e the appropriate: conceptS to formu late 
such goals. Will i~ impoS5ible without intellect. But 
equally, though in a less obvious manner. inte llect is 
impossible without will: what is sublime canno t be 
und erstood without a d egree of sympathy for .... >hat 
makes it sublime. 

I have: listed vario us characte ristics which may be 
taken. and have: been taken by some: philosophers, as 
being crucial tokens of the presence of mind. The rest 
of th is essay will indeed be devoted 10 developing, and 
evaluating, the criteria , with a ,·iew 10 d eciding how, if 
at all. the most appropriate criteria for mentality can be 
applied to a being who po6stsHd the other attributes 
of d ivinity. 

If we: take consciousness as the made: of mind, then 
we must say that not only human beings, but also some 
animals, hy,'C minds. For there is no doubt tha t apes 
and horses and cows and cals and dogs and rats and 
mice are conscious, if to be conscious means to see and 
hear and s mell and taste, and so o n . Descatte& who was 
the first philosopher systematically to define mind in 
terms of consc iousn~ denied that animals had minds 
because: he denied that they were conscious; but in th is 
he: was wrong. He was correct in believing that animals 
d o not possess self-conscio usness in the way that 
human beings do: animals do not possess the: concept 
which human beings man ifest in their use of the first_ 
person pronoun. But self-consciousness is not the same 
thing as co nsciousness. and consciousness - in t he form 
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of sense-perception - is possible in the absence of 
self-consciousness. 

On the other hand, if we define mind in terms of the 
exalted spiri tual activities in which some philosophers 
have placed its essence then we seem in danger of 
having to say that not all human beings have minds. For 
it is not immediately obvious that all human beings 
have the ability to be scientists, poets, metaphysicians 
o r mystics. Perhaps it might turn out that all human 
beings, given appropriate t!1lining, are capable of 
understanding the most sublime thoughts capable 
of expression in human language. Even so, it does not 
seem impossible that there might be other beings, 
inhabitantS perhaps of distam galaxies, who could 
master the everyday use of our natural languages, but 
were baffled whenever these' languages were emplO','ed 
in fundamental scientific research o r put to poetical o r 
metaphysical or religiOUS use. 

This essay and the next will be devoted to refining 
a definition of mind with a view to seeing how far 
the no tion of mind can be extended, and in particular 
if it can be applied to a divine being. A1; a start ing 
point fo r the enquiry, I will take as a working definition 
that to have a mind is to have an intellect and a will. 
In the case of a human being, to haw: an imellect is to 
have the capacity to acquire and ~et'Cise intel1ectual 
abil ities of various kinds, such as the mastery of 
language and the possession of objective information.. 
In the case of a human. being, to have a will is to have 
the capacity fo r the free pursuit of goals fo rmulated by 
the intellect. 
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In human beings, the mind is a capacity, somethinig 
potential: inteUectual skills are not always being 
exercised, not every moment of life is spent in the pur
suit of rational goals. Babies have minds even though 
they have nOt yet acquired the language which will 
permit them to exercise intellectual and volitional 
activity. If we are to attribute mind to a God who is 
unchangeable and in whom there is no distinction 
between potentiality and actuality, then we must be 
prepared to accept that these features of the human 
mind are due to its humanity and not to its mentality. 
The contrast is sometimes made by theologians in the 
follOWing terms: you and I have minds. but God is a 
mind. 

If the human mind is a capacity, what is it a capacity 
of? Of the living human organism. It is wrong to think 
that human beings are somehow composed of bodies 
and minds: they an: bodies that have minds. Stones and 
trees are bodies (Le. corporeal objects) which do nOt 
have minds; men and women arc bodies which do have 
minds. Cats and dogs are bodies which have minds 
on some definitions of mind, and not on others. On 
the definition just gi~'en, cats and dogs do not have 
minds because they do nOt have the ability to acquire 
language. 

A capacity is a kind of ability: it is a second-order 
ability, an ability to acquire abilities. (Speaking Russian 
is an activity; knowing Russian is an ability; having 
the ability [Q learn Russian is a capacity.) In the human 
case we must distinguish between the possessor of the 
capacity (the human being) and the capacity itself 
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(the mind). [n the divine case, we will have to meet the 
contention that there is no distinction between mind 
and possessor. 

Abilities need to be dist inguished not only from 
their possessors but from their exercises and their 
vehicles. Where an ability is the ability to do X, then 
actually doing X is the exercise of that ability. The 
vehide of an ability is the physical ingredient or st ruc
ture in virtue of which an abili ty belongs to its posses
sor. Two examples will bring out the natuIl' o( these 
distinctions and their importance. Knowing Russian, 
which is an abili ty, is dearly d ist inct from actually 
spea king Russian, which is one of the activities which 
are exercises of that ability; I may know Russian even 
though [ am fast asleep and uttering no sound. Being 
able to prevent colds. which again is an ability, is dis
tinct from the property of containing vitamin C, 
though vitamin C is the vehicle of the prophylactic 
fX)wer of my winter pills. No doubt the possession of 
the power is causally connected with the containing 
of the vi tamin, but cause and effect are two distinct 
things here. 

The dist inction between abili ties and their vehides is 
an important one in the context of the mind. The 
vehicle of the human mind is no doubt the brain and 
central nervous system. J( abilities were ident ical with 
their vehides, then the notion of a d isembodied mind 
would be an impossible one from the start. But because 
the link between an abil ity and its vehicle may be an 
empirical. contingent one, then it needs examination 
whether the mind might nOt continue to exist without 
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the appropriate vehicle. And in the case of a God who 
has no body, we must ask whether the mind could exist 
without any vehicle at all. 

Because the human mind is a capacity, an ability, 
philosophical misunderstanding of the nature of 
abilities can lead to confusion in the philosophy 
of mind, Someone who confuses abilities with thcir 
exercises will be a behaviourist: she will identify the 
mind with it.s behavioural exercise. Someone who con
fuses abilities with their vehicles will be a materialist: he 
will identify the mind with its material vehicle in the 
brain. Both errors in philosophical psychology have 
their root in a defecth'c metaphysic of ability. 

The mind, we said, consists of the intellect and the 
will. But if the mind is nOt a physical substance, how 
can it have parts? Can it have a structure at all, if it is 
not a concrete object? Yes, provided that it is under
stood that when wc speak of part.s and structure here 
we arc talking about relationships that hold between 
different abilities, and not about relationships holding 
between material objects. There is a relationship 
between the ability to play chess and the ability to move 
the knight correctly: the latter is clearly a part of the 
former. But neither ability is a divisible physical emity. 

A consideration of the sense in which the mind is 
divisible into parts is of importance in the context of 
our present enquiry, since one of the attributes \\.+tich 
theologians have traditionally ascribed to God is that 
of being simple, of lacking any partition or divisibility. 
If we are to establish the coherence of a divine 
mind, we must enquire whether divine simplicity is 
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compatible with the kind of sttucture which appears to 
be characteristic of anyth ing we could call a mind. 

The human minds we know are embodied minds, 
material and finite. which develop over time, which 
enquire, learn, forget and err: In this section we 
are to enquire whether there can be a mind which 
is immaterial, infinite, unchanging, incurious and 
unerring, which learns nothing and forgers nothing. 
Since the minds we know beSt are human minds, it may 
be that there is an unavoidable degree of anthropo
morphism in anributing minds to any beings, finite 
or infinite, which are not human. BUI must anthropo
morphism nec~sari ly lead to nonsense? The next essay 
will be an attempt ro explore the logical limits of 
anthropomorphism. 
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The Limits of 
Anthropomorphism 

Anthropomorphism does not occur only in the con_ 
text of theism. From time to time we take predicates 
that are strictly applicable only to human beings and 
apply them to things other than human beings. We 
use them, (or instance, of parts of human beings, of 
animals and of machines of various kinds. 

Human beings, like other animals, breathe, digest 
melT food and grasp other bodies. We can speak, by 
synecdoche, of organic parts as performing these 
activities: our lungs breathe, our stomachs digest, 
our hands grasp. This usage. though metaphorical, 
is generally philosophically harmless. But it can be 
dangerous to speak of parts of the body as performing 
mental activities which only a whole human being can 
perform. When I see the Matterhorn, there are images 
on my retina and there are specific events in my visual 
cortex. But neither my retina nor my visual COrtex sees 
the Matterhorn, and no part of me sees my retinal 
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images or my visual COrtex. These truisms are some
times forgotten b}' practising psychologiSts. 

Descartes, who was one of the first to explore the 
nature of retinal images. warned us not to chink that 
there was another pair of eyes inside our brains to see 
the images. But his own account of seeing - as a per
cept ion, by the mind, of panerns in the pineal gland 
was itself tantamount to postulating a homunculus 
or little human at the innermost point of the brain. 
Psychologists in our own t ime have nOt been immune 
to the illusion that the cognitive and affective activities 
of human beings can be explained by the postulation 
of mythical cognitive or affective activities to be per
formed by organic or microscopic parts of human 
beings. To avoid being misled here, it is wise to be most 
cautious in attributing human psychological predicates 
to human parts less than the whole human being, 

The attribution of human predicates to animals is a 
more ser ious and complicated matter. We can sum up 
the issue in the age-old quest ion: Do animals think! 
DescartCll maintained that animals did not think, and 
did nOt have minds. In order to decide how far he was 
right and how far he was wrong, we have to distinguish 
\'3rious things which might be meant by saying that 
animals do nmlhink. 

First, it may mean that animals do not have Cartesian 
consciousness; they do not h ave private ideas o r 
choughts with which they are immediately acquainted 
and which are the medium of their contact with the 
world outside them. If this is what is meant by saying 
tha t animals do not think , then the thesis is a true one. 
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But it is also an uninteresting one, because if this is 
what 'think' means then human beings do not think 
either. We do not have Cartesian consciousness any 
more than animals do, because Cartesian conscious
ness is a nonsensical Unding . 

Secondly, it may mean that animals are machines, 
that their behaviour is susceptible to mechanistic 
explanation, and that there is not, in the make.up of 
an animal, any room for an immaterial substance. We 
may agree that there is no immaterial animal ego: but 
yet we may also query whether there is an immaterial 
human ego, and we may regard it as an open question 
whether human behaviour itself may nOt be susceptible 
to mechanistic explanation. 

Thirdly, it may mean that animals cannot use 
language: they do nOt have the species-specific ability 
for language.learning, which is something distinct from 
general intelligence. Descarte$ certainly maintained 
this. and in our own time it has been defended by 
Chomsky; it has also been controverted by many 
animal behaviourists, some of whom have claimed that 
specially t rained chimpamees have actually mastered 
human language. 

I do not wish to enter into the question whether only 
human beings. among terrestrial animals, have the 
power to master human languages. The reports I have 
read of the performances of chimpanzees such as 
Washoe and Samb and their successors have not 
convinced me that these gifted animals have genuine 
linguistic skills. But it is a matter of empirical research 
to discover how far non·human animals can be trained 
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to use human languages. What I am concerned with 
is rather the philosophical question about the 
relationship between mind and language in animals. 
This is not so much the quest ion whether animals have 
minds but rather the question whether 'dumb' animals 
(the 'brute beasts ' of the older terminology) have 
mind$. 

The question whether animals have minds is, pace 
Descartes.. a different question from the question 
whether they think. Thinking is an activity or a state, 
whereas mind is a capacity; and thinking covers more 
different kinds of activity than the activity the mind 
is a capacity for. I have argued earlier that the mind is 
the capacity to acquire intellectual abilities, that is to 
say the abil ity for intelIecrual activities. [f intellectual 
activities are those which involve the creation and 
utilization of symbols, then dumb animals do nOt have 
minds. because they do lIot, as we do. create and use 
symbol$. But that does lIot settle the question whether 
they think. 

Animals are undoubtedly conscious agents. Even 
inanimate bodies and feelingless plants are capable of 
agency; (l {Qt1iori animals are agents. Unlike stones and 
trees, animals are conscious in the $t'nse that they are 
capable of perception and sensation: they s.ee, hen, feel 
pain and hunger and thirst. There is nothing anthro
pomorphic in attributing sense-perception to animals. 
and we are not using metaphor if we speak of the eye 
of a bird o r a fish. 

Descartes denied that animals were conscious o r 
pos!;eSsed sensat ion in the truest sense. He .... ,ould 
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only allow that there was sensation where there were 
sense-data. The fact that an imals had the appropriate 
mechanisms in their bodies, analogous to o ur organs o f 
sight , hearing, taste and smell, was insufficient to make 
it true that they could really perceive with their senses. 
We may agree that the mere presence of the appro
priate mechanism fo r perception and sens3xion is nOt 
enough; a human brain, with the appropriate nerves 
anached, if removed from the body and placed in vitro, 
cannot see o r hear o r smell. Dut the animal mechanism 
is not in vitro, it is in an animal o rganism , and the 
organism as a whole can react and behave in the 
appropriate way to d isplay the various mooes o f 
awareness o f the environment characteristic o f the 
different senses. 

Animals have simple beliefs and desires; we attribute 
these to them on the basis of their behaviour, p<)\vers 
and needs. W hen we attrib ute beliefs and desires to 

animals, we make use of the indirect s~h construc_ 
tion as ".1' do in the case o f human beings: we say of a 
dog, for instance, that he th inks that he is going to be 
taken for a walk, o r that he wants h is master to open 
the door for him. This does not mean that we believe 
dogs have some canine language in which to think and 
want; but it does mean that we are attributing IQ them 
such concepts as are implied in our ascription of belief 
and d esire. Belief and dC!iire are dispositional concepts, 
and we specify what dispositions are by describing what 
would count as an e)Cercise o f the disposit io n. If no 
difference can be made o ur between an agent 's express
ing that p and e)Cpressing that q, then we cannot make a 
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distinction in the case of that agent between the belief 
that p and the be.[i~ that q, or the wish that p were the 
case aoo the wish thal q were the case. 

[n speech,using human bc-ings the possession of a 
concept of X involves two thing5: (I) being able to 
recognize an X for an X, react to it appropriately in 
behaviour, ere.; (2) being able [ 0 use a symbol for 
an X. (In most cases it is difficult or impossible to get a 
fine exact point of behaviour to fit X and X alone, 
other than a linguistic one). In dumb animals there is 
only the fir5t o f these abilities.. But this is enough to say 
thar animals do have concepts of certain things, for 
instance a dog may ha\'e the appropriate concepts fo r 
the recogni tion o f other dogs. of his mistress, o f food, 
etc. We do not need to say that a dog has the same 
conceprs os we have when we talk o f the dog's mistress, 
but on ly that he possesses a concept which enables him 
to pick out the object which we pick out when we speak 
o f his mistress. Even in the case o f human beings. we 
sometimes use. in the attribution of beliefs, concepts 
which are possessed by us rather than by the believer: as 
when ~ say that King Henry V III was wo rried about 
inflatio n. 

There is nothing necessarily anthropomorphic in 
attributing concepts 10 an imals. Anthropomorphism 
comes o ut only if we att ribute to them conceprs whose 
possession can only be manifested in language. In 
che case of human beings. mere are some concepts 
whose possession in\'Okes o nly the second of the [WO 

abilities mentioned above: fo r instance, the concept o f 
a million, o r o f yesterday. or o f 'if ... then'. It is in 
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these cases that it is difficult to allow the possession of 
the concepts to dumb animals. 

The distinction between those concepts which it 
make,!; sense to anribute to animals and those which it 
does not has been made by Frege and by Wittgenstein. 

Frege, discussing the idea of some philosophers that 
number one is the property of being undivided and 
isolated , has this to say: 

If thi5 were correct, then W~ 5hould ha"e to exptct animals, 
loo, 10 be capable of having some son of idea of unity. Can 
i! be that a dog sca ring a! !h~ moon doe. have an id~a . 
hov,'ever ill-defined, o f what we signjfy by the word 'on~ '! 

Thi. is hardly credible - and yet iT certainly diSTinguishes 
individual objects: another dog, its masTer, a stOne it is 
playing with, th~ c~rtainly appear to th., dog ~very bit as 
isolated, as .df<amained, as undivid~, as they do to us. It 
will notic~ a diff~rence, no doubt, ~·ttn being set 00 by 
Rveral Olh~r dogs and being set on by only one. but this is 
what Mill calls th~ physical difference. We need !o knov.· 
specifically: is the dog conscious. however dimly. o f that 
common element in the two situations ,,·hich we expre5S 
by the "'orc! 'one', when. for example, it first is bi!!en by 
one larger dog and tru,n chases one cat. This SUmS 10 me 
un!ikd~·.' 

Wittgenstein said: 

One can imagine an animal angry, frightened , unhappy, 
happy, .tanled. But hopefull And why noe 

A dog believes his master I. al the door. But can he also 

' F~ TIo.e Focmdmioru of Arilhmtfic (Oxford: Blackwell. 1953). 
Po 41. 
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~l~ his masttr will com~ the day aft~r tomorrow! - And 
what CIIn he nO( do here! - how do I do i(1 How am I 
sup~ 10 anN '<:T thi5~ 

Can only thOM: hope who can talk! Only lhose who 
have mastered the use of a language. That ill to $ay, the 
phenomena of hope art modes of this complicated form of 
life.' 

W ingenslein seems to me 10 ha\'~ gone wrong h ere. It 
is correct that the dog cannot believe that h is master 
will come the day after tomorrow; but the problem is 
not that the dog cannot hope, but that the dog has 
no mastery of the calendar. If the dog sees me putting 
meat and meal im o his bowl, and leaps excitedly up and 
d own, there is no reason to d eny that h e ho pes he is 
about to be fed. Animals can have simple hopes as they 
can have Simple beliefs. 

Frege's point , however, set!ms to be well taken and 
is capable of application to cases o ther than that o f 
number. An animal, lacking language, cannot h ave 
concepts co r responding to the logical constants (e.g. 
'not' and 'if ... then'). O f course an animal can tdl the 
d ifference between the state of affairs when it is raining 
and the state of affairs when it is nO!: raining; and an 
animal may know that if it does no t come when it 
is called , then it will be beaten. But it has no concept of 
anything in common to all the cases where we use 'not ' 

,.( h' orl ... ten . 

• Loo..·;, Wiugtn.stf:"in. PIIil<>s<ophical 1 ....... ;,.,lioru (Oxforo: 
Blad,w"JI, 195J). po 174. 
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Animals don't - if ..... e exclude the dubious cases of 
the highly trained chimpanzees - reason. The ground 
for saying that they do not reason is that they do not 
operate a system of symbols adequate fo r the giving 
and evaluation of reasons. Of course animals act for 
the sake of goals, and do one thing for the sake of 
another: but unless an animal has a language it cannOt 
act for a reason. A dog may scratch beneath a bush to 

get at a buried bone. His scratching manifests his desire 
to get at the bone, but there is nothing in his behaviour 
to express, over and above this, that he is scratching 
because he wants to get at the bone. Animals do not 
have, because they cannot give, reasons for action. 

This is not to deny that they make fine, purposive 
adjustments of behaviour. So do we when we ride a 
bicycle, but learning to keep one's balance on a bicycle 
is not a maner of reasoning. It is nOt JUSt that we do 
nOt run through syllogisms in our mind before we 
make minute changes to the angle of the handlebars: 
we hardly ever syllogize in that way even in our most 
reasoned behaviour. In most cases onc does not give 
reasons for one's action, to others or even to oneself: 
but if one's actions are reasoned act ions, one can give 
the reasons on request. This is not so in the case of the 
spontaneous movements we make to keep upright on 
twO wheels. 

If a rational animal is an animal capable of giving, 
having and acting upon reasons, then tradition is 
correct in 5aying that only humans are rational animals. 

Animals, I insisted earlier, are conscious beings. But 
we must make a d istinction between consciousness and 
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self-consciousness. A being is self-consc ious if it has 
a concept equivalent 10 the mastery of the fi rst
person pronoun in natural human language. Self_ 
consciousness is not possible without language. For a 
language_user, there is a difference between being in 
pain and having the thought ' I'm in pain'; outSide 
language there is no room for such a d istinction to be 
made. Frege 's point holds again: a pig may feel hungry, 
but has no concepl of that which is in common to his 
being hungry and his being bloated. 

We have agreed that animals lad:. intellect and will , 
but have simple beliefs and desires. Do they possess 
imaginat ion! In one sense of the word, animals can 
certainly imagine things. We sometimes use the word 
'imagine' to record malfunctions of perception: I 
thought I heard a knock at the door, but I only 
imagined it; there isn't really a d rop there, hut the 
psychologists' visual cliff makes ) '0\.1 imagine one; this 
drug makes you imagine you an' moving forward al 
high speed. There is no reason to deny that animals 
may imagine things in this sense - though it is a matter 
o( empirical enquiry to discover which (for example) 
opt ical illusions they are vulnerable to. But the interest. 
ing question abolll animals is whether they can do what 
we do when we vOluntarily let our imaginat ion wander. 
Do they imagine things in that sense! 

Descartes allowed that they did; but this was because 
he conceived the imagination as being the capacity (or 
producing images in the brain, and there was no reason 
10 deny Ihat there might be physical images in animals' 
brains JUSt as there were, according to him, phySical 
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images in humans' brains. But the imagination is surely 
the capacity for mental imagery, not for cerebral 
imagery. And do animals have imagination in this 
seme? 

If we think of mental images as being some less vivid 
version of sense impressions there seems no reason 
to deny imagination to animals. We have agreed that 
animals have genuine sensation: if we aUow them the 
capacity for vivid impressions. why not the capacity for 
less vivid ones? But the maner is more complicated 
than that. 

The having of mental images. like other inner pro
cesses, is something that needs an outer crite rion. We 
find out about each other 's mental images by listening 
to descriptions of them. In the human case the 
criterion for the occurrence of mental images is Iin. 
guistic. Moreover, our ability to have mental images is 
closely bound up with our ability to talk to ourse-Ives. 
Even the most fanatical animal· lover will hardly claim 
that animals have a language which they use only in 
interior monologue. 

However, not all mental imagery, even in our case. 
is linguistic. Not everything I sec in my mind's eye is 
wrinen matter; not every sound I hear in my mind'$ ear 
is spoken words. Why may not dogs smell in their 
mind's nose. and birds sing in their mind's throot! 

The question misses the full force of the claim that 
an inner process needs an Outer criterion. In the human 
case, linguistic testimony is the criterion not only for 
the occurrence but for the content of a mental image. 
When someone tells us what she dreamed or what she 
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imagined, then what she sal's is decisive: there is no 
room fOf the misreporting of mental images by theif 
possessor. If a report is confused, or incoherent, that 
does not mean that there has been a failure of interio r 
observation: it means that the image itself is hazy o r 
chimeric If we say, then, that animals may have what 
we have when we have mental images, what we are 
suggesting is that they may have something which has 
an intrinsic relationship to itS expression in language, 
without having any language in which to express it. 

But might it not be possible to discover that events 
took place in animals' brains which were exactly similar 
to what goes on in our brains when we have mental 
images~ And would not that prove that thc}' tOO have 
mental images? [n response to these questions we must 
put a question in return. What does 'exactly similar' 
mean in this cOntext! 

If an event in a human brnin is to be any kind of 
plausible candidate for being the counterpart to a 
memal image, it has to be an event which is linked in 
some systematic way to the mental events which would 
constitute the linguistic expression of the image, since 
this expression has an intr insic relation to the image 
itself. If the purported equivalent in the animal brain 
lacks this linkage, then it is not 'exactly similar' to the 
human brain event in the relevant respect. On the other 
hand, if an event is exactly similar in this respect, then 
it cannot take place in the brain of an organism which 
lacks the capacity for linguistic expression. 

The question whether any animals can have imagi
nation, therefore, seems in the end to come down to 
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the question whether there are any animals capable of 
acquiring a language. If WC' restrict ourseh'es to the 
dumb animals with which we are familiar, the question 
does not seem to have been given a dear sense, for we 
have not been given a coherent account of what mental 
imagery is in me absence of any means of its expression. 

In the final part of this essay I turn to the third most 
widespread form of anthropomorphism outside the 
religious context, namely the application of mentalistic 
predicates to machines. This has becomC' more wide
spread and more important as more and more people 
become habituated to using computers; and the more 
user-friendh' computers becom .... the more natural it 
is to apply to them predicates (like 'friendly' itself) 
primarily attributable to human beings. 

We speak of computers as calculating, spelling, 
writing poems. composing music, playing chess. I was 
once able to observe the behaviour of an early optical 
scanner, which had shown itself wdl able to rC'ad Latin 
and Greek founts, faced for the first time with linked_ 
up Arabic script . I found myself spontaneously saying 
that it was weeping quietly to itself in a corner. This 
was obviously an instance of the sentimental fallacy. 
But was it really any more metaphorical than saying 
that the scanner had rMd the Latin and Greek texts? 

\Ve are all familiar with debates in which the intelli
gence of computers is compared with that of human 
beings. Partisans of computers argue that computers 
already outclass hunlan beings in many areas of intel
lectual endeavour, and wil! eventually outclass mem in 
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all, and perhaps take over the running of the planet. 
Partisans on the other side will often set: up some 
bound which, they will claim, computers will never 
pass: computers will never be able lO see a joke, to write 
a novel, to compose a convincing love poem, 10 under
stand theology. W henever the challenge is given an 
operational definition, the computers usually meet it 
(commonly some years, or decades, after the computer 
partisans have predicated that the)' would). 

In these comests, in my view, the partisans of the 
human race start off on the wrong foot. The)' should 
never have accepted the premise that in some areas 
computers already match human intelligent perform_ 
ance, and look to the future for the barrier which will 
prevent the computers from taking control. They 
should point out that computers have, in the literal 
sense, no intell igence whatsoever. [n the literal sense, 
they cannot perform even the simplest intellectual 
tasks. like adding two numbers together. Computers 
can do addition and subtraction only in the same sense 
as an hour-glass can tell the t ime. An hour-glass can te ll 
the t ime in the sense that it is a mechanical device which 
assists human beings in telling the time, but of course 
an hour-glass cannot tell the time in any literal sense, 
having no concept whatC\"er o( what ti rne is. A com
puter, in an exacdy parallel way, can add and subtract in 
the sense that it is an electronic device which assists 
human beings in adding and subtract ing, but it does 
not have a life of its own in which arithmetic can 
play the role which it does in our life. The fact that a 
computer is an immensdy more complicated artefact 
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than an hour-glass should not be allowed to obscure 
the fundamental philosophical poim. 

In the previous essay the human mind \\'llS defined 
as the capadty for intellectual activ ity, that is to say, 
activities involving the creation and utilization of 
symbols. Computers do nOt have minds like ours 
because they lack this capadty. They do, in a sense. 
operate with symbols; but the symbols are our 
symbols. The symbols which they use are not symbols 
for them; it is we and not the computers which confer 
the meaning on the symbols. 

To insist that in the literal sensc no intellectual predi
cate is true of a computer is not to reject the use of 
anthropomorphism in the relation between user and 
computer. It is natural, and perhaps unavoidable, for a 
user to attribute thoughts and purposes to her com
puter; indeed doing so may positively assist the user in 
getting the most out of the computer with which she is 
dealing. This is because the software which she is using 
is itself a fru it of human intelligence. Whatever a piece 
of software does is the execution of an intention, how_ 
ever conditional and remote, of the programmer who 
wrote it. (Of course the programmer does not know 
how his intentions are going to be executed, in faCt: 
any more than does the terrorist who places the bomb 
in the ra ilway station waste-bin. None the less, the 
running of the software and the maiming of the victim 
are executions of imention in each case.) Computers 
are not competitors with, but extensions of, human 
intelligence and volition. 

It is time to draw the moral from these reflections on 
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anthropomorphism, and ask how the criteria that we 
use for applying mental predicates could be applied to 
a being that was divine. If the scope for extending the 
use of such predicates to animals and machines is as 
limited as we have seen, there must be a much greater 
difficulty in extending them to God. Animals and 
machines are like human beings in imponant ways; 
they are bodily objects, they have parts, they have his
tories. The distance is infinitely greater between a 
human and a God who is immaterial, uncomplex, 
unchanging. 

It is difficult enough to conceive even of a finite 
mind without a body. Some of our mental operations, 
such as sensation and emotion, are intimately linked 
with bodily organs and bodily reactiOns. The traditional 
teaching of Christian theologians was that such oper
ations were impossible wi thout a body: disembodied 
minds can neither see nor hear nor feel pain and anger. 
Secular philosophical reflection, in this area, reaches 
the same conclusion as theological tradition. 

But what of pure intellectual thought - may that not 
be possible without a body? We must first ask what 
thought consists in. Thought involves activities of 
many different kinds: of the b:xly, of the senses, of the 
imagination. \XIhal makes these activities deserve the 
name 'intellectual' is the control that is exercised over 
them . But keeping something under control is not itself 
an activity, any more than keeping one's balance on a 
bicycle is. So the notion of a pure intellectual activity 
remains obscure. 

Of course, we all think many thoughts that we do 
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not express by any outward words or movements of 
our bodies. We utter them to ourselves, perhaps. in the 
secrecy of the imagination. But the imagination is itself 
linked to the body. in the sense that the cr iterion for 
what we imagine is what we would report in the public 
language of our 50Ciallife - the only language we have. 
The imagination is one possible medium of thought. a 
medium in the sense that there are vocal and manual 
media of speec.:h. 

h is a remarkable fact about the intellect that there 
are no limits (other than formal ones of a necessary 
level of mathematical complexity) upon the medium 
in which its activities can be exp~. Any particular 
bodily medium is therefore dispensable. But it does not 
follow that thought is possible in the absence of any 
bodily medium whatsoever. 

Any thought has a content and a possessor: it is a 
thought of something, and it is someboo:l)'s thought. 
How do we individuate the possessor of a thought? In 
the normal case, by looking to the body that expresses 
the thought. Content alone will not individuate the 
possessor of a thought: many other people have the 
same thoughts that I have. Content only individuates 
when it includes reference to modes of individuation 
of thoughts other than by their content (e.g. appeals to 

the bodily history of the thinker of the thought, or to 
the normal information-gathering capacities of human 
beings). Even in alleged cases of telepathy or spiri t
possession. physical criteria come into play, explici tly 
or implicidy, in the ascription of an expressed thought 
to an individual thinker. 
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[t is perhaps barely possible to conceive of a dis
embodied spirit which is indivicluated not by having 
a body but by having an individual locus or viewpoint 
on the world. By this I mean that we imagine it as 
possessing informat ion which. in the case of a normal 
embodied mind, would be available only from a par
ticular point in space and time. This limited viewpoint 
would mark off an individual of this kind from Q[her 
possible such disembodied entities. The viewpoint 
would th\IS find expression in the content of the 
thoughts entertained by such a being. The being could 
be tracked , one might say, as an information centre. 
Such a being would be something like a poltergeist or a 
tinkerbell. The intelligibility of the notion of pure 
spir it along this route seems to be in direct projXIrtion 
to its triviality. 

Even if such a spiri t is conceivable it will not help us 
in giving coment to the notion of a God who is a non
embodied mind. For it was precisely the limitations in 
space and time that we imagined for such a being which 
made it possible to individuate it without a body. lnat 
is of no assistance towards conceiving of a personal 
God who is immaterial, ubiquitous and eternal. It is 
not JUSt that ""I' cannOt know what thoughts are God's 
thoughts, but that there does not seem to ~ anything 
which would count as ascribing a thought to God in the 
way that we can ascribe thoughts to individual human 
thinkers. 

A divine mind .... ,ould be a mind without a history. In 
the concept of mind that we apply to human beings, 
t ime enters in various ways; but with God there is no 
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variation or shadow of change. God does not change 
his mind, nor learn, nor forget, nor imagine, nor desire. 
With us, rime enters into both the acquisition and 
exercise of knowledge, and the onset and satisfaction 
of wanting. The exercise of knowledge and the execu
tion of desire involves a course of conduct (external 
or internal) spread over time, which could not be 
attributed to a being outside time. 

The notions of time and change enter into our very 
concept of intelligence. Intelligence entails speed of 
acquisition of infonnation, and versatility in adapta
tion to altered and unforeseen circumstances. In an 
all-knOWing, unchanging being there is no scope for 
intelligence thus understood. Philo.sophical under
standing is not related to time and change in the same 
intimate way as is the acquisition and exploitation of 
information. No doubt this is why, in the tradition 
going back to Aristotle. it has been taken as a paradigm 
of divine thought. But the timeless contemplation that 
Aristotle holds Out a~ the ideal for the philosopher is 
difficult to make sense of even at the human level. 

Reflection on what is involved in the attribution of 
mentalistic predicates to human beings. and to other 
finite creatures that resemble them, has brought out 
for us the enonnous difficulty in applying such predi
cates meaningfully to a being that was infinite and 
unchanging, and whose field of operntion was the 
entire universe. Philo.sophy in this area leads to the 
same conclusion as that of those theologians who have 
said that when we speak of God we do not know what 
we are talking about. 
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6 

The Problem of Evil 
and the Argument 

from Design 

Some 50 years ago the O xford theologian Austin Farrer 
published a rich, but since undeserved!y neglected, 
book on rational theology, entitled Finill! and Injinite.1 

He concluded the book with a section entitled, 
'Dialect ic of Rational Theology', in which he classified 
dif(e~nt arguments fo r the existence of God. 

Every argument for God's existence must start from 
the wo rld of finites: it lakes some distinction within the 
finite, and claims to show that the coexistence of 
the elements d istinguishffi. is imelligible only if God 
exists as the ground of such a coexistence. Arguments 
for the existence of Ood, Farrer maintained , can never 
be fo rmally valid syllogisms because of the presence 
of analogical terms (such as 'cause ' 'existent ') in the 

, Austin FalTer. F;n1u and lnfinil< (london: Da<:~ Preu. 190 ). 
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premises and the conclusion. But each argument is 
designed to elicit a cosmological intuition, by present
ing a distinction of elements within the creature which 
makes us jump to the apprehension of God as the 
being in whom this distinction is transcended. 

Arguments for the existence of God will differ from 
each other according to the finite distinction taken as 
the basis of each; but they can differ also in the form 
the argument takes. Let the finite distinction be of the 
elements A and B. Then we may (I) take A for granted, 
and show the addiTion of B to it as necessarily the 
effect of divine action (or vice versa) or (2) take neither 
for granted but exhibit the combination AB as forming 
a nature so 'composite' that it must be regarded as 
derivative from that which is 'si mple' in this respect. 

Fan·er applies his scheme to a number of familiar 
and unfamiliar arguments of rational theology - from 
the distinction essence-existencc; from the distinction 
actual- (Xlssible; from the distinction between intellect 
and will , and so on. I wish to consider here JUSt one 
of the applications he makes of his scheme: to the 
argument which he calls the argument 'from Formality 
and Informality (Chaos)'. 

The world, Farrer says, is a composition of form and 
chaos, each form struggling to dominate the irrelellance 
of an environment which is chaos relatively to its 
formal requirements. It is this which is the basis of the 
argument from design. 

In the lA form, we presuppose chaos. If the world 
were through and through coherent design, that would 
be its natu~ and no explanation would be required. 
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The mystery is that des ign should have got such a hold 

on material lacking form: th is must have been imposed 
from above by a supreme art ificer. 

The gWI! difficulty of this argument ;s the di fficulty of 
po::suppO.S;ng chaos. C haos is a chaos of form$; $tripped 
of them it ;$ nOthing but the spatio-temporol .!oCheme of the 
intemction of finite forms ... 11 seems then that we must 
pO::$UpJl(>Sol' nOI naked chaos. but a chaos of ["",·..-grade 
form s in order 10 raise Ihe question, how ($;",:e the$e do 
nOt n~ th/, higher fonns fo r th/,i t existence) the higher 
were imposed upon 50 recalcitrant a medium. Yet this "'"IIy 
of Sla ting the question has its ()\\'n absurdity; fo r if, the 
lowest forms. by themselves (Otmal, can be taken (or 
granted in their chaotic in lernclion, what (O::sh principle 
o r fresh difficulty is mised b\' the interacting of higher 
forms with one nnOlher and with Ih" lower in the ~me 
di50rder11 

Let us change then from the lA to the IB pattern, 
where we presuppose not chaos but forms. 

Suo::ly Iform l must have suffered violence from some 
external pou'er in being thus chaotically intero::lated or 
juxlUposed. This JXI"'et must himself be suppc sed exempt 
from such juxtapoSition. If the former argument. pruup. 
pO.Slng chaos. weO:: absurd in its premiM;. this argument is 
"bsurd in its conclusion. For why should a being, himself 
compk1ely 'formal", i.e. harmonious. smuh finite form 
3g:linsl iudf in ch""t;c destruction1 n,.. ron llict hetwffn 
th~ argument of the proof and its conclusion is such that 
it is nOt usually known u 3 pt"()()f of God, but u thf 

Z Ibid .• p 276, 
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'Problem of Evil', Why should God Cause the fonm of 
human and animal existence 10 b~ak again~t Ol><! another, 
and against inanimate nature, producing the most appalling 
deprivations and injuries in d", physk31 ""nsiti"" and 
spiritual ordersl' 

If we advance from pattern I to pattern 2, Farrer 
claims, we both produce an improved version of the 
argument from design, and we are rid, at a stroke, 
of the venerable problem of eviL The pattern 2, we 
remember, is the one which takes neither form nor 
chaos for granted. Farrer States this version of the 
argument as fol!ows: 

Admitting that the finite, as we know it, is a chaos of forms, 
,,'" may al"iUe as follows: In 50 faT as the~ U an element of 
disorder in the universe, this impli"s x>m" collocations 
of substance which cannot be deri'..,d from th" formal 
principles of these substances nOr from a fonn of their 
corn:lation. Accidental collocation is a mere fact, neithet 
the fonn nor the exp~ion of any nnite operation. It 
ought to be reduced to a real operation On the pan of 
a being not subj..:t to accidental collocation with mher 
thing$, nOr to th" accidental collocation of dement$ within 
itself. This non<omposit" being, then, has placed Or 
created composit" I,.,ing.' 

Farrer maintains that even thus reformulated, the 
argument from design, like al! arguments for God's 
existence, involves formal fallacy. None the less, it can, 
he argues, defy the 'problem of evil' attack: 

) Ibid. 
'Ibid. 
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For granted that existence at Our levd must be splintered, 
collocated and accidentally intern:lated, It;s nO( a m.ltter of 
principle just ,,·hat mi5l:ries arillC; 'I could beliel.~ In God, 
were it not for cancer' is an absurd contention; for the 
nature of accident is to be irrational , nor cm il be con
trolled by measure. It is a praclial, not a speculative 
problem: of cancer research, not of theodicy. 'I belie\'e in 
God because the world is $0 bad' is U IIO<md an argument 
ss 'I bel ie\~ in God because the world is 50 good.' It could 
not be so bad if it were not 50 good, since evil is the dillCsse 
of the gOOtP 

FaTTer's style is difficult, his terminology often idio
syncratic, and his theory of the relationship between 
analogical predication and formal faUacy needs careful 
examination which it will not r«eive in this essay. None 
the less, the passages which I have quoted prest;nt 
a number o f metaphysical insightS which can be 
detached from their systematic context and restated 
in terms which many of us may find more familiar, I 
shall [Ty here to restate and defend the link which 
Farrer enunciates between the problem of evil and the 
argument from design: for I believe this to be an insight 
of fundamental importance in natural theology, and in 
particular in natural theodicy. 

I say 'in .UJ,lUral theodicy': because there can be 
various theodical disciplines, depending on which 
version of the problem of evil the theolOgian wishes 
to dispeL Farrer is concerned, and I shall be con
cerned, only with the natural problem of evil; and 

j Ibid. , p. 278. 
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not any of the versions of the supernarural problem 
of evil. 

Let me explain what I mean by this distinction. Let 
us assume that - as most of the great philosophers 
throughout history have believed - the world we live in 
provides us with reason for believing that it is the work 
of a powerful and good God . Then there is a problem 
of accounting for the evil it contains; in so far as that 
can be thought to be traceable to the maker of the 
world. This is the natural problem of evil which natural 
thoodicy setS out to dispel. 

But if we accept that it is possible to know more 
about God than natural theology provides, then there 
may be other, perhaps greater, problems of evil. If 
we believe that God is not just good but positively 
loves his creatures, then the existence of natural evils 
becomes that much more difficult to account for. If 
a revelat ion claims that God not only permits natural 
evils but imposes on some of his creatures super
natural evils such as eternal punishment, then the 
supernatural problem of evil takes a particularly 
excruciating form. To resolve these problems of evil 
is a task not for the natural theologian or philosopher 
of religion, but for the dogmatic theologian, for the 
professional spokesman for the alleged revelation in 
question. In this essay I shall restrict myself, as Farrer 
does in his book, to the natural problem of evil and the 
province of natural thoodiey. 

It is a fearure which is common to the proof from 
design and the problem of evil that both are arguments 
which argue from values to facts. The argument from 
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design can be summarized thus: 'There is a great deal 
of g()(Xj in the world: therefore there is a God.' The 
problem of evil, v.~en used as an argument againSt 
theism, proceeds as follows! 'There is a great deal of 
evil in the world: therefore there is no God.' Those 
philosophers who are true believers in the logical 
importance of the fact- value distinct ion should have 
no truck with either the proof from design or with the 
problem of evil. To be surt', it is usually the derivation 
of values from fac ts which the fact-va lue distinction is 
cried up to exdude. But if values cannot be derived 
from facts, then facts cannot be derived from values 
either. Let V be a value-judgement and F a factual 
statement. If ' If V then F' is a sound prinCiple, then 
by contl1lposition so is 'If not F then not V'; hence if 
a factual statement can be derived from a value
judgement, a value-judgement can be derived from a 
facruai statement. The fact- value barrier must be a tWO

way barrier, or no barriet at all. 
It may have caused surprise, however, that I stated that 

the argument from design involves value-judgements. 
at all. Does nOt the argument from design simply take as 
its starting point the existence of teleological phenom_ 
ena in the world! Surely all that teleology involves 
is a par-titular pattern of explanation, rather than any 
reference to good and evil! 

Certainly. it was thus that teleological explanuion 
was undetstood by Descartts, who is commonly 
awarded the credit, o r blame, for cleansing science 
of teleology, Descanes, it is well-known, rejected the 
explanation of gravity in terms of attraction between 
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bodies, on the grounds that this postulated in inert 
bodies knowledge of a goal or terminus. Bur Descartes 
was wrong in seeing end-directedness, in this sense, as 
the distinguishing mark of teleological explanation, 
The essence of teleological explanation is not the fact 
that the explanation is given ex post, or by reference to 
the tl'Tminus ad quem. It is, rather, the part played in the 
explanation by the notion of purpose: the pursuit of 
good and the avoidance of evil. 

Newtonian inertia and Newtonian grdvity provide 
examples of regularities which are not beneficial for the 
agents which exhibit them: one is a form of ex ante 
explanation, the other ex post. All teleological expla
nation is in terms of the benefit of agents, but within 
this there are both ex ante regularities (like instinctive 
avoidance behaviour) and ex post regularities (like 
specific habits of nest-building). Of course there are 
also teleological explanations of non-regular behaviour, 
such as human intentional action. 

The naTUre of teleological explanation is often mis
stated - both by its critics and its defenders. Critics 
allege that to accept teleology is to accept backwards 
causation: the production of a cause by its effect. But 
someone who explains behaviour B of agent A by say
ing that it is what is required in the circumstances to 
achieve goal G is not saying that G is the efficient cause 
of B. On the contrary, B brings G into effect, if it is 
successfuL If B is not successful, G never comes into 
being; if baCKwards causation was what was in question 
we would have here an effect without its cause. 

At the other extreme, defenders of teleology have 
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sometimes claimed that all causation is teleological. 
Causal laws must be stated in terms of the tendency 
of causal agents to produce certain effects unless 
interfered with. But are not laws stated in terms of 
tendencies teleological law$, since tendencies are 
defined in terms of their upshot! Bur an act may 
be defined by its result, and a tendency specified 
as a tendency to perform such an act; without the 
'end' in the sense of final state being an 'end ' in 
the sense of goal. A tendency is only teleological if 
it is a tendency to do something for the benefi t of 
the agent, or something bearing a special relation to the 
agent. 

Any teleological explanation must involve an activi ty 
which can be done well or badly, or an entity for which 
there can be gO<Xl or bad. The paradigm of such entities 
is the living organism: an entity that has needs., can 
flourish, can sicken. decay and die. There can be good 
or bad for things other than whole living organisms: 
things can be good or bad for the parts, artefacts, 
environments of living beings. But there are many 
items - numbers, classes., rocks, dust, mud, elementary 
particles and the like - for which there is no such thing 
as gO<Xl and bad. 

Once we have spelt out what is involved in the teleo
logical phenomena which provide the basis for the 
argument from design, it is clear that the locus of that 
argument is the same as the locus of the problem of 
evil. It is the same kind of entity, the same realm 
of being and the same features of that realm that pro
vide a home for the premisses of both arguments. In 
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order to specify what were the kinds of being to v..n.ich 
teleological explanations were appropriate I had to 
bring in not only the not ions of g<:Nldness, life and 
flou rishing, but also the notions of badness, decay and 
death. Whatever can have things good for it can also 
have things bad for it . 

This, as Farrer pointed out, is the first step towards 
the resolution of the problem of evil. The possibility 
of goodness brings with it the possibility of badness: 
if we can describe what is good for X we are eo ipSQ 
describing that whose lack is bad for X; if in saying that 
a part icular X is a good X we are saying more than 
simply that it is an X, then there must be the possibility 
of describing an X which is nOt a good X. Thus who-
ever makes a wo rld in which there are things good for 
things is making a world in which there is the logical 
possibility of things bad for things. 

The problem of evil. of course, is a problem only for 
those who accept that there is a good creatOr, o r at least 
a good ruler, of the unive~ If the world we see takes 
its origin and course from iron necessity or blind 
chance, or some combination of the two. then evil may 
be regrettable but it is scarcdy problematic: what 
reason have we to expect the world to be anything 
other than a vale of tears! Not even everyone who 
accepts the existence of an all-powerful creator need 
find the existence of evil logically disturbing. The 
first mover unmoved, the first cause of all . the cru 
realis.simllm, is not obviously, without considerable fur_ 
ther argument, a source of goodness. It is the argument 
from design which leads to the conclusion that there is 
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an extramundane origin precisely for purpose and the 
pursuit of good. 

Consideration of the argument from design, there_ 
fore, is related to the resolution of the problem o f evil 
in two different ways. If one rejects the atgl.lment, then 
one is, so far as natural theology is concerned, freed 
from the logical constraints of the problem of evil. If 
one accepts the argument, then one accepts along with 
it at least a partial recipe for the problem's solution; for 
the author o( goodness to which the argument leads is 
by logical necessity the author of the possibility of evil. 

This goes part of the way to the problem's solution; 
but must we not go much further~ Must the logica[ 
possibility be actualized in the real world! Could not 
omnipotence make a world in which the possibility 
remained no more than a possibility? 

The world we live in seems to have two features -
emphaSized by Farrer - which go beyond the necessity 
imposed by the nature of good and evil. [n the first 
place. it is a ",,'Orld in which form survives by the pre
carious management of chaos; in which. for instance, 
my intellectual and animal life organi:es the chemical 
and physical material in which it is embodied. 
Secondly, it is a world in which the organisms of 
various forms compete with each other for the maner 
to be organized; in which predators live off their prey 
and there is competition not only between but within 
species for the benefits offered by the environment. 

A material world of precarious competition is the 
only \\'Orld of which we have experience. and our 
imaginations are too feeble for us to be sure whether 
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other forms of world are genuinely conceivable. The 
most sustained effort to imagine beings whose forms 
were not enthroned on chaos was the angelology of 
the medieval scholastics. It is difficult to be confident 
whether the immaterial spirits of scholaStic tradition 
are genuinely conceivable or not; it is even more 
difficult to have much hoJX that we shall do better than 
the scholastics in rhis area in drawing limits to con
ceivability which are firm enough to rest an argument 
upon. We may, J think, accept with Farrer that a world 
containing any beings whom we could conceive of as 
having good would also have the actuality, and not just 
the possibility, of evil, because of the interlocking 
of one creature's good with another's evil. This is 
something which we must accept; as he putS it: 'As we 
love our own distinct being, so mUSt we endure rhe 
conditions of its possibility:" 

Suppose we accept, then, that any world containing 
good must contain the possibility of evil, and also that 
any world of the kind that has the likes of us in it mUSt 
have the actuality of evil. Can one not still maintain 
that only a brute or blackguard would create the world 
we actually have! To consider this we ha,·e to take a 
further step in the consideration both of the problem 
of evil and of the argument from design, 

Why is the presence of good and evil in the world 
supposed to call for an extraterrestrial source? We 
don't, after all, think that the presence of hot and cold 

• Ibid., p. 277. 
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in the world means that there has to be an extra
terrestrial fount of heat: what is special about good and 
evil? 

The argument from design turns on the fact that 
much of the good which is present in the world is 
present in the form of purpose. (I put on one liide the 
question whether there could be a world in which there 
was good but only accidental good; whether or not 
such a world is possible, ours is not such a world.) 
There are things which exist to serve purposes (e.g. 
organs with their distinct functions) and there are 
things which have purposes (e.g. animals with their 
characterist ic activities). 

I must avert a misunderstanding here: having a pur
pose does not involve, necessarily, knowledge or inten
tion of that purpose. Not all purposes of entities are 
conscious goals or projects of that entity. The activity 
of the spider has as its purpose the construction of 
the web, as the activity of the dog has as its purpose the 
retrieval of a bone; but the dog is conscious of 
the purpose as the spider is not. Not all purposeful 
actiom are intentional actions, and not all entities with 
purposes are entities that have ~n designed by those 
whose needs they serve. Whether or not my liver was 
designed by God, it was not designed by me. 

'Purpose', then, does not mean the same as 'design' . 
The argument from design aims to show that all pur
pose originates from design - but it does not assume 
this as if it was a tautOlogy. Design is purpose which 
derives from a conception of the good which fulfiLs the 
purpose. l( the conclusion of the argument from 
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design is correct , then all purpose is of this kind. But 
that is not something to be assumed at the outset. 

Nowadays, however, both proponents and critics 
of the argument from design accept the premiss that 
naked purpose is inconceivable. That is to say, if we 
have an explanation in terms of purpose, that cannOt be 
a fundamental, rock-bottom explanation. The explan
ation muSt be reducible to an explanation in terms of 
design, that is to say inteUigem purpose; o r to explan
ation of a mechanistic kind. in terms of necessity, 
chance, or both. Theists Opt for the first kind of explan_ 
ation, many evolutionary biologists for the second. 

There are five levels at which prima facie there is 
purpose operative in the universe: first, the operation 
of mature living organisms; second, the operation of 
organs within those organisms; third, the morpho_ 
genesis of the individual from the embryonic stare; 
fourth, the emergence of new species: fifth, the origin 
of speciarion and of life itsel f. At each of these levels 
purpose may seem to call for a designer: at each 
level one who wishes to resist this conclusion must 
reduce the teleolOgical elements to mechanistic ones. 
claiming to show how the evolution of life is either an 
inevitable process, explained by the natural properties 
of non-living matter, or the result of the operation 
of necessitating forces upon the outcome of chance 
occurrences. 

I shaU not consider in detail the plausibility or 
otherwise of mechanistic reduction of teleology, at 
each of these five levels. I shaU assume, for the sake 
of argument, that at one or o ther point the reduction 
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breaks down, so that the argument from design sue· 
ceeds. I ask what consequences follow for the problem 
of evil and the responsibility of the cosmic designer! 

The answer seems to differ according to the method 
by .,...Jtich the design operates o r, if you like, the point or 
points at which the purposiveness is introduced from 
outSide into the cosmic story. The first case, and the 
easiest onc to judge, is the onc in which the designer 
achieves his pur~, and the purposes of his creatures. 
by the operation of necessitating laws. In such a world, 
it seems, God WQuld be nOt only the author o f I.'vil. 

but the author of sin. As I put it in The God of (~ 
PhilO$Opht'TS: 

If an agent freely and knowingly sets in motion a deter
mini~lic process with a certain upshot. it seems that he 
mUSI be respoll5ible for that upshot. Calvin 8rguW rightly 
that the truth of determinism would not male eo,..,rything 
that happens in the wo rld happen by God's intention: onl." 
SOllle of the eo,..,ntll of history would be chosen by God as 
ends o r Illean.s, others could be merely conseque"""$ of his 
choices. Bm that would not suffice to acquit God of respon
sibility fo r sin. Fo r moral agents are responsible not o nly 
for their intentional actio ns; but also fo r the consequences 
of thei r actions: for states of affairs which they brin!! about 
,"Oluntaril." bm not intentionally. An indeterminist can 

make a distinction beN·een those State. of affairs which 
God cause.\\, and tho se which he merely permits: hut in a 
de!l'rministic created uni''''rse, Ihe distinction bl'tween 
causing and permitting would have no application to God.1 

, Anthony Ktnn\~ 1lI.> God ,if , /w: Ph,/osap/w:,.. (Oxford: Oxford 
Uni'~f$iIY Press, 1979). p. 86. 
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This consideration is unlikely greatly to t rouble a 
proponent of the argument from design. since our uni
verse does not appear to be one in which determinism 
reigns, but rather one in which, while there are effects 
which are determined by causes, there are also events 
which are determined only by coming to pass. Indeed. 
the mechanistic opponents of the argument from 
design themselves commonly seek to reduce purpose 
not to determinist necessity but to the operation of 
necessity upon chance events. 

We must look more closely at what we mean by 
chance, considered as an explanatory factor. One is 
the chance which is the unsought outcome of the 
operation of one or more causes (where more than 
one cause is in play this kind of chance is coincidence). 
The o ther kind of chance is the tendency to pro-
duce its proper effect n times out of m. The 
twO kinds may be linked together in a particular 
case: a throw of a double six when dicing is an 
instance of both kinds of chance. Chance in the 
second sense is a genuine - if indeterministic -
principle of explanation. 

Freedom is not the same thing as chance. An action 
is free if it is the exercise of a voluntary power. A 
voluntary power differs from a natural power in being 
a two-way power. The notion of chance applies to 
voluntary powers no less than to natural powers. Just as 
one kind of (han(e consists in the coincidental exercise 
of the natural powers of unrelated agents, so another 
kind of chance consists in the coincidental operation 
of non-conspiring voluntary causes. 
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It is often claimed that allowing the reality of free
dom and chance in our world is the key to resolving the 
problem of evil. This. I believe, is not so. 

First. if compatibilism is true, as I ha\'e argued on 
several occasions elsewhere, then the acknowledgement 
of freedom does not even rule out the possibility 
of the deterministic universe in which God would 
undoubtedly be the author of sin. 

Secondly, the kinds of chance we ha,'e recognized 
are compatible both with design and with the responsi
bility of the designer. A designer may put together TWO 

non-conspiring causes in such a way that the outcome 
is one not sought (pursued, tended towards) by either 
cause; he may include among the causes the indcter_ 
ministic ones (as a computer-programmer may include 
a randomizing element in his program), In neither case 
would he avoid responsibility for what happens, despite 
the attempt by Descartes to show the contrary in 
his ceIebrnted parnble of the king who both forbids 
duelling but brings two inveterate duellers together in a 
quarrel, 

What of undesigned chance: will that absoke 
the maker of the world for responsibility for the evils 
it contains? Evils which are the consequences of 
undesigned chance ..... uuld be neither meanS nOr 
ends of the Great Designer. They would be fisks 
which he takes knowingly, in general, of the nature 
of the risk, but without knowledge, in particular. 
of the evils which will in fact eventuate. A designer 
who takes risks of this kind would be less, I 
have argued elsewhere, than the God of traditional 
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Western theism, because he would not have full 
knowledge of the future. Bue our present question is: 
would he avoid responsibility for the evils of the 
world? 

The natural response is to say that it all depends 
whether the game is worth the candle: whether the 
goods to be achieved are worth the risk of the ~il. If 
this is so, then only a global view of the to tality of good 
and evil to be found in the achieved universe would 
enable one to cast the accounts. And this means that 
no impugner of divine goodness could hope to 
make his prosecut ion succeed: for the evidence which 
could alone secure a conviction is available only to the 
accused, and not even to him in advance of the end of 
the cosmic drama. 

Note that a theist could adopt this response to 

the problem of evil without taking the view that no 
moral judgement is possible about God. For if he is, 
as he is likely to be, an absolutist in mOr.l Is. he will 
agree that there are certain things God cou ld not do 
and remain good: such as telling lies. or punishing 
the innocent everlastingly. He will not need to adopt 
the consequentialist view that moral judgement on an 
action - whether a human action o r a d ivine act ion -
must wai t on a full conspectuS of the consequences. 
It is only in the case where evil is risked - not when 
it is knowingly permitted or wilfully brought about -
that the fel icific calculus is allowed to have moral 
weight. 

But th is kind of refl ection brings about the unreality 
of the exercise we have been engaged in. It must be 
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doubtful whether cosmic judgements of the form 'the 
world is on balance a goodIbad place' have any clear 
sense; anyone who believes they have must believe 
that the sense of a judgement is toully divorced from 
the possibility of the judge's putting himself into a 
position to have adequate grounds for the judgement. 
le is hard enough to attach sense to much more modest 
generalizations such as 'The human race is on the whole 
a goodIbad thing' o r 'People in the twentieeh century 
are happier/unhappier than people were in the twelfth 
century. ' 

If it is difficult to attach clear sense to the evidence to 
be brought against the designet of the world, it is C\'en 
more difficult to take seriously the idea of calling him 
before the bar of human morality. Morality presup
poses a moral community, and a moral community 
must be of beings with a common language, roughly 
equal pov.·ers and roughly similar needs. desires and 
interests. God can no more be part of a moral com
munity with human beings than he can be part of a 
political community with them. As Aristotle said, 
we cannot anribuec moral virtues to divinity: the praise 
would be vulgar. Equally, moral blame would be 
laughable. 

Remember that we ha~'e been speaking throughout 
within the bounds of natural theology. If an alleged 
revelation claims that God has entered intO moral 
relationships with human beings, then we enter into a 
different realm of discourse; but if that discourse can 
be made intelligible. the present difficulty is one that 
will have to be surmounted along with others. W ithin 
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the realm of a purely natural theology there is no 
problem of evil, but equally we must retract the claim 
that the argument from design showed God to be good. 

Farrer was right to say that 'I believe in God becau~ 
the world is so bad' is 115 sound an argument as ' I 
believe in God because the world is so good.' But he 
did nOt follow sufficiently rigorously his own insight 
that the arguments for the existence o f Goo start from 
a division within the finite and show that that insight 
is tranSCended in the infinite. Farrer was right to show 
that the argument from design and the problem of evil 
are [\>,:0 formulations of a single progress from the 
fin ite d ichotomy of good and evil to an infinite in 
which thilt dichotomy is transcended. But that pro
gress leads co a God which is no more the source of 
good than the source of evil. The God to which this 
argument of rational theology leads is not supreme 
goodness: it is a being which is beyond good and evil. 
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Faith, Pride and 
Humility 

Among the traits which our religious tr.ldition holds up 
as virtues there are [Wo that are especially Christian: 
one is faith and the other is humility, It is not that these, 
according to Christian tcaching, are the greatest virtues! 
it is charity that is above all. But charity, in itself, is not 
something upheld as a virtue only by Christianity; the 
great commandment to love God and one's neighbour 
is. after all, an Old Testament command recalled in the 
New. What makes the COntrast between Judaism and 
Christianity is above all the role Christianity assigns to 
faith. Faith in the broad sense of trust in God is to be 
founei, D$ Paul insisted, in the he~ of the Old T~ta. 

ment from Abraham onwards. But faith in the stricter 
sense of adherence 10 religious doctrine is something 
ro which Christianity assigns a novel role. It is only in 
Christianity that the reciting of a creed is the hallmark 
of adherence to a religion. Even the nature of charity is 
affected by this change. In classical Christian theology it 
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is impossible truly to love God and man unless one's 
charity is based on true faith. 

If it is the role of faith which contrasts Christianity 
with Judaism, it is humility whose role marks out 
Christianity from paganism, ancient and modern. 
The good man as described in Aristotle's Nironwchean 
Ethics is not humble: he is great-souled, that is to say he 
is a highly superior being who is well aware of his own 
superiority to others. In our own age we insist on indi
vidual rights: systematic attempts are made to raise 
people's consciousness of their rights and to urge them 
to insist on exact ing them. All this creates a climate in 
which humility appears a highly suspect virtue. 

Within Christianity itself, I shall maintain, there is a 
tension between the twO attitudes: that of humility and 
that of faith. Indeed, I shall claim that humility, rightly 
understood, is incompatible with faith, as traditionally 
understood. Faith and humility, I shall argue, cannot 
both be genuine virtues. If we must choose, then our 
choice should favour the claims of humility rather than 
those of dogmatic faith. 

For there is no doubt that humility is a virtue, and a 
precious one. But its merits need defence, for there 
were and are those who consider it no virtue. First of 
all, in one's own case, is it not a lapse from truthfulness 
to judge oneself .. ",orse than one deserves! Secondly, in 
the case of others, is there not something odious in the 
preaching of humility by persons in positions of power 
and privilege to others less favoured than themselves! 
When the poor and weak are contented with their 
lowly station, it is the rich and powerful who stand to 
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gam. These objections to humility need to be taken 
seriously; yet humility rightly understood is a virtue of 
great price. 

True humility. however. needs to be distinguished 
fro m specious and irrelevant forms of humility. There 
is an obvious and irritating counterfeit of humility 
that finds expression in insincere utterances of self
abasement. This was the humility that was parodied 
by Charles Dickens in the character of Uriah Heep; 
but already August ine had denounced it, saying that 
feigned humility, which is expressed only in exterior 
gestures. is the greatest of pride.' 

But there are more respectable kinds of humility 
which do not yet reach the heart of the matter. There is 
the tactical humility that finds expression in a modest 
and unassuming approach. If I decide I have a duty to 
rebuke a colleague, there is more likelihood of success 
if [ begin the conversation not with ' I think you have 
behaved d isgracefully ', but with 'There is a matter on 
which I would value your advice.' This tactical humility 
is nOt real humility: it is nOt based on any judgement 
that my interlocutor is, in the relevant respect, my 
superior. It is not, however, a vice; it is a harmless 
necessary managerial skill. It would seem vulgar to 
regard it as any kind o( virtue had it not been 
commended to us by Jesus himself in the COntext of 
seating-plans at table. 

There is another kind of humility, insisted on in 

, 11. 11...,. I .d 1. 
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Christian tradition, which might be called metaphysical 
humility. This is the humility of an individual before 
God, based on the reflection that in comparison with 
Ood any creature is dust, ashes and nothingness. The 
problem about metaphysical humility is that it has 
little relevance to any moral virtue governing relations 
between human beings. If I am dust, ashe5 and 
nothingness, so are you; at the level of dust that need 
not prevent me thinking that I am ever so superior to 
)'Ou. In the light of eternity no doubt differences of 
worth between us are insignificant, but in the bustle 
of u-orkaday life and in the competition for transitory 
goods and honours one can cancel out the meta
physical humility as a common denominator under
lying all human value and e;ltcellence. 

The real humility is the one that is expressed in a text 
of St Paul: 'In lowliness of mind let each esteem other 
better than themselves' (Phi!' 2, 3). How can this be 
possible, one may wonder; and, if possible, how can it 
be a virtue! St Thomas Aquinas, having insisted that 
true humility involves the subjection of a human being 
in the face of God, I goes on to say, with his robust good 
sense, that it cannot be a virtue to believe oneself the 
worst of all sinners. If we all did that, then all but one 
of us would be believing a falsehood, and it cannot 
be the part of virtue to promote false belie( St Thomas 
glosses the text as follows. What is good in each of us 
comes from 000; all we can really call our own is our 

' !la llae, 161, l ad 3; 3, l. 
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sinfulness. Everyone, with respect to what is his own, 
should regard himself as less than his neighbour in 
respect of what there is of God in his neighbour. But, 
he goes on to say, 'Humility does nOt require that 
someone should regard less the gifts of God in himself 
than the gifts of God in others.' But whatever gifts an 
individual has received from God, he can ah~"ays find 
gifts that o thers have received and he has not; and when 
comparing himself with others those are the maners on 
which he should fix his mind. l 

This is no doubt sound advice; and yet I do not feel 
that St Thomas's account of the virtue is adequate. He 
does not explain how humility can involve placing 
others above oneself, and yet nOt deviate from a JUSt 
appreciation of one's gifts. He defines humility as 
the virtue that restrains the appetite from pursuing 
great thing.s beyond reason: It is the virtue that is the 
moderation of ambition - nOt its contradiction but its 
moderation. It is based on, though not identical with, a 
just appreciation of one's own defects. By an astonish_ 
ing piece of intellenuallegerdemain St Thomas makes 
it nOt only compatible with but a counterpart of the 
alleged Aristotelian virtue of magnanimity. Humility, 
he says, ensures that one's ambitions are based on a JUSt 
a~smem of one'~ de(<<t", m agnanimity that they are 
based on a just assessment of one's gifts.s 

To me it seems that Christian humility demands, and 

' Ibid., [Ja [Ja~ 161,.le. 
• Ibid .. [la [[ae 161, l e. 
I Ibid .. n a nae ]61 1, ad). 
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rightly, more than a just assessment of one's own 
defects. Humility is a virtue which concerns onc's 
assessment of one's own merits and defects in com
parison with others. The virtues, as AristOtle taught us, 
concern particular passions; they assist reason to con
trol these passions. The relevant passion in this quaner 
is the raging tempest of self-love: our indination to 

overvalue our own gifts. overestcem our own opinions 
and place excessive importance on getting our own way. 
Humility is the virtue that counteracts this prejudice. 
It does so not by making the jzulgemeru that one's own 
gifts are lesser than others. or that one's own opinions 
are falser than others - for that, as St Thomas says, 
would often lead to falsehood. It does so. rather, by 
making the presumpriOTl that others' talents are greater, 
others' opinions more likely to be right. Like all pre
sumptions. the presumption of humility is rebuttable; 
it may be that for a particular purpose one's own gifts 
are more adapted than those of one's neighbours; on 
a particular topic it may be that one is right and one's 
neighbour wrong. But only by approaching each con
flict of interest and opinion with this presumption 
can one hope to escape the myopia that magnifies 
everything to do with oneself by comparison with 
everything to do with others. 

Humility is itself a humble virtue. It is easy enough 
to see the ugliness of the contrary vice of pride. Every 
day we notice people defending theses that are 
indefensible. taking on jobs they are unsuited for, 
taking offence at imagined slights. But if a person has 
humility, it often takes an effort for others to reali~e 
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this. It takes observation to not ice that it is so-and-so 
who always takes the lowest jobs: that whoever is 
thrusting into the limelight , it is not her but someone 
else. Not that humility necessarily means an avoidance 
o f the public eye; it takes a certain humility to be 
willing to st ick one's neck out and place oneself in a 
position to make a public fool of oneself. 

Humility, thus understood. can be seen to be a moral 
virtue without any appeal to Christian doctrine or to 
specifically religious premises. None the less, it is o nc 
of the great gifts of C hristianity to the human race to 

havc identified and exalted this virtue. It has done so by 
presenting heroes and patterns of imitation who were 
humbly placed and degraded in the eyes of the world : 
a crucified son and a mother whose o nly extant work 
is a hymn to the Lord who put down the mighty 
and exalted the lowly. Even the pride of Christians 
expressed itself in the language of humil ity; so that if a 
man claimed to be the spiritual lord of Christendom, 
he gave himself the tide 'servant of the servants of 
God'. 

As befits a Christian saint, Aquinas h imself displays 
great humility in his writings. If anything he is tOO 
willing to defer [Q the o pinions of o thers. tOO ready [Q 

inrerp"'t benignly the writ ings o ( his predecessors. 
As has been said, he was unable to make a wholly 
convincing attempt to reconcile Aristotle's teaching 
o n magnanimity with C hristian preaching of humility. 
None the less. we can recogni::e not only in Aquinas 
but also in A ristotle himself the virtue which it took 
C hristianity to canonize. Among all the philosophers 
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who, throughout the ages, have displayed genius of the 
first rank, the two whose works display least attach
ment to their own ego are Arisrotle and Aquinas. 

While praising the characteri$tic Chr istian virtue 
of humility, I have expressed reservat ion about the 
other C hrist ian attribute of faith. The recitation of a 
creed, I claim, is incompatible with the true humility 
which Christianity SO rightly prizes. This may .'K.'em 
surprising. as fai th is so o ften held up as an exercise o f 
humility: the abasement of the human ~ason before 
the mysterious power o f God. Now of cour~ if God 
has indeed revealed some truths, it would be insane 
folly not to accept them. The difficulty is in knowing 
first that there is a God; and !leCondly thal he has 
fe\.·ealed certain doctrines. For my part I find the 
arguments for God's existence unconvincing and 
the histor ical evidence uncertain on which the credal 
statements are based. The appropriate ~sponse to the 
uncertainty o f argument and evidence is nOI atheism -
that is at least as rash as the theism to which it is 
opposed - but agnosticism; that is the admission that 
one does not know whether there ;s a God who has 
revealed himself to the world. 

There is, beyond doubt, a virtue - let us call it 
rationality - which preserves the just mean between 
believing too much (credulity) and believing tOO little 
(scepticism). From the viewpoint of an agnost ic both 
the theist and the atheist err by credulity: they are both 
believing something - the one a positive proposition, 
the other a negative proposi tion - in the absence of the 
appropriate just ification. On the other hand, from the 
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point of view of theism, the agnostic errs on the side 
of scepticism: that is, he has no view on a topic on 
which it is very important to have a view. Imernally, 
there is no way of settling whether it is the agnostic 
who errs on the side of scepticism, or the theist who is 
erring on the side of credulity. 

But if we look at the matter from the viewpoint 
of humility it seems that the agnostic is in the safer 
position. The general presumption that others are in 
the right will not help us here; for others are to be 
found in both camps, and there is no obvious way to 

decide to which of them one should bow. But there 
is o ne important difference. The theist is claiming to 
possess a good which the agnostic does not claim to 
possess: he is claiming to be in possession of know
ledge; the agnostic lays claim only to ignorance. The 
believer will say he does nOt claim knowledge, o nly true 
belief; but at least he claims to have laid hold, in what
ever way, of information that the agnostic does not 
posse!;$. It may be said that any claim to possess gifts 
which others do not have is in the same situation, and 
yet we h ave admitted that such a claim may be made 
with truth and without prejudice to humility. But in the 
case of a gift such as intelligence o r athletic skill, tho.se 
surpassM will agrtt that they are surpassed; whe...,as 
in this case, the theist can only rely on the support 
of other theists, and the agnostic does not think that 
the information which the theist claims is genuine 
information at alL Since Socrates philosophers have 
realized that a claim not to know is easier to support 
than a claim to know. 
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Two Agnostic Poets: 
Arthur Hugh Clough 
and Matthew Arnold 

Arthur Hugh Clough and Matth~ Arnold had over_ 
lapping careers at Oxford between 1838 and 1849. Both 
of them came to Baniol from Rugby School as devout 
members of the Church of England: born of them, 
before they left Oxford, had lost their Anglican faith. 
Both of them became. in effect, agnostics; and both in 
their poetry have left evidence of the melancholy 
aspects of Victorian agnosticism - of \\,.hich Amold's 
'Dover Beach' is the best-known and Clough's 'Easter 
Day' the most eloquent. But we must remember that 
for the young Arnolcl , and for the young Clough loss 
of faith was initially a liberation. 

First, it was an intel1ectualliberation - it was seizing 
the chance to disbelieve in parts of Christian tradition 
that they believed, rightly or wrong/y, the progress of 
science and criticism had shown to be untenable. It was 
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claiming the right to believe there ~"ere errors in the 
Bible. and the right to disbelieve in the metaphysics of 
natural theology. Above all. it was claiming the right to 
believe that there was salvation outside the Christian 
Church. 

For C lough, subscript ion to the Thirty.Nine A rticles 
of the C hurch o f England was a fetter on intellectual 
enquiry which had to be thrown off. For h is fr iend 
Anhur Stanley, st ill a beliC\"er, but who rt'fu$Cd to be 
ordained until he .... "35 assured he need nOI believe in 
the damnatory clauses of the Athanasian Creed, 
subscription could be a vio lation of charity. For all 
Vietorians, the overthrow of traditional Church 
doctrine - whether the doctrine of the high and d ry 
Anglicans or o f the Ro me .. ",ard.teaning T ractarians -
was a liberation from fea r. 

Matthew Arnold has sometimes been criticized for a 
faci le belief in progress and a fai lurt' to fort'5ee futu~ 
catastrophes such as the Ho locaust . It is true that 
Arnold's melancho ly about the present was sometimes 
balanced by an exagger:l.led opt imism about the future. 
But nei ther he. nor any o f his generation , can be 
accused of never having faced the pouibility that rhe 
human conditio n is irredeemably evil. The ho locaust 
that lhe Ath.na.'lian c reed thrcatenc:d to all but a 
tiny mino rity of the human nice was a holocaust in 
comparison with which Auschwitz was humane. It 
was to rture by burning. not gassing; it was pain that was 
eternal and nO{ mo mentary. 

C lough, when he wrote in January 1848 to give 
Matthew A rnold's brother To rn the news of his 
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resignation of his tutorship, wrOte as fo llows: ' I feel 
greatly rejo iced to think that this is my last term of 
bondage in Egypt, though 1 shall, 1 suppose, quit the 
fleshpots for a wilderness, with small hope of manna, 
quails, o r water from the rock.' Many Christians, 
however, overthrew belief in Hell without becoming 
agnostic. How many nowadays who describe them
selves as Christiaru; and worship in Christian churches 
believe in the literal truth of an everlasting Hem Yet 
few think of themselves as agnostics. 

Agnosticism is a stance taken in relation to God 
rather than in relation to Christianity. Some who gave 
up all Christian belief came to disbelieve in God and 
became atheists. Arnold was repeUed by the belligerent 
atheism of Bradlaugh, as many non-Christians of a 
later age have been repelled by that of Ayer and 
Dawkins.. Arnold decided that he could continue to 
describe himself as a Christian; but he was only a 
Christian in the sense in which a philosopher can be a 
Platonist or a Wittgensteinian. He was not a serious 
theist , and is best described as agnostic. 

In Lirerature and Dogma Arnold speaks of God as an 
'eternal power, not ourselves, that makes for righteous
ness'.1 Elsewhere he speaks of God as 'the stream of 
tendency by which all things seek to fulfil the law 
of their being,.l His attemptS at a literal description of 

I Matthew Arnok!, Li,rmIUTt 4nd Oogm.:., in TIt., Cmnpku Pro.c 
Work. 0( M4RW AmoId, VoL 6, od. R. H. Super (Ann Arbor, MI: 
Un~rsity of Michigan Prus. 196~), p. 340. 

'Ibid" p. J«. 
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God are all similarly d isastrous, provoking hilarity 
among both believf'rs and unbelievf'rs. 

Arnold was better inspired when he said that the 
language of the Bible is Iiterory not scientinc language; 
language thrown out as an object of consciousnf'SS, 
o r fully grasped, that inspired emotion. 'God' is one 
of the literary terms that cannot be used SCientifically. 
The real object of religion is conduct, which is three
quarters of life. Proofs of religious doctrine from 
prophecy and miracle are nOt ro his taste. 'There 
is nothing one ",'(mId more desire for a person or 
document one greatly values, than to make them 
independent of miracles. ,3 

Arnold rejected not only Christian dogma but also 
belief in an afterlife. The philosophical arguments for 
immortality have no substanl:e. The typil:al idea of 
heaven, Arnold said, is of a perfected middle-dass 
home, with labour ended, the table spread , goodness 
all around, the lost ones restored, hymnody inl:essant. 
'That this I:onception of immortality cannot possibly 
be true, we feel, [he moment we conl:eive it dearly. And 
yet who I:an devise any conception of a future state of 
being, which shall bear close examination betterl" 

In a later work, A P$JChologicaJ Parallel,J Arnold 
insists that his wish is to assert the truth and impor_ 
tance of Christianity against those who disparaged 

I Ibid., po 183. 
'Ibid., po 166. 
' Monhew Arnold, A r.,.,lIoWgiwl Para/Id , ibid., p.).64. 
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them. But he agrees that it is hard to think of a man 
taking orders in the C hurch of England who accepted 
the view of Christianity offered in l..ilero:tltTe a.nd 
Dogma.. For the Church o f England presents as science. 
and as necessary to salvation, what it is the very 
object o f that book to show to be not science and not 
necessnry 10 snlvatio n. A layman in the C hu rch does 
not have 10 \15e the A rticles. But he has to rehearse the 
prayefll and services o f the C hurch. 

Much of I~ h~ may ...,h .... rso. u the li teral, beautiful 
rendering of what he hirruel( f~1.s and believn. 1lw: rest 
he n •• y rchnn .. u an .ppf'Oldn .... 't rcnd~rIni: of i, -

as I.~ thrown Out by Olher mm. lit other times, at 
immt:1U<' objecls which deeply engage lheir IIffenions and 
aw~, and which deeply engage his also: objtclS concerning 
which, moreover, .dfiluate statement is impouible. To him, 
therefore, Ih il approximale part of th~ p",ye1'5 and service 
"·hich he rehea rses will be poetry.' 

It is a great error, A rno ld says in conclusio n, to 
t hink that whatcver is perceived to bt poetry ceases 
to be available [0 religion. The noblest races are 
those that know how to make the most serious use of 
poetry. 

How ........ r unconvincing some o( A rno Id'. revis ions 
of Christianity may appear, they are at some d istance 
fro m the u tter void of faith suggested by 'Dover Beach', 
the beSt known o f h is poems and the classic Statement 
o f the Victo rian crisis of belief. 

" Ibid., po 236. 
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Descr ibing the ebb and fI()\\.' of the t ide in the English 
Channel (and, rather less plausibly, in the Aegean) 
Arnold says: 

The Sea of Faith 
Was once, too, lIthe foil, and round urth's shore 
Lay M'e the folds o f a bright girdle furl'd 
But now I only hear 
Its mdanchol~', IQng, withdrawing roar, 
Retreating, to tht breath 
Of the night-wind, down t~ \'3st edges drear 
And naked shingles of the .... ,orld. 

The believer, once buoyed up by the full tide of faith , 
can now, in In age of scepticism, only stub his bare toes 
on the dry hard pebbles of scientific fac t. 

'Dover Deach ' is widely believed to have been written 
on Arnold's honeymoon. Bm already another honey
moon poem strikes a different note. In 'Stanzas from 
the Grnnde Ch:mreuse', on the way to answering the 
question, '\Vhat am I, that I am here?' (namely, in the 
monastery), Arnold tells us that 'rigorous teachers 
seized my youth I And purg'd its faith and trimm'd its 
fire'. In visiting the Chartreuse, he insists, he is not 
denying the lessons he learned from those teachers. 
Rather he compares himself to a Greek looking at 
prehistoric Nordic ruins; a Greek, perhaps like the 
Sophodes of '[xwer Beach' who compared the tide to 
the ebb and flow of human misery. 

'Both were faiths, and both were gone', Arnold says. 
The two departed faiths are presumably twO Out of the 
three: Catholic monasticism, ancient O lympus, Nordic 
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ruins. Which two is not, IQ me at least , [Otally clear. 
But the important thing is that Arnold is waiting for a 
new world to be born. It may be that a new faith is to 
be born - as one was born after Sophocles. The t ide 
retreating with its melancholy long withdrawing roar 
may yet come in again. 'Dover Beach' itself could well 
have ended d ifferently; the final despairing verse of the 
poem is separable from the starua on the outgoing tide. 

Among the rigorous teachers who purged Arnold's 
faith an important one, I suggest, was Arthur Hugh 
Clough himself. We may no te first, that Clough was, 
literal1y, Arnold's tutor, and was respOnsible for his 
obtaining a respectable degree. But more importantly, 
the ideas of Clough in the 1840s were the same as those 
of Arnold in the 1850s. 

The discrediting of dOl:lma is nowhere expressed 
with greater force and firmness than in Clough's poem 
'Easter Day', written in 1849, but published only 
posthumously: 

Christ is not ri sen. no 
H" li~s ar>d mould"n low 
Christ is nOl fisl',n. 

Ash~s to ashes, dust to dust 
tu of th<- unjust also of w just 
Christ is nOl risen. 

y~ hills, faH on us. and yr mountains cover! 
[n darkness and great gloom 

C,me ere w'" thoughl it is Our day of doom. 
From th<- cursed .... 'Grld which is one tomb 

Christ is not risen. 
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Eat, drink, and die, for we are men deceived, 
Of all the creatures under heaven's wide cope 
We are most hopele~ who had once most hopt 
We are most wretched that had. most believed 

Christ is not risen. 

But Clough , while thus dramatizing disbelief, was not 
at all certain that the critical and scientific scept icism 
of the age was the last word on the future of religion. 
See what he says in 'The New Sinai', a poem that 
Arnold praised, rather condescendingly, when it was 
first published in 1849: 

God spake it Out, 'I, God, am One'; 
lbe unheNing ages ran 

And baby-thoughts again, again 
Have dogged the growing man: 

And as of old from Sinai's top 
God said that God is Onc, 

By Science striCt so speau He now 
To tell us, There is None) 

Eanh goes by chemic forces; Heaven's 
A Mecanique Cdeste 

And heart and mind of human kind 
A watch_work as the rest! 

Is this a Voice, as was the Voice 
Wh~ sptBkin8 told BbrQad, 

When thunder ptaled and mountain t=led 
The ancient truth of Godl 

Ah, not the Voice: 'tis but the cloud 
The outer darkness dense, 

'Where image none, nor e'er was seen 
Similitude o f sense. 
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'"ri. but the cloudy d~rk""ss dense 
That wrapt the Moum around; 

When in ama::e the people stars 
To hear the Coming Sound. 

'"ris but the cloudy darkness dense 
Though blank the tale it tells 

No God. nO Truth! Yet He. in sooth, 
[ s the~ - within it dwells; 

Within the sceptic darkness deep 
He dwells that none may ~. 

Till idol fonn. and idol thoughts 
Have pIIssed and cease to be. 

The moral was that one should neither relapse, like 
the Puseyites, into the infantile idolatry of the Golden 
Calf, nor accept the current atheism of science as the 
last word from the mystic mountain. Mankind should 
neither reject science, nor embrace superstition, but 
wait in faith for God co complete his plan of revelation. 

Arnold and Clough were very dose in the early 
1840s - the years of the excursions to Thames-side 
villages described in Arnold's 'Thyrsis' and 'Scholar
Gipsy'. We know from the reminiscences of Thomas 
Arnold that these continued over the years to come. 
From Clough's diaries we can tell that Arnold's com
panionship brought to an end a long period of tortured 
moral introspection: it showed him the po!;llibility of 
friendship without guilt. and the way to relate to pupils 
without embarra!;llment. Arnold also gave Clough 
the power to resist the overwhelming charisma of 
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Newman, wh ile the three of them were Oriel colleagues 
together. 

If that is what Arnold gave to Clough, what did 
Clough give !O Arnold! Because Arnold has 3 greater 
repute as a poet and critic, because Arnold outlived 
Clough and had the last word on their relationship, 
it is easy !O forget that Clough was the senior of the 
two, and had a significant hand in the formation of his 
character. Arnold in old age gained the reputation of a 
solemn sage: as an undergraduate his reputation was 
that of an idle dandy. 

In 'Thyrsis' , the monody Arnold published in 
commemoration of Clough's death, he compares his 
friend' s search for the truth with that of the scholar
gypsy of his earlier poem. 

Thou. too. 0 Thyrsis, on like qu(:st w(:rt bound, 
Thou wandered$( with me for a linle hour. 

Men gave Ih"" nothing; bUl this happy quest, 
If men esteem'd thee feeble, gave thee power, 
Ir men procured thee trouble, gave thee ~st. 

And this rude Cumner ground, 
lu fi r-topp<::d HUI"SI . its fa rms, its Quiet fields, 

Here eam'stthou in thy jocund you thful t ime, 
Here was thine height of $(rength, th~' golden prime! 

A nd still th .. haunt beloved a virt ue yidd .. 

What though the music o ( ' hy rust ic flut .. 
Kept nOI for long iu happy country lOIle; 

LOlII it IOQ soon, and ka rnt a stormy note 
Of men contentiOfl-lost, or Tllf!n who groan 

Which task'd Ihy pipe 100 sore, aoo t ired thy throa t
It fail'd, and thou wer! mute. 
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This stanza ,oseeml\ to be a plain reversal of the truth 
in its suggestion that Clough's talent declined after 
the years of their Oxford companionship. The verse 
that Clough wrote in Oxford, while it contained some 
powerful pieces, was in general mediocre, often 
religiously lachrymose and almost uniformly sombre. 
It was after he broke with the Church of England 
and left Oxford in 1848 that he wrote ail his best 
poems. The two most powerful and polished - 'The 
Borhie of Tober-na-Vuolich' and 'Amours de Voyage' -
belong to the years that followed his departure. These 
began with the year of the revolutions in Europe's 
capitals, revolut ions of which Clough was a spectator, 
first in Paris between the fall of Louts-PhHippe and 
the coup of Napoleon Ill, then in Rome during 
Garibaldi's defence of the Roman Republic against 
the Pope's French allies. Those years were Clough's 
prime and liberation, not the rears in Oxford, 
even the happiest best years that he shared with 
Arnold. 

In the 1840s Arnold and Clough conducted poetic 
dialogues with each other. In 1848 Arnold wrote two 
sonnets 'to a Republican Friend'. His long poem 
'Resignation to Fausta', a solemn work of rural 
mountainous elevation, drew a jaunty response from 
Clough, 'Resignation to Faustus', which sets out an 
urban reconciliation betv,'C'en the sublime and the 
sordid in our life. But mOSt important, for our purpose, 
is Clough's repeated rerum to the themes of 'Dover 
Beach'. 

In Clough's dramatic drama 'Dipsychus', a dialogue 
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between a hesitant Faust-like figure and a buoyant 
Mephistopheles-like spirit, the protagOnist has a 
dream: 

I dreamt a dream; till morn ing light 
A bdl nmg in my head all night 
Tinkling and t ink ling first, and then 
Tolling; aoo tinkling; tolling optn. 
So brisk and gay, and then so slow! 
o ;oy, and terror! mirth. and woe! 
T ing-ting, there is no God, dong. 
There is I\Q God; do ng, dong! 

T ing_ting, there is no God: ting-ting: 
Come darocc and pla~, and Imrrily sing 
Ting. l ing-9-<iing: ting. ting-a-ding 
o pretty girl who trippeSf along 
Come 10 my bed - it isn 't wrong. 
Uncork the bottle. sing the SOfl$j ! 

Ting. t ing-a-<iing; do ng. dong. 
Wine has dregs, the Mmi an end 
A silly girl is I poor friend 
And age and ",-eakness who shalllmoo! 
Dong. there is no God: Dong. 

These first two of nine stanzas set the tone for the 
whole In each stanza the first half sets out the joyful 
and mirthful con~uences of the hypothesiS that 
there is no God, while the second portrays its con
sequences of woe and terror. The bell first tinkles out 
the liberating aSp<'(:ts of atheism, and then tolls OUt its 
doleful consequences. The fourth stanza, for instance, 
concerns the life of love: 
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° R05i\lie, my precious maid, 
[ think thou thinlrest love is trm.; 
And on thy fragrant bosom laid 
I alTl105t could belie\.'e it too. 
0, in our nook, unknollm, unseen. 
We'll hokl our fancy liJu, a $Cl'een 
Us and the dreadful fact between. 
And it dial! \'\"1 be long. aye long. 
The quiet notes of our low song 
Shall keep U$ from mat".ad. dong. dong, 
Hark, hark, hark! 0 \'Oice of fear! 
It reacoo us here, e\'en here! 
Dong, there is no God; dong, 

Dipsychus' dream recalls the sombre mood o f the final 
s tanza of 'Dover Beach' where Arnold, in a world 
devoid of faith, offers human love as the only 
consolation: 

Ah, love, let us be true 
To OIle another! For the .... ·orld, which seems 
To lie before us like a land of dream.!., 
So various, so beautiful, SO ne-,o,', 
Hath really neither joy, nOr love, nor light 
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain, , , 

The address to the beloved surely offers only incon
sistent consolation: if there is no love and no certitude 
in the real world, how can one rely on the truth of 
the beloved? C lough's final stanza rejects this 
inconsistency: 

But Rosalie, my 100'ely maid, 
[think thou thinkest 10\'e is true: 
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And on thy faithful bosom laid 
I almost could believe it too. 
The villaInies, the wrongs, the alarms 
Fot"llf't we in each other's anns 
No justice here, no God above; 
But where we are, is there not love? 
What! What? thou also go'st! For how 
Sho uld dead truth live in \over 'l VQW! 

W hal thou! Thou also lost! Dong 
Dong, there is no God; dong! 

Dipsychus' dream is mo re consistent than A rno ld 's 
poem. But Arnold's pessimism is mo re complete 
than Clo ugh 's. Fo r A rnold it is the beauty of the world 
that is the dream; for Clough it is the sombre tolling o f 
the bell of atheism. Clough's poem end s with the 
dreamer waking, and this withdrawal from the brink 
o f despair weakens the poem aesthetically, making its 

end mawkish and ant icl imactic. 
C lough's last word on the question o f God's 

existence is more light-hearted and aesthetically more 
successful: 

'There is no God ' the ... ·icked saith, 
'and Iruly it's ~ blessing 

For what he might have dOlle with us 
It '& benn o n ly gucs .. ing.' 

'There is no God' a youngster thinks, 
'Or really, if there may be 

He surely didn't mean a man 
Always to be a baby: 
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'There is no God, or if th~re is' 
Th~ trad~5man thinks, "Tw~~ funny 

Ifh~ should take it ill in m~ 
To make a linle monq'.' 

'Wh~ther th~~ ~' th~ rich man says, 
'It matters very little, 

For [and mine, thank som~body 
A~ not in want of victual .' 

Som~ oth~rs, also. to themselves 
Who scarce so much as doubt it, 

Think the~ i. none, when they are w~ll , 

And do not think about it. 

BUI country folks who li\'e ~neath 
Th~ shadow of the steeple 

n.e parson and the p;ouo n's wife 
And mostly married peOple 

Youths green and happy in first love, 
So thankful for illusion; 

And men caught OUl in what thf, wo rld 
Call. guilt , in first confusion 

And almost every OCle when age, 
Disease, or 5Or l'O\<-'. strike him 

Inclines to think that the"" is a God 
O r something ~ry like him, 
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John Henry Newman 
on the Justification 

of Faith 

John Henry Newman's major contribution to philos
ophy was his Essay in Aid of a Grammar of Assent,' 
published in 1870. This book centres upon a question 
of primary importance in the philosophy of religion: 
how can religious belief be justified, given that the 
evidence for its conclusions seems SO inadequate to the 
degree of its commitment1 The book contains much 
original material of interest on many philosophical 
topics. But on the precise question of the nature 
and justification of faith some of Newman's very best 
work occurs not here but in his earlier University 

t John Henry Newman. &sa, in Aid 0/ a Gmmmm af A1lcn', 
ed. LT. Kt:r (Oxford: Clormdoll P ....... 1985). (ReI'~rences n..reofler 
to G.) 
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Sermons.' These scrmon.s wen' pn'achcd betwL'('n 1826 
and 1843, between Newman's appointment as a college 
tutor in Oxford and his resignation of the living of the 
University Chuch of St Mary's, all of them while he 
was a Fellow of O riel. There is no gn'at difference 
in actual doctrine betv .. een Newman 's Anglican and 
Catholic writings on this topic, and where there are 
differences they seem not to depend on religious or 
doctrinal grounds. There are at least as great differences 
betwccn his earlier and later O riel sermons as between 
the later Oriel sermons and the Grammar. 

In the theolOgical tradition in which Newman wrote, 
faith was contrasted on the one hand with reason and 
knowledge and on the other with hope and charity. 
'Faith' was used in a narTOWer sense than 'belief'. 
Aristotle believed that there was a divine prime mover 
unmoved; but his belief was not faith in God. On the 
other hand, Marlowe'$ Faustus, on the verge of dam
nation, speaks of Christ's blood streaming in the 
firmament; he has lost hope and charity yet retains 
faith . So faith COntrasts both with reason and with love. 
The 5pecial narure of the belief that is faith is that it is a 
belief in something as revealed by God; belief in a 
proposition on the word of God. 

This is a Catholic not a Protestant view of the nature 
of faith. Newman held it already in his University 
Sermons. 

' John Henry Ncwman, &nncou. C~kjI, on 'M n..",.ry of Rdigio ... 
Be1it{. PteacW bffoo't ,'" Uniumil)' '" Oxfr,rd, lnd edn (london, 
Rivington, 18«). (H..,..,aflCt U.) 
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lbc Word of Life ;s offered to a man; and on its bdng 
offered, he has Faith ill it. Why! O!I these m'O grounds 
the word of its human messenger. and the liktlihood of the 
message. And .... ohy does he fed the message to be probable 
Because he has a IO"e for it, his love being Strong, though 
the tutimc.my ;s weal.:. He has a I.:een .sense of the intrinsic 
excellence of the message. of iu desirableness. o f its like_ 
ness to what il seems to him diville goodness ,,"Ould vouch
safe did He \"Ouchsafe any. ) 

Newman attacks the idea that reason judges both the 
evidence for and the content of revelation, and op!X>ses 
the view that faith is just state of heart, a moral quality, 
of adoration and obedience. Faith is itself an intellec
tual quality, even though reason is not an indispensable 
preliminary to faith: 

What is the role of reasonl We have direc t knowledge 
of material things through the senses: we are sensible 
of the existence of persons and things, we ate directly 
cognizant of them through the senses. (To think that 
we have faculties for direct knowledge of immaterial 
things is a form of enthusiasm; certainly we are not 
conscious of any such faculties.) The senses are the only 
instruments which we know to be granted to us for 
direct and immediate acquaintance with things external 
to us. Even our senses convey uS but a little way our o f 
ourselves: we have to be near things to touch them; we 
can neither see hear nor touch things past or future ' 

' [bid., p. 195. 
' Ibid ., p. 1 i3. 
' [bid .. pp. 197-8. 
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Now "'Dson is that faculty of the mind by which this 
deficiency is supplied; by which knowledge of things 
extrmal to u&, of beings, fact&, and event&, is attained 
beyond the range of srnse. It a5Crtlains for uS not natural 
things only, or immaterial only, or Pff:5ent only, or past or 
furu ff:; but, even if limited in ita JX"'..,r;", it is unlimited in its 
rang<' .. • It ",aches 10 the erub o f the uni""rst, and to the 
th rone of God beyond thrm; it brings us lmowledge, 
whrther clear o r unanain, still lrnowledgr. in whatever 
degree of perfrction, from e ... ery side; but, at the same time. 
with this characteristic that it obtllins it indirectly, not 
directly.~ 

Reason does not really perceive any thing; but is a 
facu lty of proceeding from things that are perceived 
to things which are not. It is the faculty of gaining 
knowledge upon grounds given; and its exercise lies in 
asserting one thing because of some o ther thing. When 
its exercise is conducted rightly, it leads to knowledge: 
when wrongly, to apparent knowledge, to opinion and 
error. l 

If this be reason, then faith, simply considered, is 
itself an exercise of reason, whether right o r wrong. 
For example: ' I assent to this doctrine as true, because I 
have been taught it '; or 'because persons whom I trust 
say it was once guaranteed by mirac.les.' It 'must be 
al lowed on all hands', says Newman, 'either that [faith I 
is illogical, or that the mind has some grounds which 
are not fully brought out when the process is thus 

• Ibid., Po \99. 
, Ibid . 
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exhibited'. The world says faith is weak; scripture says 
it is unearthly.' Faith is an act o f reason, but of what 
the world would cal1 weak, bad or insufficient reason, 
and that bKause it rests on presumption more and on 
evidence less. 

Newman sa)'5 it is true that nothing is true o r right 
but what may be justified and in a certain sense proved 
by reason. But that does not mean that faith is 
grounded on reason; unle5ll a judge can be called the 
o rigin as wel1 as the justifier o f the innocence of those 
who are brought before him.9 On a popular view, 
reason requires strong evidence before assent, faith is 
content with weaker evidence. So Hume, Bentham and 
al1 those who like them think that faith is credulity. But 
in fact credulity is the counterfeit of faith, as scepticism 
is of reason.l~ 

Faith ... does nO{ demand evidence so $lro!lJil as is neces-
sary for ... /xl;"f on Ihe ground of Reaoon; and why1 For 
this reason, because it is mainlr swayed by antecedent con· 
&ider~lions ... previOUS n(Mice$, prepo$$n'lions, and (in a 
good ""rue of the word) p..,judi«$. The mind Ihat /xlieves 
is acted upon by its own hopes. (ears. and existi!lJil opin ions 
... previoo$ly entenained principles. vie,,·s, and wishes. " 

Unbeli~rs say that a man is as l ittle resp(;>nsible 

for his faith as fo r his bodily functions; both are from 

' Ibid., pp. ZOO-I. 
" Ibid.,,, 17 •. 
,olbid .• !, 171. 
" Ibid .. pp. 179-80. 
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na ture, and thl' will cannot make a weaK proof a strong 
one 

But Io\~ of the great Obie<;t of Faith. watchful attention to 
Him. n:adlness to IJ,r,lieo.~ Him near. ",uiness to !>die','", Him 
interposing in human affairs. fear o f the riak of slightilli or 
mi"i,,!> whal may n:ally ha'~ come from Him; the$e an: 
fed illiS not natural to fall"'n man. and tI~y <:ome only of 
8upernarural llrace; and these are Ihe f~HI\iS which make us 
think "",id",nce $ufficien •• which falls shon of a pro<:If in 
ilsclf,!I 

Thus we can sce how faith is and is not according to 
reallOn: taken together with the ameced",m probability 
that provideoce will reveal himself, o therwise deficient 
..-vidence may be enough for conviction. e"\'en in 
the judgement of reason. 'That is, Reason, weighing 
evidence only, or arguing from external experience, is 
counte r 10 Faith; but , admitt ing the full influenc'" o f 
the moral feelings, it concurs with it. ' Il 

De {(UfO this was how it all happened in the preaching 
of C hrist and the apostles. It is wrong to th ink oneself a 
judge of religious tru th without preparat ion of hean : 

GmM "'Y"'S!Ott 1'00( ; heavy ""'" ~r 1'00( . But in .he IIChools 
of the world .he """ys towards T Mllh are coruideftd high 
roads opm t() all men, hoo>~r dispOSed, at ,11 time&. Truth 
is 10 be: appro.cld without homage E,'erY onc: is c0n

sidered on a [IK'el with his nrighbour; o r nlthn. thoe ! )() ••• eT'li 
o f the in tellrct , acuten",,- saallCity, .ubtkt:y aod depth, an: 

" Ibld " P. 18S. 
" Ibid .. P. lA? 
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thought the guides imo Truth. Men consider that t~y 
hal'e as full a right to discuss religious subjects as if they 
were themselves religious. They will emet upon the mOSt 
sacred poims of Faith at the moment, at their pleasure - if 
it $0 hapJ>/'n, in a careless frame of mind, in their hours o f 
recreation. over rhe wine cup. [s it ,,'onderfuI that they so 
frequ=t1yend in becoming indifferemisl.'l1" 

The mismatch between evidence and commitment, 
and the importance of previous anitudes. is to be 
observed not only in religious faith but in other cases 
of belief. We read reports in the newspapers; we 
know nothing of the evidence and we are unacquainted 
with the wimesses; yet we believe without asking for 
evidence: 

Did a I\lmOUr circulate o f a destTuctiYe earthquake in Syria 
or the South of Europe. "'0: should readily credit it; both 
because it might easi ly be true, and because it was nothing 
to us though i\ were. Did the report relate 10 countries 
nearer home, "'e should try to trace and authenticate it. We 
do not call fo r evidence till antecedem probabilities f~iL 11 

Nev.·man goes on to develop the theme that faith is 
not the only exercise of reason which, when critically 
examined. would be called unreasonable and yet is not 
so. Choice of sides in political questions, decisions 
for or against ttonomic policies. tastes in literature: in 
all such ca~ if we measure people's grounds merely 
by the reasons they produce we have no difficulty in 
holding them up to ridicule. o r even censure. So too 

,. Ibid .• Po 190-91. 
' I Ib icl., Po 180. 
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with prophecies of weather, judgemems of character, 
and even theories of the physical world. l

" 

However systematically we argue on any topic, there 
must ever be something assumed ultimately which is 
incapable of proof, and without which our conclusion 
will be as illogical as faith is apt to seem to men of the 
world. We trust our senses without proof; we rely 
implidtly on our memory, and that too in spite of its 
being obviously unstable and treacherous. We trust to 

memory for the truth of most o f our opinions; the 
grounds on which we hold them not being at a given 
moment all present to out minds: 

It may"" $lIid that without such assumption [ru, world 
could !lOt go on, troe, and in the $lime way the Church 
could n~ go on without Faith. Acqu~seence in te$timony, 
or in evidence not stronger dum tutimooy, is tru, only 
method, 50 fu a. we .,...,. by which the next world can be 
revealed [0 us." 

Moreover, the more precious a piece of knowledge 
is. the more subtle the evidence on which it is received, 

We are!lO constituted that if we insist upon being as sure as 
is conceivable, in every Step of our caurs... wc must be 
content toc~p along the ground, and can never soar. If we 
are intended for great ends. we are called to gmu ha~ards; 
and whereas we are given absolute cenainty in nothing, we 
must in all things c~ ~'~n doubt and inactivity. I' 

" Ibid ., po lOl. 
" Ibid. , pp. 206-7. 
" Ibid., po 208. 
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In me pursuit of power, of distinction in experi
mental science, or of character for greatness, we cannOt 
avoid risk. Great objects exact a venture and sacrifice is 
the condition of honour; so 

e-'m though the feelings which prompt uS [0 Soee God in all 
things, and to recogni:e supernatural ""orks in matters of 
the ","Orld, mislead uS at times, though they make uS truSt in 

evidence ",ilieh we ought not to admit. D.nd partially incur 
with justice the imputation of credulity, yet a Faith which 
generously apprehends Eternal truth , though at times it 
degenera tes into superstition, is far belter than that cold , 
~rical. cri tical tone of mind, which has no inward 'l"n$C 
of an o,""rruling, e"l'erpres<:nt Providence, no desire to 
approach its God, but sits at home "'''iting for the fearful 
clearness of his visible coming, ",ilom it might seek and 
find in due measuTl' amid the twilight of the ptc$Cnt 
world. It 

The mind ranges [0 and fro, and spreads out, and advances 
forwllro with a quickness which has becom~ a proverb and a 
subtlety and \'ersatility which baffl e investigation. It passes 
on from poim to poim. gaining One by some indication, 
another on a probability; then a''ailing it'l"]( of an assoc i_ 
ation; then falling back on some receiw:d law; next ""i"ng 
on testimony; then committing itself to some popular 
irnp", .. ion, Or ..,me inward inat inel . or "'me o b.cu", 
memory; and thus it makes progress nO( unlike a damberu 
on a Steep cliff, who, by qu ick eye, prompt hand, and firm 
foot, B$CendS how he knows not himself, by personal 
endowments and by practice, rather than by rule, leaving no 

It lb;d.,p.llJ. 
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track ""hind him, and unabl~ to teach an(){her. It is nOt tOO 
much to say that the stepping by which great gt:fliuSt:s seale 
the mountains for truth is as unsafe and precarious to 
men in general aa the ascem of a sk ilfu l moumaineer up a 
literal crag. It is a "'ay ,,-him they alone can take; and its 
justification tin in its succe$$. lO 

But how can one tell what is success in religious 
maners! On Newman's own account, there is a close 
similarity between faith and bigotry. In each case 
the grounds are conjectural, the issue is absolute 
acceptance of a certain message o r doctrine as divine. 
Faith 'starts from probability, yet it ends in peremptory 
statements, if so be, mysterious, o r at least beyond 
experience. It believes an informant amid doubt, yet 
accepts his information without doubt.' 

The University Sermons do not reaUy succeed in 
solving the problem, to which Newman returns in the 
Grammar: how is it that a proposition which is not, and 
cannOt be, demonstrated. which at the highest can only 
be proved to be truth-like. not true, nevertheless claims 
and receiVf'S our unqualified adhesion? 

Some philosophers. fo r example Locke, say that 
there can be no demonstrable truth in concrete matter, 
and therefore assent to a concrete proposition must 
be conditional. Probable reasoning can never lead to 
certitude. According to Locke. there are degrees of 
assent, and absolute assent has no legitimate exercise 
except as ratifying acts of intuition o r demonsn,ltion . 

., Ibid., pp. 252-3. 
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Loch~ gives, as the unerring mark of the love of truth, 
the not entertaining any proposition with greater 
assurnnce than the proofs it is built on will warrnnt. 
'Whoever goes beyond this measure of assent, it is 
plain, receives not truth in the love of it, loves not truth 
for truth-sake, but for some other by-end .• ll 

This doctrine of Locke's is one of Newman's main 
targets of attack. In The Developmenr of Doctrinell he 
says that the by-end may be the love of God. In the 
Grammar he claims chat Locke's thesis is insuffiCiently 
empirical, too idealistic. Locke calls men 'irrational and 
indefensible if (so to speak) they take to the water, 
instead of remaining under the narrow wings of his 
own arbitrnry theory. ' 

On Locke 's view, says Newman, assent would simply 
be a mere reduplication o r echo of inference. assent 
JUSt another name for inference. But in fact che two do 
not always go together: one may be strong and the 
o ther weak. We often assent when we have forgonen 
the reasons for our assent. Reasons may still SLocm 
strong, and yet we do nor any longer assent. Some
times assent is never given in spite of snong and con
vincing arguments, perhaps through prejudice, perhaps 
through tardiness. Arguments may be better or worse, 
but 3$Sent either cxist.$ or not- I.) 

Even in mathematics there is a difference between 

" John Loc~, EJMJJ on Human UndmMMing, IV, ~vi . P. 6_ 
U John Henry Newman, Th Dev./oj"""", of I)o.;:n-i"" (London: 

Sh.".d &. W.rd, 1960). Chapter 7. p 2. 
" N.-wman,q,pp. 11 0-12. 
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inference and assent, A mathematician would not 
assent to his own conclusions, on new and difficult 
ground, and in the case of abstruse calculations, 
however often he went over hi~ work, till he had the 
corroboration of other judgements besides his own.N 

In demonstrative matters assent excludes doubt. 
In concrete cases. we d o not give doubtful assent, for 
there are instances where wc assent a \inle and not 
much. 

UsuaUy "." do not a~nI at alL E,,.,ry day, as it comes. 
brings with it opportunities for us to ~nla~ Our circl~ of 
apenls. We read the n~w.pap<:rs, we look through debatu 
in Parliament, plellding. in the law court!, leading ankles. 
letters of correspond~nls, n:views of books, criticism in 
the fine arts, and we either form no opinion at all upon the 
subj«u discussed, as lying out of our line, o r at most 
we have only an opinion about them ... we never say that 
we gi~ la proposit ion) a degret o f "",,nI. We might as w"ll 
talk of degrees of truth as degrttS of assenl.11 

But there are unconditional assentS on evidence 
short o f intuition and demonstration. We all believe 
without any doubt that wc exist; that we have an indi· 
viduality and identity all our own; that we think, feel 
and act. in the home o f OUT own minds. 

Nor is the a!/&ent which U'e give 10 facts limited to the rnnge 
of self-consciousness. We an: sure be~'OIld al1 hazard of a 
mistake. th~t OU r own self i. not the only being existing, 

,. lb-id., p. In. 
" Ibid"p. liS. 
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that the'" is an "x!ernal world; that it is a system with 
parts and a whole, a Wliv"r.;e carried on by laws; and that 
tM fumre is affected by the paSt. W" accept and hold 
with an unqualified assent, th3\ th" earth, considered as a 
phenomenon, is a globe; that all its regions see the sun by 
turns; that th"re a", \"ast tracts on it of land and ... -ater; that 
the", are ~lly existing cities on definite sites, which go by 
the nam~ o f London, Pari$, Aorence aoo Madrid. Wc a", 
sure that Paris or London, unless suddenly swallowed up 
by an earthquake o r burned to th" gt()uoo. is today JUSt 

what it was yesterday. when .... e left it .I ' 

Newman's favourite example of a firm belief on 
flimsy evidence is our conviction that Great Britain is 
an island. W e believe this because we have been so 
taught in our childhood, and it is so in all the maps. We 

have never heard it contradicted o r questioned; on the 
contrary, every person and every book we have come 
across took it fo r granted. 

Our "fIole national history. the t()utine tT'llnSllCtions and 
current events of the country, our !K>Cial and commercial 
system, OUr political relations with (o"'igners, imply il in 
one way o r another. Numberless facts, o r what .... e consider 
facts, rest OD the truth of it; no received fact ",sts on il5 
c . h· ., UClllg 01 erwtse ... ' 

Howl:"er, negative arguments and circumstantial 
evidence are not all, in such a matter, which we have a 
right to require. A higher kind of proof is possible: 

"' Ibid., po 11 7. 
" Ibid. 
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those who have circumnavigated the island have a 
right to bC" certain. But have we ever ourseh-es fallen in 
with anyone ""no has? Our conviction, considered 
from a logical point of view, is similar to the belief, so 
long and so wideJy entertained, that the earth was 
immovable, and the sun careered round it. Newman 
is not suggesting that our certitude about Great 
Britain's insularity is less than rational; he is only point
ing out that no satisfactory proof o f it could be 
analysed. IS 

Take another example. What are my grounds fo r 
thinking that I shall die! I am as certain of it IS that 
I now live; but on what evidence? People say there is a 
law o f death; but how many witnesses have told me 
their own experience of deaths, sufficient to establish a 
law! The most I can offer is a redlld'io ad ooswrdllm. Can 
I point to anyone who has H,'ed ZOO years! What has 
b«ome of past generations if they did nOt die! But this 
is a roundabout argument to a conclusion I already 
believe relentlessly. 

We laugh to scorn rhe idea lhat ... '" had no pIII~nts though 
we h,a''e no memory of Our binh; thal Wt &h.U TIt'\'\'r dtplln 
th Is life. though we cm Mve no experience of the futu~; 
thal ... ·e a~.bJe to l i~..,. 'l\ithoul food . though ... ·c hl''e ne\'\'r 
tried; thll I work! of men did no( Ih'e befol'e our time, or 
rhlt thll wo rk! has no hwory; that lhe~ ha. been no rise 
Ind fall of ~tes. no grn.t mm, no WlII'$, no ll:\'OIuliom. no 
In, no science. no literature, no ttligion. It 

If lbid" pp. 191- 2. 
" lbid" p.l!7. 
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On all these truths, Newman sums UA we have an 
immediate and unheSitating hold, 'nor do we think 
ourselves guilty of not loving truth for t ru th's sake, 
because we cannOt reach them through a series of 
intuirive proposition ... None of us can think or act 
without the acceptance of truths, nOt intui tive, nOt 
demonstrated, yet sovereign. , 10 

Philosophers like Lock do nor really have misgiv
ings about the truths they call in quest ion. Th~ do nor 
mean to imply that there is even the shadow of a doubt 
that Great Britain is an island, but they remind us that 
there 15 no proof of the fact equal in form to the proof 
of a proposit ion of Euclid : 

in con.gequ~nc~ they and w~ are all bound to suspend our 
jud~~ment about such a fact. though it be in an infinit~;mal 
degree, lest we should .s«m not to lo\'~ truth fo r truth'~ 
sake. Having mad~ their protest, they subside without 
sc ru ple into t h~t sam~ absolute as.su ranc~ of o nly partially 
pn:" .. ed truths, which i~ natllral lo the illogical im!lj"ination 
of the mul titude. I, 

Newman makes a distinction between simple aSl;ent 
and complex assent. Simple assent is often uncon
scious. There are innumerable acts of assent which we 
make without reflection. But complex or reflex auellt 
is what is meant by certitude: and it is cercimde thar 
is the characteristic manifestation of religious faith. 
Ncwman describes certitude in the fo llowing way: 

"' Ibid .. !) 118. 
" Jbid .• p. 119. 
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It seem~ then that on the whole there 911: th"", conditions 
of certitude: that it follows on inn:stigation and proof, that 
it is accompanied by a specific sense of intellectual satis
faction and repo$('. and that it is irreversible. If W ao.sent 
is made without rational grounds, it is a rash judgement, a 
fancy, or a p l1:judice; if without the sense of finali!)', it is 
scarcely more than an inference; if without pennanence. it 
is a mere conviction.)! 

But how can faith be certitude, if certitude foUows 
on investigation? Does not investigation imply doubt, 
which conflicts with faith? To set about concluding 
a proposition is not ifJw {aclO to doubt its truth: we 
may aim at inferring a proposition, while all the time 
we assent to it; we do not deny our faith because we 
become controversialists. Investigation is not enquiry; 
enquiry is indeed inconsistent with assent. It is some· 
times complained of that a Catholic cannot enquire 
into the truth of his creed: of course he cannOt if he 
would retain the name of believer. )} 

But may not investigation lead to giving up assent l 
Yes, it may; but 'my vague consciousness of the possi· 
bility of a reversal of my belief in the course of my 
researches, as little interferes with me honesty and 
firmness of that belief while those researches proceed, 
as me recognition of the possibility of my train's over· 
setting is an evidence of an intention on my part of 
undergoing so great a calamity'." 

" [bid .. p. ]68. 
" Ibid. , p. 125. 
" Ibid .. p. 127. 
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Newman describes the specific fetling of ceminty: a 
fetling of satisfaction and self-grarulation : 'The repose 
in self and in its object, as conncett<! with self, which 
is characterislic o f Certitude, d~s nOt attach to mere 
kno wing, that is to the perception of things, but to the 
consciousness of having that knowlt<!ge' , JS 

A ssents may and do change; certitudes endure. This 
is why religion demands mo re than an assent to its 
truth; it requires a certitude, or at least an assent which 
is convertible intO certitude on demand. Belief does 
nOt necessarily imply a positive resolution in the party 
believing never to abando n the belie£. It implies nOt an 
intentio n never to change but the utter absence of all 
rnought, o r expectatio n o r fear o f change. 

Newman from time to time talks as if there is such a 
thing as false certitude; a state which differs from know
ledge o nly in its truth value. But , he says, nOt altogether 
consistently, if the proposition is o bjectively true, 'thM 
the assent may be called a perceptio n, the conviction a 
cert itude, the p roposition o r truth a certainty, or thing 
known, or a matter of knowlt<!ge, and to assent to it is 
to know'.J6 

W hether o r no t cert itud e entails truth, it is undeni
able that to be certain o f something involves believing 
in its truth. It fo llows that if I am certain o f a thing, 
I believe it will remain what I now hold it to be, 
even tho ugh my mind should have the bad fortune to 
let it drop. If wc are certain, we spontaneously reject 

" Ibid .. p. 13-4. 
Jo Ibid .. Po 116. 
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obj«tions to our belief as idle; though the contra
dictory of a truth be brought back to mind by the 
pertinacity of an opponent, or a voluntary o r involun
tary act of imagination, still that contradictory 
proposition and its arguments are mere phantoms and 
dreams. Thi~ is like the way the mind revolts from the 
supposi tion that a straight line is the longest distance 
between twO points, o r that Great Britain is in shape an 
exact square, o r tha t I shall escape dying.)l 

Some may say we should never have this contempt
bringing conviction o f anything; but if in fact 'a man 
has such a convictio n , if he is sure that Ireland is to 

the West of England, o r that the Pope is the Vicar of 
C hrist, nothing is left to him, If he would be consistent, 
but to carry his conviction out into this magisterial 
intolerance of any contrary assertio n'. Newman goes 
on IQ say: ' \Vhoever loses his conviction o n a given 
point is thereby proved not to have been certain o f it.,)8 

But is there any specific state o r habit o f thought, of 
which the d istinguishing mark is immutabilityl On the 
contrary, any convict ion , false as well as truc, may last; 
and any conviction, true as weU as false. may be lost. 
No line can be drawn between such rea! cert itudes as 
have [tuth for their object, and apparent certitudes. 
There is no test of genuine certitude of truth. W hat 
looks like certitude always is exposed to the chance o f 
turning o ut to be a mistake. Certitude does not admit 

)1 Ibid., p. 130. 
" Ibid .. pp. 00 ff. 
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of an imerior. immediate test, sufficient to discriminate 
it from false certitude.j9 

Newman corre<:dy distinguishes certainty from 
infallibility. M y memory is nOt infallible; I remember 
fo r certain what I did yesterday, but that does nO( mean 
that my memory is infallible. I am quite dear that 
twO and twO make four, but I often make mistakes in 
long addition sums. Certitude concerns a particular 
proposit ion. infallibili ty is a facu lty o r gift. It is possible 
to be certain that Victoria is queen, without claiming 
infallibility, as it is possible to do a virtuous action 
without being impeccable. <O 

But how can the secure repose of certitude be mine 
if I know, as I knov.' too well, that before now I have 
thought myself certain when 1 was certain after all of 
an untruthr What happened once may happen again. 
Newman 's answer is this: mistakes should make us 
moTl' cautious, but even !;() grounds for caution may be 
overcome. 

Suppose I am walkinll out in the moonlight, bnd sec d imly 
the outlines o f some figure among the Trees; - it is a man. 1 
dtaw nearer. it is still a man; nearer still. ~nd all hesitaTio n 
is at an end. - I am certain iT is a man. But he n .. ither II\OV<'$ 

nor speaks when I address him; and then I &&k myself whon 
om be hi! purpo5<' in hid ing among the trea at luch an 
hour. I come quit .. dO$e to him and put out my arm. Then 
J find for c"tt"~in thal what I look for a man is but a "ingul~ r 

shadow, formed by Ihe faU~ of the moonllih! on th .. 

.. [bid .. Po 1<45 . 
..., Ibid., Po 14i. 
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interstkes of some branches or their foliage. Am I nOl: 10 

indulge my second cenitude, becau!oe 1 "" as wrong in my 
first! Does not any objection, whkh lies against my second 
from the failure of my first, fade away before che ""iden", 
on which my Iil'COOO is founded." 

We do not dispense with clocks because from time 
to time they go wrong and tell untruly. 

The sense of cenitude may be called the bell of th~ intellect; 
and chat it strikes when ;t should not ;s a proof that the 
clock is out of ord~r, no proof thQt th~ bdl will IJ.c, 
untrostwonhy ""d u~leS$ wMn it comes to us ..djusted 
and regulatKl from the hands of rh" dockmak~r." 

Cenirude, for Newman, is a mental state: while 
certainty is a quality of pro~itions. Cenirude is the 
recognition of propollitions as true; it is our duty to 

exercise it at the bidding of reason, and, when reason 
forbids, to withhold . We must give our assent on the 
basis of inference; and the accuracy of an inference is a 
matter of the judgement of the individual reasoning 
agent. 

We have to a(:cept being the kind of things we are: 
beings which have to progress by inference and assent. 
The course of inference is ever more or less obscure, 
while assent is ever distinct and definite. yet onc follows 
on the other; we have to accept this. Aristotle $3YS that 
no code of laws or moral treatise maps out the path of 
individual virtue. So too with the controlling principle 

" Ibid., p. IS!. 
"Ibid .• p. 152. 
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in inferences. There are as many forms of practical 
wisdom as there are virtues. There is no one formula 
which is a working rule for poetry, medicine, politics; 
so too with ratiocination, In reasoning on any subject 
whatever which is concrete we procttd, as far indeed as 
we can, by the logic of language; but we are obliged to 
supplement it by the more subtle and elastic logic of 
thought. 

How does Newman apply this to the evidences for 
religion? Christianity is a revelation, a message from 
God to man distinctly conveyed by his chosen instru
ments, and to be received as such a message. It is to be 
embraced as true on the grounds of its being divine, 
not as true on intrinsic grounds; it is to be maintained, 
nOt as probably or partially nue, but as absolutely 
certain knowledge, certain in 3 sense in which nothing 
else can be certain, because it comes from Him ~ilo 
neither can deceive nor be deceived.'} 

With regard to the justification of religious belief, 
Newman gives up the imention of demonstrating 
either natura.! religion or Christianity. 

NO[ that I d.,ny that d.,manStration is pru.sible. Truth, 
cerfllinl y, as such, rests upon grounds intrinsically and 
objectivdyand abstractedly d.,monstnot i~, but it does not 

follow from this that the arguments producible in its favour 
are unanswf:noble and irresistible . .. Th., fact of r-evdatiOll 
is in itself demonstrubly true. but it is nOt therefore true 
irreSistibly; else how comes it to be resisted?" 

" Ibid., p. HO. 
"Ibid., p. 2M. 
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'For me', says Newman, 'it is more congenial to my 
own judgement to attempt to prove Christianity in the 
same informal way in which I can prove for certain that 
[ have been born into this world, and that [ shall die out 
of it':s 

Newman's proof will only work for those who are 
prepared for it, imbued with religious opinions and 
sentiments identified with natural religion. He 
assumes the falsehood of the opinions which 'charac
terize a civilized age'. The evidences 'presuppose a 
belief and perception of the- divine Presence'. Newman 
does not stress miracles, but rather 'those coincidences 
and their cumulations which, though not in themselves 
miraculous. do irresistibly (orce upon us. almost by the 
law of our nature, the presence of the extraordinary 
agency of Him whose being we already acknowledge' . 

As example Newman quotes the sudden death of 
a market woman following the utterance of a curse, 
and the fact of Napoleon's being defeated in Russia 
within twO years of his being excommunicated by 
the Pope. These coincidences arc indications, he says. 
to those who believe in a Moral Governor, of his 
immediate presence. But the greatest of these impres
sive coincidences is the whole history of Judaism and 
Christianity. 

If the hiStory of Judaism is so .... unclerful as to suggest the 
presence of &omc special divine agency in iu appointmenu 
and fortunes, st ill more wonderful and divine is the history 

" Ibid, 
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of ChriStianity: ancl again it is more "."nderfuI still, that 
two such I',onderful creations should span almost the 
whole course of ages. during which nations and states ha~ 
bt-en in uistence, and should constitule a prof~ ')'$tern 
of continued intercourse belween CIIrth and heaven from 
first 10 last amid an the vic issirudell of human .ffitil"$. This 
phenomenon again carries on ils (ace, to those who belitw 
in a God, the probability that it has that divi~ origin which 
il professes 10 have." 

Christianity, Newman maintains, is addressed to 
minds which al ready believe in God and in a future 
judgement (this, he says. is 'the normal condition of 
human nature'). It proceeds by 'arguments too various 
for direct enumeration, tOO personal and d~p for 
words, too powerful and concurrent for refutation'. 
One and the same leaching is in different aspectS both 
object and proof, and elicits one complex act both of 
inference and assentY 

Given Newman's own description of the scope of 
his argument, one may ask: why should one believe in 
God and in a future judgement at all? [n response to 
this quest ion Newman makes his celebrated appeal to 
the testimony of conscience. He is not con6dent in 
the probative force of the traditional argumentS to the 
existence of God from the nature of the physical 
world. 

It ;5 indeed a 8",.~t question "'hcther Atheism is not as 

"Ibid .. p. 283. 
"Ibid .. p. 316. 
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philosophically consistent with the phenomena of the 
physical world, taken by Utem""lves, as the doctrine of 
a creative and ~verning Power; BU!. ho",ever this be, the 
practical safeguard against Atheism in the case of scienti6c 
enquiret'!l is the inward need and desire. the inward 
exptrienc" of that Power, existing in the mind befort: and 
independently of their examination of His material 
world.-

Just as from a multitude of perceptions we construct 
the notion of an external world, so from the intim
ations of conscience we proceed to the notion of an 
external monitor, a Su preme Ruler and Judge.<9 

Conscience is a mental phenomenon as much as 
memory. reason, or the sense of the beautifuL It is a 
moral sense and a sense of duty; a judgement of the 
reason and a magisterial dictate, it has born a critical 
and judicial of6ce. Conscience, considered as a moral 
sense, is an intellectual sentiment, but it is always 
emotional; therefore it involves rec.:ognition of a living 
object. Inanimate things cannOt stir our affections. 
these are correlative with persons. 

If, on doing wrong. we feel the same tearful. brol en-hearted 
sorrow which ",..,rwhelms uS on huning a mother; if 
on doing right. we entoy the same sunny ""renity of mind. 
the same oooching, satisfoclOry delight which follows 
on OUT receiving praise from a father, we ceMainly have 
within us the image of some person, to ,,-horn OUT Joy<: and 
veneration look, in whose smile we 6nd our happiness. for 

-Newman, U, p.l86 . 
.. Newmlln, G, p. n. 
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whom W<' ~~a r n, toward ~ whom Wt direct Our plt.dmgs, 
in whose anger we a~ troubled and "''lIste away. Thc6e 
f""ling' in us a~ such as rff/uite for their exciting cause an 
intelligent being, .. \0 

So far I have expounded Newman without criticizing 
him. I wish to end by stating briefly my own position 
on the issues on which he wrote so eloquently. 

Newman begins his own criticism of Locke with 
the following words: 'I have so high a respect both 
for the character and the ability of Locke , .. that I fed 
no pleasure in considering him in the light of an 
opponent,.IL The Oxford philosopher H.H. Price, 
writing on the topic of belief. said ' Let us fo llow this 
excellem example; for no one, and certainly no Oxford 
man, should criticise Newman without praising him 
.. . Newman is one of the masters of English prose. 
The power, and the charm, of his style are so com~l
ling tha t the reader soon becomes their will ing captive, 
and it seems ungrateful, almost ungracious, to quest ion 
what has been SO feliCitously said. , Sl 

One's reluctance to take a stand against Newman is 
increased by the fact tha t Newman puts the object ions 
to his own views SO marvellously well: indeed, he is 
often at this best when stating a position against which 
he intends to argue. Let us admire, for instanco:~. the way 
in which he states the argument which is most likely to 

'" Ibid _. p. 76. 
" Ibid .. p. 10'/ _ 
» H. H. Prkt. Bdi4(lon<km: AlItn &. Unwin. 1969). p. l3J. 
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have occurred to those who have followed his defence 
of the justification of Christian belief. 

Antecedent probabili ties may be equally available (or 
what is true aoo what pretends to be true, (or B re ... dation 
and its counterfeit, for Paganism, or MahomeUtnism, Or 

Christianity. They seem 10 supply no intelligible rule for 
what is to be beli",'eI:! and what not; or how. m~n is to pass 
from a false belief to a true. If a claim of miracles is 10 be 
acknowledged because it happens t Q be advanced, why not 
for the miracles of India u ... ·ell as for those of Pal~{ine1 

If t"" abStract probability of a Revelation be the measure 
of genuineness in a gi....,n case, why not in tM ~se of 
Mahomet as ""ell as of the Apostles1>J 

The argument against Newman's position here could 
hardly be better put; and so it is in many other cases 
where Newman maintains implausible and contentious 
opinions. None the less, I cannot conclude without 
stat tng that Newman's account of the nature and justi
fication o( faith is wrong on a number of major points. 
[ will list, without defending, five criticisms which can 
be made of his position. 

[. First, despite what Newman says, assent does have 
degrees and this is true in religious matters as in others. 
This is something which Newman himself knows and 
admits when he is off his guard. There is a difference 
betv.'een an assent to a propositiOn without fear of 
its falsehood but with a readiness to examine contrary 
evidence and change one's mind, and an assent like 
Newman's certi tude which condemns all objections 

11 Newman. U, p. 226. 
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which may be brought against it . Newman himself 
gives examples of adherence to propositions which do 
not fulfi l the conditions of certitude. Some of these 
concern maners of religious belief. 

I may believ~ in t~ liquefaction of St Pantaloon's blood, 
and beli<!'\."<: it to the be~t of my judgement 10 be a miracle. 
yet supposing a chemist offered 10 produce exacdy the 
Silme phenomena under exoclly similar cir<:umstanCe:l by 
the materials put at his command by his science, so as to 
reduce what seemed beyond natu.., "ithin natu .... l laws, I 
should "'atch wilh $Ome suspense of mind aoo misgiving 
the OOUT~ of his experiment. as having no divine Word 10 

fall back upon as a ground of cenainty that the liquefaction 
was miraculous.» 

This is a very important passage, which gives away 
Newman's official position. It shov.s that there is such a 
thing as belief, and indeed religious belief, which falls 
short o f unconditional assent. The real question which 
Newman ought to be facing is this: why is no t this kind 
of certitude the appropriate kind in religious matters, 
given the nature of the evidence for there being a divine 
revelation of Christianity? 

2. Newman is right to emphasize, and it is one of his 
major Contributions to philosophy, that a belief such as 
the belief Ihat Great Britain is an island is nO[ a belief 
based on sufficient evidence. But the reason for this is 
that it is not based on evidence at all. Fo r evidence has 
to be better known than that fo r which it is evidence; 
and none of the scraps of reasons I could produce (or 

.. Newman. G. Po Ul. 
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the proposition that Great Britain is an island are better 
known than the proposition itself. 

But this means that there is not the parallel which 
Newman drew between me belief that Great Britain is 
an island and the religious faith of a Christian believer. 
For faith to be faim and not mere belief it has to be 
belief on the word of God. If that is so, then the fact of 
revelation has to be better known than the content 
of revelation. But this Newman does nOt even attempt 
to prove. 

3. Again, Newman is quite unconvincing in claiming 
that certitude is indefectible. It is true that knowledge is 
indefectible: if 1 claim to know that p, and then change 
my mind about p, I also withdraw the claim that I ever 
knew that p. But certainty is not like knowledge here; 
there is noming odd in saying ' I was certain but 1 was 
wrong.' The difference between the two is connected 
with the fact mat knowledge is only of what is true. But 
Newman agrees (though not with complete regularity) 
mat mere can be false certitude. Hence his position is 
internally inconsistent here 

However, the internal inconsistency in mis case may 
nOt be very im(Xlrtant given Newman's apologetic 
purpose. There is no sufficient reason for him to insist 
that certitude must be indefectible. Once Newman has 
shown, convincingly, that past mistakes do not make 
subsequem certainty impossible to justify, it is not of 
great moment whether certainties may be lost, and it 
becomes just a matter of the definition of certitude as 
contrasted wim conviction. Newman, to his credit, 
does not ever argue 'I am certain, crxo this is true.' 
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4. Newman's argument from I;onscience is 
unl;olwincing. The parallel drawn in Grammar with 
our knowledge of the external world is based on a false 
phenomenalist view which most philosophers would 
now regard as indefensible. [t is interesting that thi5 
view confl il;ts with that presented in the University 
Sermons. In hi5 later, but not his earlier, writing 
Newman assumes that our knowledge of material 
objects is indirect, a hypothesis from phenomena. 

5. Conscience itself may be seen as conditioned or 
absolute. If conditioned, it i5 the resul t of reasoning -
as it is for the Utilitarian, operating his felicific I;akuius. 
Newman is aware of th is, and denounces the idea. 'We 
reprobate under the name of Utilitarianism, the sub
stitution of Reason for Conscience'. ss But reasoning 
need not be Utilitarian, and Aristode, whose practical 
wisdom Newman takes as the paradigm for the sense 
which leads us to assent to non-probati~'e inferences, 
does present a theory of conscience which makes it the 
result of practical reasoning. 

If, on the other hand, I;onscience is thought of not as 
a conclusion from rt'asoning but as an absolute dinale. 
then the objection of J,L. Mackie tells: 

If W~ take conscience at ilS face value and accept as ~alJy 
valid what it asserts, we must !<Iy that th~~ b a rational 
prescriptivity about certain kinds of act ion for doing them 
or for refraining from them. There is 3 to-be-done-n~5 or 
a nru-to-be.done-ness involved in Ihal hnd of action in 
itself. If so, there is no need to look beyond Ihis to any 

" Newman. U. '" 17). 
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supernatural person who commands or forbids such 
• • "'!lOll . .. 

If the existence of God is looked on not as some
thing perceived behind conscience but as something 
to explain the o rigin of conscience, then of course 
Newman's hypothesis needs to be considered in com
petition with other hypomeses. One such hypothesis 
is the theory of Freud, which to any modern reader is 
brought irresistibly to mind by the passage quOted 
above (p. 148) about the delight which results from the 
praise of a father. 

One of the earliest readers of the qmmmar was Gerard 
Manley Hopkins. He WTOte to a fri end: 'It is perhaps 
heavy reading. The justice and candour and gravi ty and 
rightness of mind is what is so beautiful in all he wri tes 
hut what d issatisfies me is a nar row circle of instance 
and quotation . .. But he remains, ne'"en heless, our 
greatest living master of style.' ll 

Hopkins offered to write a commentary to remedy 
the deficiencies of m e book. Given the smooth sunlit 
brilliance of most of Newman's writing, and the dense 
tangled opacity of which Hopkins was master, it is not 
surprising that Newman rejected the suggestion wi th a 
degret: of asperity. But it would have been wonderful to 
have had a work which combined the gifts of the age's 
two greateSt masters of English . 

.. J L Mac kie. The MJn:rde ",Theism (O"ford: Oxford U,,;~rsi1Y 
Pre51O, IlItlZ), p. 104. 

" Gt!':ilrd Manlcy Hopkins, FIlrIIkT UttfU, eel . C.C Abbot: 
(London: Oxford University Pr«S, 1956), P. 58. 
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Leslie Stephen and the 
Mountains of Truth 

! first engaged with the thought of Stephen when, some 
years ago, I was compiling an anthology on the ropic of 
mountains, and the human response to mountains, 
th roughout the ages.1 It was the theme of the anthology 
that the love of mountains was no new thing, no fad 
of an industrial era. Human beings, I claimed, have 
loved mountains since history began, but their love has 
taken different forms in different ages. In pursuing this 
theme [ found myself constantly in collision with the 
interpretation placed on the history of mountains by 
Leslie Stephen 

For it wa~ Stephen who convinced the world that 
before the closing decades of the eighteenth century 
mankind in general hated mountains. The contrast 
which he drew be[W~n the old perception and the new 
was greatly overdrawn; both before and after the onset 

I AntOOnY Kenny, Moonl<lins (London, John !. turray, 1991), 
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of the romantic era the relation of the human race to 
the mountains of its planet was a mixture of fear and 
love. 

But while opposing Stephen's general view of the 
story I wanted my anthology to reil, I soon came to 
rank him among my favourite mountain writers.. 
Several of the choicest specimens I selected for inclu
sion in the anthology were passages from his own 
works. Fo r his book The PIO)'gTOUM of Europel occupies 
a significant position in the literature of the heyday of 
the Alps. The attitude expressed in the title and content 
of that book setS Srephen in o pposition to the greatest 
of the Victorian mountain writers, John Ruskin. 

Ruskin's love of mountains knew no bounds: for 
him, all natural ~auty, all moral goodness, was to be 
judged by its proximity to o r distance from the ideal 
serenity of the high peaks. For him the mountains were 
the great cathedrals of the earth. Ruskin 's beSt descrip
tions of mountain scenery remain unsurpassed: but his 
passion for the mo untains remained Platonic: he was a 
mountain-lover, but no mountaineer. Stephen. on the 
other hand, was a mountaineer before he was a writer. 
H e was a better writer than most of the Victorian 
climbers. and a better climber than the best of the 
Victorian writers. 

Ruskin believed that the spreading enthusiasm fOf 

Alpine climbing was leading to the ruin of Swiuerland 
by people who regarded the country as half watering-

: Le.lie Step""". 1M pu."rn..nd of E~ (London: Longrnans, 
189 1 ~ 
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place, half gymnasium. He denied [hat mountaineering 
enhanced one's appreciation of mountain beauty; 
instead, it deadened iL 

1be ~al beauty of the Alps is to be seen, and seen only, 
,,·here all may see It, the child , the cripple, and the mm of 
grey hain. There is more tr\le 100~line5S in a single glade 
of pasture shad",,·rd by pine, o r gleam of rodq. brook, or 
inlet o f unsullied lake, among me lQ\\><:r Bertle$l: and Sa"", 
yard hill$, than in the entire field of jagged gneiss which 
c reSts the centT3l ridge from the Schreckhorn to the ViS<). 
nu, valley o f Clusc, through which unhappy tT3vellel"$ con_ 
sent now to be invoiced. packed in baskets like fish, 100 only 
that they may cheaply reach, in the feveI"Qu, naMe which hu 
become the law of their being, the glen ofChamouni whose 
every 100."ly foreground rock hu now been broken up to 
build hotels for them, contains mort bo:Iouty in half a league 
of it, than the entire valley they have devastated, and turned 
into a cuino. did in its uninjured pride; and th~t paS$age of 
the Jura by Olten (between Basle and Lucerne), whkh il by 
the modern tourist triumphantly effected through a runnel 
in ten minutC$, betwttn two piggish trom~ grunu pro
clamatory of the ecstatic tT3nsit, used to show from 
every turn and swttp of its winding ascent, up which om
sauntered, gathering wild-f1",,·ers for half a happy day, 
diviner asper:u of the diMant Alp$ than ever wen: acl.i~ 
by toil of 11mb, o r ""On by ri.k of life. ' 

So much for Stephcn and his fellow membt'rs of the 
Alpine Club. But one thing was common to Ruskin and 

1 John Ru, kin, ~ .... .. nd Ulia (London: Georae Alien, 1907), 
po 166. 
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to the athletic climbers who aroused his disgust; they 
both valued the mountains as the antithesis of the city. 
The Victorian businessman, no less than the Desert 
Fathers. sought in the solitude of the mountains release 
and purification from the bustle of commercial and 
competitive life. Just as a third-century hermit might 
treasure the biblical texts which urged flight from the 
world, so too the nineteenth-century mountaineer 
would remind himself o f Slake's dictum 

G ..,at things 3"' done when men and mountains meet 
That is not do ne by JOStling in the SI1ft'{. 

Or he would quote from Byron; 

J liw. n(){ in myself, bm J become 
Portion of that around me, and to me 
High mountairu a.., a feeling. but the sum 
Of human cities torture 

The Christian hermit. however, went to the 
mountains for life, the Victorian man of letters went 
for a ho liday. The novelty of the mid·nineteenth 
century, which Ruskin hated and blamed on men such 
as Stephen, was the emergence of mountaineering as 
a sport. Early mountaineers, if they were no t to be 
thought frivolous o r reckless, felt obliged to emphasize 
that their climbing was - like Petrarch 's - an act of 
piety, or - like SauSllure's - a pUf$uit of science. With 
the foundation of the Alpine Club in 1857 there 
were more and more Alpinists who were willing to 

admit frankly that they a.s<::ended the mountains for 
pleasure. in the pursuit of challenging, invig011l ting 
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and increasingly competit ive physical exercise. The 
Alps, once inaccessible, once forb idding, once sublime, 
turned by degrres into the playground of Europe. 
It was this that Ruskin hated, and this that Stephen 
defended. 

Stephen was willing to join Ruskin in condemning 
the vulgarity which the popularity of the Alps brought. 
But he was prepared to claim that even from a strictly 
aesthetic point of view, the mountaineer has a greater 
appreciarion of mountain scenery than the non
mountaineer. 

The qualities which strike e\'cry sensitive o!,.,el"\·er are 
impressed upon the mountaineer with tenfo ld fOt« and 
intensity. If he is as accessible to poetical inftucnces as his 
neighbours - and I don't know why he should hi: less $(l 

M MS opened ~w a"enues of acceSS between the scenery 
and his mind. He has learnt a language which is but partially 
revealed to o rdinary men. But I know son~ sceptical crit ia 
""'ill ask. does nO! tM way in which he is accustomed to 

regard mountains r.lther deaden their poetical influen~! 
Doe$n' t he come to look at them as mere inSttuments of 
sport, and overlook {Mir more spi ritual teaching! Does not 
all the excitement of ~rsonal am=ture and tM noisy 
apparatus of guides, and mpe$, and axes. and tobacco. and 
the fun of dimbing. ratber dull his pe~tion8 and 
incapa<:ilate him fmm per<:eiving 

n.., silence that is in tM starry sky. 
n.., sleep mat is among tM lonely hills!' 
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In fact, Stephen maintained, what gives its inexpressible 
charm to mountaineering is the incessant series of 
exquisite natural scenes which are for the most parr 
enjoyed by the mountaineer alone. He describes in 
vivid detail the glory of the sunrise on the Alpine 
summits as it gradually presentS itself to the early 
morning climber ascending in the thin upper air. 

J might go on ind~fmiteJy rKalling th~ strangely impressive 
scen~1 that frequently Itartl~ the traveller in the, waSte 
uPP"r world; but language is feeble ind.-M to convey even B 

pirruncring of what is to be seen. to those who ha,." not Sttn 
it for themselves, whilst to them it can be little mOre than 
a P"8 upon whkh to hang their own recollections. These 
glories, in which the mountain Spirit I'I:'Vffis himself to his 
troe wor.hipp"rs. are only IQ be gained by the appn'.>priate 
""""ice of climbing - at ~me risk, though a very trifling 
rillk, if he is approa<::hed with due fonn and ~""mony -
into the furrne.t recesses of hu shrines. And without xeing 
them, I maintain that t\(l man has .."ally Sttn th~ Alps..J 

My topic in this essay i$ agnosticism, not mountaineer
ing, and the reader may be wondering when I am going 
to get around to it. The two topics are not uncon_ 
nected, for ther~ were links between the Victorian pas
sion for mountains and the Vlcwrian ambivalence 
about religion. Matthew Arnold used the mountain 
scenery of the Grande Chanreuse as the sening for the 
most famous poetical expression of the Victorian crisis 
of faith. The geologist's hammer which was no less 

' Ibid., po HO. 
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essential than an ice-axe as a tool for the early 
nineteenth-century mountaineer was also the instru
ment which undermined the cosmic chronology of bib
lical fundamentalism. Those who abandoned Christian 
belief were anxiou~ to exhibit, in the stoic traitS of 
character essential (or: success above the snowline, that 
loss of faith need involve no diminution of moral fibre. 
Those who gave up belief in the eternal God of 
Abraham, lsaac and Jacob were glad to retain a sublime 
object of awe in the everlasting snows of Mont Blanc, 
Monte Rosa and the Matterhorn. John Tyndall, the 
agnostic President of the Royal Society, thus describes 
the view from the summit of the Weisshorn: 'An influ
ence seemed to proceed from it direct to the soul; the 
delight and exultation experienced were nOt those of 
Reason or Knowledge., but of BEING: [ was part of it 
and it of me, and in the transcendent glory of Nature 
[ entirely forgot myself as man.' There was something 
incongruous, if nOt profane, he felt, 'in allowing the 
scientific faculty to interfere where silent worship was 
the "reasonable service" '. 

Stephen had taken orders in the Church of England , 
rather lightheartedly it seems, and with a view to 
obtaining a fellowship. in 1855. By 1862 he had rejected 
Christianity, and ceased to attend chapd; in con_ 
sequence he resigned his tutorship, though he was 
allowed to retain his fellowship until his marriage in 
1867. He described his own position henceforth as 
agnostic, making popular the word which had been 
coined, rather obscurely, by Huxley in 1869. For the 
rest of this paper I wam to discus,.; in some detail 
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the position most succinctly expressed in his essay, 
'An Agnostic 's Apology', published in the Fortnighrry 
and reprinted as the title essay of his collected essays 
on faith and scepticism in 1893,6 

In an earlier essay (p. 8). [drew a distinction between 
positive and negative atheism. A negative atheist is an 
a-theist or non_theisr in the sense of not being a theist 
or believer in the existence of God. But the negative 
atheist is not necessarily a positive atheist; she may 
lack not only a belief in the existence of God but also a 
belief in the non-existence of God. 

The distinction between positive and negative athe
ism is not one which is used by Stephen, though I think 
it is useful in charncterizing his own position. He avoids 
the ""'Ord 'atheist' as having 'a certain flavour as of the 
stake in this world and hell_fire in the next'. He regards 
the word 'agnostic' as representing an advance in the 
courtesies of controversy. In the terms we have JUSt set 
out. Stephen was a negative atheist; but in order to 
characterize accurately his position we need to make a 
further distinction within negative atheism. Those who 
I3cK the belief in God may do so either because they 
think that the statement 'God exists' is meaningful but 
uncertain, o r because they think that the sentence is 
not really meaningful at all. Thus, one of the most cele
brated nineteenth-cemury atheists, Charles Bradlaugh, 
expressed his own atheism thus: 'The Atheist does not 

• Lc.slit Stl:j)MI'I. An Agrwslic' j Apg/UO .. fIIlOff.e,- E.na,. (London: 
Smith & Elder, 189J). 
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say "There is no God", but he says "I know not what 
you mean by God: I am without the idea of God; 
the word 'God ' is to me a sound conveying no clear 
or distinct affi rmation." , The belief that religious lan_ 
guage is meaningless has had considerable popularity 
among philosophers in the rv,entierh century; Stephen 
to some extent ant icipated this posit ion in his attack on 
religious dogma as being both unverifiable and empty 
in its claims. However, his main posit ion is nOt that 
'God exists' has no truth_value, but that irs truth-value 
is unascertainable by human beings. To a contemporary 
reader of Stephen it is interest ing to see how little the 
essentials of the debate about rheism have changed, 
in spite of the many developmenrs in logic and 
philosophy in the intervening hundred years. 

Stephen defines rhe central position of agnosticism 
as being that there are limits to the sphere of human 
intelligence. and theology is within the forbidden 
sphere. The divines whom Srephen is attacking he 
nicknames ·Gnostics'. The gnostic holds that reason 
can transcend experience, and we can attain truths not 
capable of verification, and not needing verification, by 
actual experiment or observarion. He holds that a 
knowledge of those truths is essential to [he highest 
interests of mankind, and enables us in some: SOrt to 

solve the dark riddle of the universe. But the gnostic's 
SCKalled knowledge is illusory, and the consolations 
offered by gnostics are mockeries. 'Pain is nOt an evil; 
death is not a separation; sickness is but a blessing 
in disguise. Have the gloomiest speculations o( avowed 
pessimists ever tortured sufferers like those kindly 
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platitudes! Is there a more cutting pie<:e of satire in the 
language than the reference in our funeral service to 
the "sure and certain hope of a blessed resurrection,,?,1 

Just as in his mountain writing Stephen came into 
conflict with the most gifted mountain writer of the 
age, $0 in his religious writing he came into conflict 
with the most gifted religious writer of the age: John 
Henry Newman. For among the gnostics whom he 
attacks there is none whom he cites more often, or 
treats with more respect, than Newman. The very title 
of his essay, 'An Agnostic 's Apology' no doubt con_ 
tains an allusion to Newman's Apologia pro "ita rna, 
and from time to time he takes explicit issue with 
N('\\'man's most important work of philosophy of 
religion, Essays in Aid of a Grammar of Assenr.' In 
the rest of th is essay I want to act as umpire in 
the argument between Stephen and Newman, using 
Stcphen as spokesman (or agnosticism, and Newman as 
spokesman fo r apologetics, that is, for the systematic 
attempt to show that religious belief is reasonable. 

Newman's account of reason does, indeed, accord 
with Stephen's descript ion of the gnostic. Newman 
agrees with Stephen that it is through the senses that we 
have direct knowledge of material things: we are sensible 
of the existence of persons and things; we are directly 
cognizant of them through the senses. It is reason that 

' Ibid., Po 66, 
• John Henry Newman, Ew;.. in Aid of " Gmmmar uf A55<nl, 

M. LT. Ker (Oxford: Clalftldon I'tos. 1985). (Rcf.,rence!I h.,,,,,,ft.,, 
.0 G.) 
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takes us beyond our immediate environment to reach 
out to the ends of the universe and beyond. 

Newman's explanation of the relationship between 
faith and reason goes as follows. Faith is itself an 
exercise of reason, and in a sense it must be proved and 
justified by reason, hut it is not grounded on reason. It 
does nOt demand evidence as srrong as reason does, 
because it is swayed, and righdy swayed, by antecedent 
cOllJliderations. The great problem with faith is this: 
that it is an irrevocable assent given on grounds which 
are less than logically compelling. Newman's regular 
defence of the apparent irrationality of this is to insist 
that there are many Olher unconditional assents on 
evidence short of intuition and demonstration. We all 
believe without any doubt that we exist:; that we have 
an indiViduality and identity all our own; that we think, 
feel and act in the home of our own minds. We all 
believe that Great Britain is an island, and that each and 
everyone of us was born of human parents and will 
one day die. But the evidence we have in support of 
these beliefs is fa r from probative. 

Newman develops with great art the theme that faith 
is not the only exercise of the mind which, when critic
ally examined, appears unreasonable and yet is not so. 
The more predou~ a piece of knowledge is, the mon: 
subtle the evidence on which it is received. To illustrate 
this Newman uses a metaphor which would appeal to 
Stephen 

We are so constituted that if we insist upon being as sure as 
is conceivable, in every step of our course, ,,~ must be 
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content to c~p alo ng t~ ground, and can newr 5<);Ir ... 
The mind ranges to and fro. and 'pru d, 001, and itdo."IU1Ces 
forward with a quickneM which ha! b«olTW!' pl"O\-.erb and a 
subt lety and '~t.satil ity which bafAe in\-.elligation. It passes 
o n from point 10 point, gaining om by $(lme indiClltion, 
anOlher o n a probability; then ., .. iling ;15c1f o f an aS$od
al io,, ; then falling back on $(llm ~ived law; nexl $odzing 
o n lest imony: th~n commitTing iutlf to 50IDe popular 
impn:SSion, or 501TW! inward instinct , OT 50me obseun: 
memory;.nd thus it makes progn:ss not unlike a damben:r 
o n a lI~p cliff, who. by quick e~ prompt hand. and firm 
fOOl", uceoos no..' M knows not him$elf, by personal 
en.doo.o'mentl and by pnctke, ,....I~r lhan by rule. lH.ving 
no InlCk beh ind him. and unable 10 Inch another. It is DOl: 

lOO much to say thal the Aeppin,g by which Kmt geniuses 
seale the InO\lnlairu for tll.lth is as unsafe and precarious to 
men in aenem1 as the ascwt of a skl](ul moumau--r up a 
literal cl"1l..ll. It 15 a way whkh Ihey alo ne can I1Ike: and iu 
just ificat ion lies in ;\5 success.' 

But how can one le]] what is Success in religio us 
matte rs! O n Newman's own account, then: is a close 
similarity between fai th and bigotry, In each case the 
grounds are conjectural , the issue is absolute accept· 
anCe of a certain message o r doctrine as divine. Faith 
'starts from probability, yet it ends in perempto ry 
statements, if so be, mys terious, o r at least beyond 
experience. It believes an informam amid do ubt , yet 
accepts his information without doubt.' 

• J. H, Newman, Smnoru, C"k/!y on lilt TIwor, u{ Rehgiow 
1Jt{"f, I'r __ fltd bto/rM lilt- U""'eTlny of Oxfurd , 2nd WI' (London: 
Rivinaton, 18H ) (hcreafler U). pp. 252- 3. 
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Newman is right to empha~ize, in arguing in favou r 
o f belief in the absence of proof, that a belief such as 
the belief that Great Britain is an island is not a belief 
based on sufficient evidence. But the reason for th is is 
that it is not based on C'V iclence at alL Fo r evidence has 
to be better known than that for which it is evidence; 
and none of the scraps of reasons I could produce for 
the proposition that Great Britain is an island are better 
known than the proposition itself. But this means that 
there is not the parallel which Newman drew between 
the belief that Great Britain is an island and the 
religious faith of a Christ ian believer. For faith to be 
faith and not mere belief it has to be belief on the word 
of God. If that is so, then the fact of revelation has to 
be better known than the content of revelation. 
But this Newman does not prove, nor even seriously 
attempt to do so. 

For our purposes, we need not go intO the details o f 
how Newman seeks to present the apologetic argument 
fo r the truth of Christ ianity. For Ncwman agrees that 
ro follow his argument there are ["1.1.'0 prerequisitics; 
and Stephen, in d isputing wi th Ncwman, attacks these 
prerequisi tes rather than the apologet ic argument itself. 

Newman's proof, he says will only work for those 
who are prepared for it, imbued with religiOUS opinions 
and sentiments identified with natura! religion. He 
assumes the fa lsehood of the opinions which 'charac_ 
te ri ze a civilized age'.'o The evidences 'presuppose a 

to Ibid. , pp. 190-9 1. 
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belief and perception of the divine Presence'. 11 Above 
all, a particular frame of mind is required. It is wrong 
to think oneself a judge of religious truth without 
preparation of heart. 

Gross eyes see not; heavy ears hear not. But in the schools 
of the world the ways towards Truth are considered high 
roads open to all men, however disposed, at all times. Truth 
is to be approached without homage. Everyone is con~ 
sidered on a level with his neighbour; or rather, the powers 
of the intellect, acuteness, sagacity, subtlety and depth are 
thought the guides into Truth. Men consider that they have 
as full a right to discuss religious subjects, as if they were 
themselves religious. 12 

Stephen regards the gnostic's appeal to preparation 
of heart as being a subtle form of pride. Can the 
gnostic prove his dogmas? Have they any meaning? 

The Gnostics rejoice in their knowledge. Have they any~ 
thing to tell us? They rebuke what they call the 'pride 
of reason' in the name of a still more exalted pride. The 
scientific reasoner is arrogant because he sets limits to the 
faculty in which he trusts, and denies the existence of any 
other faculty. They are humble because they dare to tread in 
the regions which he declares to be inaccessible. 13 

Divines say they intuit God; Stephen avows that he 
does not. 

11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Stephen, Agnostic's Apdogy, p. 20. 
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Then says the divine, 1 can't prove my statemems, but you 
.... ,ould recognize their truth if ~'Our hean o r your imellect 
we~ IlOt corrupted: mal i.'l, ~'Ou muSt be H knave o r I fool. 
This is a kind o( argumenl 10 which OIle is perfectly 
accustomed in theology. I am right, aoo you are wrong; aoo 
J am right because [ am good and wise. By all means; 
and now lct uS sce what your wisdom and ~ne$3 can 
tell U$. I' 

Stephen mocks at the arrogance of the gnostic$, and 
o ne m ight go further and argue that their arrogance is 
no accident. [ h ave argued in an earlier essay (p. 102) 
that faith , credal faith, is incompatible with humility. 
The vi rtue o f rationality marks the JUSt mean betv,.een 
believing too much (credulity) and believing tOO little 
(scepticism). From the viewpoint o f the agnostic both 
the the i~t and the atheist err by credulity; from the 
point of view o f theism, the agno stic er rs o n the side 
of scepticism. On purely cognitive ground s there is no 
way of settling whether it is the agnostic who ern o n 
the side o f scepticism, or the theist who is erring on 
the side of credulity. But it is dear that the agnostic is 
humbler than the gnostic: the theist is claiming to be 
in possession of info rmation. while the agnostic lays 
claim on ly to ignorance. 

Stephen object s in particular to believers who simply 
presuppose the existence of God. Newman observes: 
'Chrisrianity is addressed , both as regards its evidenCe!! 
and its contents, to minds which are in the no rmal 

" Ihid., po 30. 
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condition of human nature. as believing in God and in 
a future judgement."s Given Newman's own descrip
tion of the scope of his argument, o ne may ask; Why 
should one believe in God and in a future judgement at 
aU! In response to this question Newman makes his 
celebrated appeal to the testimony of conscience. He is 
nor confident in the probative force of the traditional 
arguments to the existence of God from the nature 
of the physical world. 'It is indeed a great question 
whether Atheism is not as philosophically consistent 
with the phenomena of the physical world, taken by 
themselves, as the doctrine of a creative and governing 
Power. '16 

Stephen seizes on this. Newman, he says, 

holds that the unassisted reason cannot afford a sufficient 
suppon for a belief in God. He dec1a~s, as innumerable 
writenl of less JlO""eT ha~ declared, that there is 'no 
medium, in true philosophy, betw~n Atheism and 
Catholicity, and that a perfectly consistent mind. under 
those cin:umstaoces in which it finds itselfhe~ belO\\', must 
embrace either the one or the other'Y 

He continues; 

The very basis of orthodo" theology is the actual 
separation of the c~ation from the C~ator. In the 
GramlMT of Assem Newman teHs us that ""e 'can only glean 
from the surface of the "oorld some faint and fragmemary 

'1 N"",man. G. Po 316. 

'. N""""an, U, po 186. 
n Stcphen. ~ic'J At.doa. po 11. 
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views of God: 'I see', he proceeds. 'only a choke of 
alternativ<"$ in view o f so critical a fact, either there is no 
Creator, or he has di sowned His creatures.' The absence of 
God from His own world is the one prominent fact which 
stanles and appals him. Newman of COurSl' does not.sec oT 

does not admit the obvious oonsequt"nce, He assens mOM 

emphatically that he !xli,""", in the existence of God u 
fi rmly as in his own existence; and he finds the ultimate 
proof of this doctrine - a proof not to be put into mood 
and figure - ;n thl, teStimony o ( the conscience. But he 
apparently admiu that Atheism is as logkal, that is, as free 
from self-contradiction, as Catholicism. " 

Newman's theism can only be supported by his 
Catholicity; so if, like three-quarters of mankind, he 
had never heard of CatholiCism, he ought logically to 

be an atheist. 
Stephen lays emphasis on the differences between 

competing religions. \Vhether we take natural or 
ft'\.·ealed religion, there is rhe difficulty of the concra
dictions berween antagonistic beliefs. This difficulty 
was candidly stated by Nev.'man himself when he 
admined that antecedent probabilities might be equally 
available for what is true and what pretends to be true, 
for a revelation and its counterfeit, for Paganism, or 
Mahometanism, or Christianity. ' If a claim of miracles 
is to be acknowledged because it happens to be 
advanced, v.ohy not for the miracles of India as well as 
for those of Palestine? If the abstract probability of a 

" Ibid. 
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Revelation be the measure of genuineness in a given 
case, why not in the case of Mahomet as well as of the 
Apostles!'!~ 

The race collectively, Stephen argues, is agnostic, 
whatever may be the case with individuals. Newman 
may be a5 m uch convinced of the truth of his theology 
as Professor Huxley of its error. 

But ~P"lIking of the t1K:e. and not of the individual, there i. 
no plainer fact In hlstory than tM fact that hitherto 1\0 

kno .... ledg.: has been anained. There is not a single proof 
of na(u~1 theology of .... hich the nc:ga(ive has !lO( been 
maintainN as vigorously as the affirmative ... State any 
one proposition in which all philosophers agree, and I .... iIl 
admit it to be. tru~; or anyone .... hich has a manifest balance 
of authoritY, and I .... illllgrff that it is probable. Bu( so long 
as every phHosoph~r flatly comradicu the first principles of 
his pred~~...ors, why affrcr cer(aintY1 Th~ only agreem~nt 
I can discover is, that th~re is no philosopher of whom his 
oppon~nu have nOl said that his opinions lead lOgically 
~ither to Panth~ism or to Ath~ism. '" 

The. v..ty hoprl~$Sness of the contfO\"e!'SY shows that th~ 
tea$OI1~rs have been transcrnding the limits of reason. They 
have reached 8 point where, III at the pol~. th~ compass 
points indiff~rently (0 every Quart~r. Thus there is a chance 
that I may retain what is valuable in the chaos of s~ula. 
t ion. and re;rcr what ill bewildering by confining lhe mind 
to itS proper limit .... But has any limit ever been SUgg<'SIM. 

" N"",man. U, P. 226. 
"'Stephen, Agr.oscic'J ApoI.OV. p. . S. SU~~nt quomio .... ore 

from pp. 16-39, p<wim. 
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except a limit which comes in substance to an exclusion of 
all ontology~ In short , if [ wQUld avoid utter !JCeptici$m, 
must [ not be an Agnostic! 

Now Stephen moves in for the kUi: Gnosticism is 
ei ther empty o r self-comrndictory. This remains true 
whether you explore the pantheistic o r the libertarian 
solut ion to the problems we have been considering. 

Let us allow for sake of argument that theologians 
can argue beyond experience. What then! 'Admit that 
the mind can reason about t he Absolute and the 
Infinite. and you will get to Spinoza. Theology, if 
logical, leads straight to Pantheism. The Infinite God 
is ewrything. All things are bound together as cause 
and effect. God, the first cause, is the cause of all effects 
down to the most remoTe.' But if you accept Spinoza, 
you h ave to reject revelation; and pantheism gives no 
ground for morali ty, for nature causes evil and vice as 
much as it causes good and virtue. 

11>f: &!lempt to transfer to pure bc:illli or to t1>r abst~n 
Natu~ the ft:el ;ngs with which we are taught to regard a 
perl\Qn o f tl1ll\.'lCendem wisdo m and benevolence: i!, as 
lheolOgian~ assen, hopele.!.s. To deny the existence of Cod 
18 in this sense th" same as to deny the existena: of no-God. 
We krep t~ old word; we hn" alte.....! .he whole of iu 
contentS. A Pant)w,ist is, as a rule, one who look5 upon the 
univen<e through his ft:elings inSlud of hi. ~lUOn, and who 
rega rds it with 10\" bc:<:au"," his habitual fnm>r o f mind. 
is amiable. But M hu no logicti argument u "",inSt the 
Pe$Sim isl , who ~gard , it wi.h dread unqualified by love. or 
the AgnoOIl ic, who finds ;t impossible to regard It with any 
but a coloutie'ls emot ion. 
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Next, 5tephen take~ up the issue of freedom and 
determinism. The gnostic cannot be a consistent 
pantheist because he believes in free will. Pantheism 
involves universal causation; free will implies that the 
class of phenomena most important to us are not 
caused. 

An uncaused phenomenon is unthinkable; yet consciou.s
ne$! t"stines that our actions, $0 far as they 8~ voluntary, 
are uncaused. [n fac" of such a contradiction, the only 
rational $tate o f mind UI scepticism. A mind balancM 
bcotw""n twO n«~ty and contradictory thoughtS must b!, 
in a hopelul Mate of doubt. The Gnostic. therefore. sta rt$ 
by proclaiming that "'" mUSt all be Agnostics in ~gard to a 
matter of primuy phil(>SOphical impOnanc,,- If by f"",.will 
he means anything else than a denial o f causation, his 
statement is irt'l'levam. 

The problem of free will is not 8 maner of refined 
speculation but affects practical knowledge. 

The determinist asserts. whilst tbe libertarian denies, that it 
would be possible for an adequat" intelligence to foretell 
the: action.s of a man o r a race. There is o r is not an element 
of ob~ti~ chanc" in the que$lion; and whether there is 
o r is not must be d«ided by reason and observation. , . 
The antkietermini.t asseru the exiSlen~ of mance 50 

positi'-c:ly, that he doubtS whether God himself can foretell 
the future of humanity; or, at least, he is unable to reconcile 
divirn: pt'l'sciena: with his favourite doct rin,,- [n most 
proctkal question.., iMeN, rhe diff"ren~ i. o f little 
importa~ The b!,li~r in flft-will admilJl that we <01 n 
make an approximate guess; th.: determinist admits that our 
faculty of calculation is limited. 
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But free will is made responsible, by the gnostic, fo r the 
moml evil in the world; hence all this evil is result of 
accident; no man could have fo retold it. Here then is 
agnosticism in highest degree: it is impossible fo r us to 

say whether this wo rld is ante-room to heaven o r helL 

The GnoStic invite-5 \,IS to ~joice beca\,l!!e the existence o f 
an infinitely good al>(! w;~ Being has left it to chance 
whether His crea tures shall all , o r in any proponioo, go 
straight to the deviL He reviles the Calvinist, who dares to 
think thut God has 5cttled the point by his arbitrary will. Is 
an arbitrary d«ision ~ner or wo.-se than a trusting to 
chan<:e! We knQ\>.' that the~ is a 8~at FirSt CaUSt; but we 
add that the~ are at this mo"",nt in the world 50JIlC rn'l'lve 
hundred mill ion lin le fi rst cauStS which may damn o r tave 
Ihemsoelveli as they p lea~. 

The free will hypothesis is necessary not only to 
relieve God fro m respons ibility for suffering, but [0 

enable him to be the judge of human doing and mis
doing. ' Man must be partly independent of God, or 
God would be at once pulling the wires and punishing 
the puppets.' 

Stephen turns to the problem of Job: why do the 
good so o ften suffe r, and the evil so o ften flourish~ 
The difficulty, says the determinist , ari~s entire ly from 
applying the conceptio n of justice where it is mani
festly out of place. The advocate of free will refu$CS this 
escape, and is perplexed by a further difficulty. Why are 
virtue and vice arbitrarily distributed! 

Of all Ihe pu,:les of this dark wo rld, o r of.1l form. of the 
one g~at puu lc. the m051 appall ing is that which ~$ us 
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aline corner o f every street. Look at the children gTCNling 
up amid$[ mo .... 1 poison: see the brothel and w public
house Iurning out hark.cs and drunkards by the thousand; 
at the brutalised elders preaching cruelty and shamdessness 
by example; and deny, if you can, thaT lUST and brutality are 
generutoo as cenainly as scrofula and typhus ... Will God 
damn all these wretches for faults due to causes as much 
beyond their power a$ the shape of their limbs or as the 
orbits of the planets1 

If God makes no allowances, he is unjust; but if he 
judges on effort not perfo rmance, then virtue is 
degraded. 'Virtue is a reality p~isely in so far as it is 
a part of nature, not of accident; or our fate, not of 
our free-will'. If happineS5 is a natural consequence 
of virtue, then we m ay hope that the virtuous will be 
happy hereafter; but if heaven is an arbitrary bonus, 
analogies break down. 

The new world is summonM into hf,ing to ~ress the 
balance o f the old. The fate which here tOO o ften makes 
the good mi""rable and the bad happy, " 'hich still more 
strangely fetters our wills and forces the S!TOng wi!l into 
wickedness and st rengthens the weak wi!l to goodneM, wi!l 
then ~ suspended. The m<)(i~ which persuadu us to 
believe in the goc>d arrangement hereafter is precisely the 
badness of this ... The world is .so chaotic that according 
fOtheologians, infinite rewards and pcnaltiu are required to 
square the account and redre5S the injustice heN: ao::umu· 
lated. What is this, 00 far as the natu .... l reawn is concerned, 
but the ''''TY superlati"e of Agnosticism! 

It is all a mystery; and what is mystery but the 
theological phrase fo r agn05ticism? 
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The belit,~T'$ who d~sire to ~flen lIWlly the old dogmu - in 
other words, to lake refuge from the unpleasant resulu of 
thei r dOClri"" with the Agnoitio:;s, Qnd to retain the pleasant 
results with tht Gnostics - have a different mode o f escape. 
n..ey know that God ;s good and just; that evil will 1Qme

how disaPlX'ar and apparent injustice be lIOtm:now 

redre.ioS«l. The practical ob;eclion to this amiable CreM 
suggests a sad comment upon the whole controversy. We 
fl y to religion to esealX' from our dark forebodings. But a 
religion which still a these foreboding.g al ... ·ays fails to 
satisfy us. We long to hea r that they are groundless. As 5OOI"l 

as we are to ld that they are groundleSll wc mi.'ltruSf our 
authority ... There is a deep sadntS5 in the world. Turn 
and twist the thought as you may, there is no escape ... 

This view is based o n feeling, nOt knowledge. 

The a"'e with which they regard the univer&oe, the ttnder 
glow o f reverence and ~ with which the bare sight 
o f nature affects them, is to them the ultimate guarantee of 
thei r beliefs. Happy thost who feel such emotions! Only, 
when they try to extract definite statemenf$ of &ct from 
these impalpable sentim<:nts, they should beware how far 
such statements are apt to come into terrible collision 
with reality ... Of all questions that can be uked, the most 
important is surely this: Is the tangled web of this world 
compoM;<l chiefly of happiness or of misery! And of all 
qU"$'ionll th .. t <:1m !,.. a$ked , It il I u rely the moet 

unanswerable. 

It cannot be settled a priori that misery or happiness 
predominates; that is as hopeless a task as to deduce 
from the principle of the excluded middle the distance 
(rom $t Paul's to Westminster Abbey. Questions of 
fact can only be solved by examining facu. 
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PerhapS sIKh evidence wo uld show - and if a gueSll were 
wonh anything, I .mould add that I gue55 that it would 
show - that happine55 predominates over misery in the 
composition of the known world. I am, therefore, not 
prejud icrd again$! the GnOStic 's conclusion; bur I add rhat 
the eVklence is JUSt as optn to me as to him. 

Stephen's argument from inconsistency and contra
diction may seem to show the futility of philosophy no 
less than of divinity. I believe that his account of the 
nature of philosophical disagreement is misconceived, 
but it would take a different essay to establish that 
point. What is important in the presem comext is that 
there is a great difference between the kind of assent 
that is invi ted by a philosopher and the kind of assent 
that is demanded by an evangelist . Stephen's funda
mental quarrel is not so much with the content of 
the creed as with the imperiousness of its demand for 
belief. His final question is this; 'Why, when no honest 
man will deny in private that every ultimate problem is 
wrapped in the profoundest mystery, do honest men 
proclaim in pulpits that unhesitating certainty is the 
duty of the most foolish and ignorant?' 
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Wittgenstein on Mind 
and Metaphysics 

Wingenstcin is o ftcn regarded as being both positivi~t 

and behaviourisC! positivist in rejecting all metaphysics. 
and behaviourist in denying inner human life. So far 
as concerns philosophy of mind, this view is based 
on a misunderstanding of Wingenstein's work. He did 
indeed attack one particular metaphysical theory 
of mind: the Cartesian theory. Cartesianism is meta· 
physical in the sense of isolating statements about 
mental life from any possibility of verification or 
falsification in the publk wodd. But much of 
Wittgenstein's work in phi losophy of mind is devoted 
10 sh owing the importance o f dist inctions between 
different kinds of potentiality and actuality. These 
distinctio ns were one o f the major concerns of the 
work of Aristotle which was the first book to bear the 
name Metaphysics and were a main carget of classical 
anti-metaphysicians. In this sense Wingenstein himself 
had a metaphysics of mind; and the metaphysical 
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sensitivity which he shared with Aristotle was what 
enabled him to reject Cartesianism without falling in 
to behaviourism. In this essay I will try to illustrate 
different forms of metaphysics. and sketch Wittgen
stein's attitude to each. 

In his mature writings, Wittgenslein does not often 
speak of metaphysics. The word 'metaphysical' occurs 
only twice in the Philosophical Inwstigations. ' In 
each case it has a pejorative sense. And Wittgenstein 
can sum up his method as being a corrective [Q 

metaphysics: 

When philoaophers use B word - 'knowledge, 'king'. 
'object', 'I', 'proposition'. 'name' - and try 10 grasp the 
ak'1lC( of the thing, one must always ask oneself: is the 
,,'Ord ever actually used in this "'ay in the language which i. 
its original homer 

What UIt' do is to bring word. bad: from their met .... 
physical to their everyday use. I 

Metaphysics here seems to be identified with the 
search for essences. But there can be a legitimate 
attempt to understand essences. on which Wittgenstein 
himself is engaged: 'We too in these investigations 
are trying to understand the essenCe of language - its 
function, its structure.') 

What is wrong is to consider the essence not as 
something which lies open to view and must merely be 

I LucJ..,.'ig Wittgcnstein, Philwopl.i<:al in,,,,.cigalioru (Oxford: 
Black_D,1953). 

' Ibid., 1, 116. 
'Ibid" 92. 
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given a perspicuous descrip[jon but as something 
interior and hidden: a kind of metaphysical clockwork 
or hardware which explains the functioning of mind 
and language. 

The kind of metaphysics that Wittgenstein syStem
atically attacks is the metaphysics which consists 
of grammar masquerading as science. One source of 
metaphysics is the philosopher's temptation to mimic 
the claims and methods of science. Metaphysics, in this 
sense, is a quasi physics, an imaginary physics elevated 
into something sublime and mysterious. The tendency 
to create this kind of metaphysics is well described 
in Philowphical InvesrigatiO"ns, where Wittgenstein is 
talking about ostensive definition: 

We do here what we do in a host of similar ca~$: beca~ 
"""e cannot specify any ~ bodily action which we call 
pointing to the shape (as opposed, for example, 10 the col_ 
our) we say duol a ~piritual activity C()nesponds to rhe~ 

~"'. 
When our language suggesu a body and there is none: 

there, we should like to say, is a lpiTil.' 

In allusion to this passage. we might caU this kind of 
metaphysics 'spirirualistic metaphysics'. The passage 
already cited in which Wingenstein describes the task 
of the philosopher as being to bring back words from 
their metaphysical usage itself comes in a section where 
Wingenstein has been talking about the tendency to 
think of the proposition as something sublime, to put 

'Ibid., 36. 
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a halo around thought, to think of logic as a structure 
of crystalline purity.! We think of the mind as a mys
terious medium different from a physical medium 
where the strict laws of logic operate. 

Let us look at some examples of spiritualistic meta
physics of the kind which was Wittgenstein's target. 
The metaphysical impulse may lead us to postulate 
spiritual substances. or spiritual processes. In each case 
we are misled by grammar: where it makes us expect 
a physical substance but there is not one, we invent a 
metaphysical substance; where it makes us expect an 
empirical process but we cannot find onc. we posrulate 
a incorporeal process. ~ 

First, metaphysical substances. One of the most 
bizarre, as well as the most ubiquitous, misunder_ 
standings of the nature of the mind is the picture of 
mind's relation to body as that between a little man Of 

homunculus on the one hand and a tool or instrument 
on the other. We smile when medieval painters repre
sent the death of the Virgin Mary by showing a small 
scale-model virgin emerging from her mouth, but 
basically the same idea can be found in the most 
unlikely places. 

Descartes, when first he reported the occurrence of 
retinal images, warned us not to be misled by the 
resemblance between images and their objects into 
thinking that when we saw the object we had another 
pair of eyes, inside the brain, to see the images. But 

' Ibid. , 74-108. 
" Ibid., JJIl. 
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he himself believed that seeing M U to be explained by 
saying that the soul encountered an image in the pineal 
gland. This was a particularly 5triking version of what 
has been nicknamed ' the homunculus fallacy': the 
attempt to explain human experience and behaviour by 
posrulating a Iitde man within an ordinary man. 

We humans are always inclined to explain things 
we only imperfecd y understand in terms of the mOSt 
advanced technology of the age in which we live. & 
time passes and technology progresses, the tool or 
instrument which the manikin is fanded to control gets 
more and more sophisticated. Thus Plato thought that 
the soul in its relation to the body could be compared 
with a sailor in a boat or a charioteer holding the reins. 
Many centuries later, Coleridge said that what poets 
meant by the soul was 'a being inhabiting our body and 
playing upon it, like a musician enclosed in an organ 
whose keys were placed in .... 'Ilrds'.f More recently, the 
mind has been compared to a signalman pulling 
the signals in his signal-box, or the telephone operatOr 
dealing with the incoming and outgoing calls in the 
brain. Most recently. the boat. the chariot, the railroad 
and the telephone exchange have given way to the 
computer, so that the relation of the soul to the body is 
envisaged as that of the programmer who writes the 
software to the hardware which executes the program. 

What is wrong with the homunculus fallacy! In itself 
there is nothing misguided in speaking of images in 
the brain, if one means panerns in the brain which can 

'Samuel Tlylor Coler~. Lemn. Vol. I (toe! . E. L.. Ori., OUP 
1955), P. 178. 
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be mapped onto features of the sensory environ
memo There is nothing philosophically objectionable 
in the suggestion that these schematic images may be 
observable to the neurophysiologist investigating the 
brain. What is misleading is to say that these images are 
visible to the soul, and that seeing consists in the soul's 
perception of these images. 

The misleading aspect is that such an account pre
tends to explain seeing, but the explanation reproduces 
exactly the puzzling features which it was supposed to 
explain. Fo r it is only if we think of the relation 
between a soul and an image in the pineal gland as 
being just like the relation between a human being 
and pictures seen in the environment that we will think 
that talk of an encounter between the souL and the 
image has any illuminating power at all. As a metaphor, 
manikin talk may be no more than a harmless 
necessary fanC)'; but as an element in a theory a 
manikin bedevils understanding. For whatever needs 
explaining in the behaviour of the man turns up, 
grinning and unexplained, in the shape of the manikin. 

From an example of a metaphysical substance, let us 
turn to considering metaphysical processes Wingen_ 
stein discusses the question; Is understanding a mental 
processt! Some philosophers have thought that under
standing was a psychological process in the same sense 
as we might ca!! 'a psychological process' the reciting of 
a poem in one's head. But reflection soon shows that 
this is not so. 

, Wirti<'I\.I.~in, Phjl~~al ln"".$figllfiQru, I, I S I ff. 
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If meaning was a mental process aCl;ompanying the 
utterance of a sentence, it should be possible for the 
process of meaning to take place without the sentence 
being uttered at all. Can one, in fact, perform the act of 
meaning without uttering the sentence? If you try to do 
so, you are likely to find yourself reciting the sentence 
itself under your breath. But of course it would be 
absurd to suggest that simultaneously with every public 
utterance of a sentence there is a private one tOO; it 
would surely take great skill to ensure that the twO pro
cesses were exactly synchronized with each other! And 
how terrible if the two came slightly out of synchrony, 
so that the meaning of one word got mistakenly 
attached to the next one! 

Moreover, the question whether wmebody under
stands a sentence, and whether she really means it, 
can be raised about sentences uttered in the privacy of 
the imagination no less than about sentences uttered 
before a public audience. Infuria ted by a curmudgeonly 
relation, I may mutter to myself 'I wish he would drop 
dead!' Luckily, I don't mean it. I hum in my mind 
a Russian folk-song, enchanted by the wund of the 
words. But I haven' t the faintest idea what they mean. If 
understanding and meaning were processes, they would 
have to acco mpany private utterances as well as public 
utterances. So if the processes invo lved were some kind 
of inner utterance, we would be set off on an endless 
quest for the real understanding. 

Some philosophers have thought that understanding 
was a memal process in rather a different sense. They 
have conceived the mind as a hypothetical mechanism 
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postulated to explain the observable in telligent 
behaviour of human beings. If o ne conceives the mind 
in this way one thinks of a mental process not as some
thing comparable to reciting the ABC in one's head but 
as a process occurring in the special mental machinery. 
The process on this view is a mental process because 
it takes place in a medium which is not physical; the 
machinery operates according to its own mysterious 
laws, within a structure wh ich is not material but 
spiritual; it is not accessible to empirical in\'estigation, 
and could nOt be di:scovered, say, by opening up the 
skull of a thinker. 

Such processes need not , on this viev.', be accessible 
either to the inner eye of introspection: the menta! 
mechanism may operate too swiftly for us to be able to 
follow all its movements, like the pistOns of a railway 
engine o r the blades o f a lawn_mower. But wc may feel 
that if only we could sharpen our faculty for intro
spection, o r somehow get the mental machinery to run 
in slow motion, wc might be able actually to observe 
the processes of meaning and understanding. 

According to one version of the mental_mechanism 
doctrine. understanding the meaning of a wo rd con
sists in calling up an appropriate image in connection 
with it. In general, of course. we have no such experi
ence when we use a word, and in the case of many 
words (such as 'the ', 'iP 'impoSllible', 'one million ') it 
is difficult even to suggest what would count as an 
appropriate image. But let us waive these points, a110w 
that perhaps we can have images in o ur mind without 
noticing that we do, and consider only the kind of 
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word for which this account sounds most plausible. 
such as colour words. We may examine the suggestion 
that in order to understand the order 'Bring me a red 
flower' o ne must have a red image in mind, and that it 
is by compar ison with this image that one ascertains 
which flower to b ring. This cannot be right: otherwise 
how could one obey the order 'imagine a red patch'? 
Whatever problems the~ are about identifying the 
redness of the flower recur with identifying the redn~ 
of the patch. 

It is of course true that when we talk mental image!! 
often do pass through our minds. Bur it is not they 
which confer meanings on the wo rds we use. It is rather 
the other way round: the images are like the pictures 
illustrating a text in the book. In general it is the text 
which tells us what the pictures are of, not the pictures 
which tell us what the words of the text mean. 

In fact , understanding cannot be thought o f as a pro
cess at all. Understanding is kind of ability, and there
fore is a state rather than a process..9 In so far as the 
exercise of understanding is an exercise of intelligence, 
we may call understanding a mental state. But it is 
important to guard against misunderstanding here. 
Understanding may be a mental state, but it is nOt a 
psycho logical state like pain o r depre!RIio n o r excite_ 
ment. Such states last over periods, and can be 
continuous o r interrupted; but one cannOt know 
uninter ruptedly what a word means. 

' Ibid .. 59. 
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Wittgenstein's treatment of the many.faceted 
illusion that understanding is a mental process is an 
example of his critique of spiritualistic metaphysics. 
He attacks metaphysics not by the blunt instrument 
of some posi tivistic verification principle but by the 
careful drawing of distinctions which enable him to 

disentangle the mixture of truism and nonsense in the 
metaphysician's concept of mind. 

Besides spiritualistic metaphysics, there is another 
kind of metaphysics to which Wittgenstein was 
implacably opposed. This is the view that there is a 
fundamenta l branch of philosophy which underlies 
and underpins the rest of philosophy and the rest of 
the sciences. We might call th is kind of metaphysics 
' foundationalist metaphysics'. Descartes, who was 
the arch.exponem of spiritualistic metaphysics, can 
also be taken as a spokesman for foundationalist 
metaphysics. 'The whole of philosophy', he wrote, 
'is like a tree. whose roots are metaphysics, whose 
trunk is physics, and whose branches are all the other 
sciences. · \0 Not only Descartes, but many other 
thinkers have seen philosophy as an ordered system; 
a system which could perhaps be most perspicuously 
displayed by being cast into axiomatic form, as Spino!a 
tried to do. 

Wittgenstein's Traaalus ll has reminded many people 
of Spino;a; but his later philosophy was the very 

,. AT. vm. p. J. 
" Ludwit; Witlll"rute;n. Tra"'u", L:l!:, • ..,..PI"lo.wphlCW (london: 

Routlw.g<c & ICtgan Pull . 1911). 
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reverse of systematic. This does not mean that it lacked 
method or rigour. It means rather that there was no 
part of philosophy which had primacy over any other 
par(. One could star( philosophizing at any point, and 
leave off the t reatment of one problem to take up the 
treatment of anOther. Philosophy had no foundations, 
and did not provide foundations for o ther disciplines. 
Philosophy was not a house, nor a tree, but a web. This 
is how we are to understand the famous passage: 

The real discover\· is the one that makes me capable of 
stopping doing philosphy when I wan! to. - The one that 
gives philosoph\· pe~ so that it i$ IlO longt r tormented 
by questions which bring itJelf inlo question. Instead, _ 
now demonstrate a method, br examples; and the series 
o f e.xampln can be broken off. Problems are SOlvM 
(difficulties eliminated) nO! a Jingle problem. U 

In refUSing to countenance systematic or founda
tional ist metnph~'sic$, \Viu genstein was distancing 
himself from mnny of the great philosophers of the 
past, including Aristotle. For Aristotle there was a 
phi losophical discipline which deserved the tide 'First 
Philosophy'; and the attempt to delineate this is a 
central theme in the collection of treatises which we 
knO\',· as 'The Metaphysics of Aristo tl..,'. Soma:im~ 
first philosophy is described as the discipline which 
studies being quo; being; sometimes as the discipline 
which studies being qua divine. The tWO formulations 
probably are two wa~'s of describing a single enterprise: 
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one accounts for everything that is the case about 
everything mere is by appealing ultimately to me divine 
movers unmoved, and 'the study of being qua being' 
describes this investigation in terms of its explican
dum, while 'me study of being quo divine' describes it 
in terms of its explicans. But however one understands 
AristOtle's first philosophy it is clear that Wingenstein 
would have accepted neither its methodological pre
suppositions nor its foundational role. 

However, a considerable part of Aristotle's Meta
ph,sics (and of his omer works which would now_ 
adays be described as metaphysical) is devoted to a 
philosophical activity which resembles quite closely 
Wingenstein's own method. The distinction between 
actuality and potentiality, and me classification of dif
ferent kinds of potentiality, is universally recognized 
(by both friend and foe) as being one of Aristotle's 
most characteristic contributions to philosophy, and in 
particular to the philosophy of mind. His distinctions 
were later systematized by medieval scholastic 
philosophers. We might call the systematic study of 
actuality and potentiality 'dynamic metaphysics'. 

Thus, according to Aristotle, active powers (e.g. the 
power to heat) differed from passive powers (e.g. 
the power to be heated). Natural powers (such as 
water's capacity to wet) were to be distinguished from 
rational powers (such as a pharmacist's ability to pre
scribe). Natural poy,.·ers needed certain preconditions 
for their exercise: fire will only burn wood if the " .. ood 
is suffiCiently dry. But if mese conditions are met, then 
the poy.:er will infallibly be exercised . The case is not 
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the same with rational powers. A pharmacist may have 
the ski!! to prescribe, and may have the necessary 
pharmacopea; but he may (ail to p~ribe if his patient 
does not have suffic ient funds. Natural powers, unlike 
rational powers, are also !eru.iencie.l to act in a certain 
manner. 

The possession of rational powers, according to 
Aristotle, is peculiar to human beings. Among the 
powers of humans there are some which are innate -
the senses, for instance - while o thers, like the ability 
to play the !JU!e, are acquired by practK:e, The liberal 
art s, and in general the skills which are the fruits of 
education, are powers of a particular kind, namely 
distx»irionJ. Disposit ions are abilirle.l whose exercises 
are the relevant scientific, artist ic and craft activities; 
but they are themselves actualita tioru of the capacity 
to learn which is presupposed by education. They can 
thus be called actualizations as well as potentialities. 

Medieval philosophers introduced a tecltnical termi
nology here: the skills were first or primary acrualiz.a
tions in cotltrast to the episodic employment of the 
ski.lls which were secondary actualizations. Thus the 
ability to speak Greek is a first actualization, while 
the actual utterance of a Greek statement or command, 
or the understanding of a particular Greek text on 
hearing it, is a secondary acruali~ation. 

Wittgenstein undertook a prolonged investigation 
of the nature of potentiality in The Brown Book l

' where 

" Ludwqc Willg(IlStc;Il, Th Ill ... ond a..:,....,. &ok. ({).;ford: 
Blad,w.,II.1953). 
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sections SS-67 are de\'Oted [0 various language. 
games with the word 'can'. The distinctions which he 
draws, in writing on the philosophy of mind, between 
processes and states. and between different kinds of 
states, correspond to the Aristotelian distincrions 
be[Ween /cinesil, hais and energeia, and the criteria by 
which the distinctions are made often coincide. The 
example which Wittgenstein discusscs at length to 
illustrate the relationship between a power and its 
exercise, namely learning to read," is the same as the 
standard Aristotelian example of a mental hexis, 
namely, knowledge of grammar. 

In addition to the Aristotelian distinction between 
powers. their possessors and their exercises. we may 
introduce the n{){ion of the tlehide of a pov;er or ability. 
The vehicle of an abi lity is the physical ingredient or 
structure in virtue of which the possessor of an ability 
possesses the ability and is able to exercise it. The 
distinction between abilities and their vehicles is not 
something which is peculiar to human beings and their 
abilities. Vodka has the power to intoxicate: the vehicle 
of the power of vodka to intoxicate is the alcohol the 
vodka contains. A vehicle is something concrete, some· 
thing which can be weighed and measured. An ability, 
on the other hand, has nei ther length nor breadth 
nor location. This does not mean that an ability is 
something ghostly: my front-door key's ability to open 
my front door is not a concrete object, but it is nOt a 
spirit either. 

"Wil!lI'''lllld n. P~;IO$Ophicdlln""Mig<Il;"'''. Vol. I, pp. 1S6ff. 
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An important instance of the distinction between 
possessor, ability and vehicle is the distinction between 
people, their minds and their brains. Human beings are 
living bodies of a certain kind, with various abilities. 
The mind, as we have said, is the capacity to acquire or 
possess intellectual abilities, The vehicle of the human 
mind is. very likely, the human brain. Human beings 
and their brains are physical objects; their minds are 
not. because they are capacities. Once again, to say that 
the mind is not a physical object is not to say that it is 
a ghostly spirit: denying that the mind has a length or 
breadth or location does nOt involve one in spiritualist 
metaphysics. 

In every age since Aristotle. phHosophen have 
been tempted to blur the distinctions he made. In 
philosophy there is a perennial temptation to reduce 
potentialities to actualit ies.. Some philosophers attempt 
to reduce powers to their exercises: thus. explicitly. 
David Hume, who said the distinction between a power 
and its exercise was frivolous, Some philO!iOphers 
attempt to reduce powers to their vehicles: thus. 
implicitly, Descartes. who wanted to identify the 
powers of bodies with their geometrical properties. 

Philosophical errors about capacities in general 
show up particularly Vividly when they occur in the 
philosophy of mind. Applied in this area, exercise
rM.uctionism becomes behaviourism: the attempt to 
identify mind with behaviour consists in treating 
the complex seconrl-order capacity which is the mind 
as if it were identical with its particular exercises in 
behaviour. Applied in this area, vehicle-reductionism 
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becomes materialism: the attempt to identify mind 
wi th brain consists in reducing my mental capacities to 

the partS and structures of my body in virtue of which 
I pos.sess those capacities.. 

Materialism is a grosser philo!lOphical error than 
behaviourism because the conntttion between a 
capacity and its exercise is in truth a more intimate one 
than the connection between a capacity and its vehicle. 
In the case of the mind, the connection between 
capacity and exercise is a conceptual connection: one 
could nOt understand what the mind was if one did nOt 
understand what kinds of thing constitute the exercise 
of mental capacity. The connection between capacity 
and vehicle, on the other hand, is a contingent one, 
discoverable by empirical science. Aristotle's grasp of 
the nature of mind will stand comparison with that 
of any subsequent philosopher; but he had a wildly 
erroneous idea of the relationship of the mind with the 
brain, which he believed to be an instrument to cool 
the blood, 

Wittgenstein rejected both behaviourism and 
materiaHsm: in the area of philosophy of mind he is 
closer to Aristotle and his scholastic successors than 
he is to any of the more fashionabl e philosophies of 
our scientific and sdemistic age. In one of his most 
characteristic and most striking remarks he goes so far 
as to entertain the possibility that some of our mental 
capacities may lack a vehicle altogether. 

No supposition seems to me more natural than that there is 
no process in the bra in correlatoo with 3S$OCiating or with 
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thi nking; M) that it ",oold Ix imp0s5iblt to ~ad o ff 
thought-processes from brain proce&5".\. I mtln this, [f I 
talk Or w~i te the~ i!, I usu me. a system o f impulses going 
Out from my bra in and correlated with my spOken or writ_ 
ten thought$. But why should the mrl'm continue fu n her in 
the direction of the cemre! ... It is thus perfectly possible 
that certain P5'{t'hological phenomena ronnQf Ix invent_ 
sated physiologically, because nothi~ oor~pOnds to them 
... W hy should there I\()( Ix a psychological ~ularity to 
which no physiological regu larity cor respOnd&! If this 
upseu; our concept of causality thtn it is high time it was 
upset.'l 

Here we sce Wingenstein both at his most anti
metaphysical and at his most metaphysical. He is 
anti-metaphysical in the sense that he is malc.ing a 
frontal attack on the scientism characterist ic of our age: 
the assumption that there must be physical counter
parts of mental phenomena, Yet he is here also highly 
metaphysical. He IS no t embracing spiritualistic 
metaphysics: what does the associaring, thinlc.ing and 
remembering is a human being with a body, not a 
spiritual substance. Bm in the sense of dynamic meta
physics. Win genstein is here very dose to Aristotle. 
For he is envisaging as a po.s>; ibiliry a pure Aristotelian 
soul, o r entelechy, which operates with no material 
vehide: a formal and final cause to which no 
mechanistic efficient cause corresponds. 

'Ve can sum up Win genstein's attitude thus; he 

,\ L"dwig Wittg~ns'~i", z..,,£! (O>:(ord, Blackw1!:ll, 1967), 
608-10. 
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was hostile to spiritualistic metaphysics and to founda_ 
tionalist metaphysics; but he was one of the most 
consummate practitioners of the dynamic metaphysics 
which is one strand of me Aristo telian tradition. This 
can be brought out, finally, by pointing to onc of the 
passages in which Wingenstein most explicitly rejects 
spirirualistic metaphysics. In this very passage \.\'e find 
mat, in the AristOtelian .sense, he gives a surprisingly 
metaphysical formulation of the relat ionship betv,:een 
soul and body: 'Only of what behaves like a human 
being can one say that it has pains. For one has to say it 
of a body, or if you like, of a soul which some body 
has. And how can a body hat'e a soul.'16 How striking, 
that a body's having a soul should seem more prob
lematic than a soul's having a body! 

I. W;tri" .... ~;n, P~jlosophklJl ln.oesri"'rions, I, 283. 
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Wittgenstein on Life, 
Death and Religion 

In recent years, readers ha'"c been mo re interested in 
the biography of Wittgenstein than in the substance of 
hi~ philosophy. In this final essay I will try to relate the 
story of his life to the concerns which have occupied 
the previous essays. 

Ludwig Wittgenstein had as his grc:at-grandfather a 
land-agent named Moses Maier, who in 1808 took the 
name of his princely employers, the Wittgensteins. 
Ludwig's father, Karl, a friend of Johannes Brahms, 
was the most acute industrialist in the Austrian steel 
indusrry: he made the family the Austrian equivalent 
of the Carnegies o r Rothschilds. He had five sons and 
three daughters by a Catholic wife. and baptized all 
of them into the Catholic faith. He set out to educate 
the sons in a very se\'e~ regime which wo uld turn 
them into captains of industry. He did not succeed: 
three of the sons committed suicide; the fourth, Paul, 
became (despite the loss of an arm in the Great War) a 
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concert pianist; the fifth, the youngest child, was the 
philosopher. 

Wittgenste:in the philosopher ane:nded the Realsch((/e 
in linz, where he: was a contemporary of Adolf Hitler. 
He was a poor scholar, teased by his peers. At school he 
lost his faith. The major intellectual influences on him 
in his youth, apart from the philosophical works of 
Schopenhauer, were the physicisT Boltzmann (suicide 
19(6) and the psychologist Octo Weininger (SUicide 
1903). 

Wingenstein's biographer, Raymond Monk, ( 
believes that Weininger's bizarre book Sex and 
Character was of fundamental importance in shaping 
Ludwig's carttr. According to Weininger - a Jewish 
homosexual - all human beings are bisexual, a mixture 
of male and female. Woman is nothing bur sexuality: 
every .... ,oman is a mixture of prostitute and mother. 
Men must choose between the masculine and feminine 
elements within themselves: the ideal for a man is to 
free himself from sex. 'The choice that Weiningcr 's 
theory offers is a bleak and terrible one indeed: genius 
or death'. says Monk, 'if one cannot ffLoc oneself from 
sensuality and earthly desires then one has no right to 
live at all. ,) 

For Wittgenstein, according to Monk, to acquire 
genius became a categorical imperative. He once 

I Raymond Monk, Llldwig Wiugellluin (Ne .... YQrk and QxfQrd: 
Macmillan, 1990). 

1 Qno Wdningt"r, Sn 4nd Ckaram .. (Vi~nna: Fackd, 19(3). 
' MQnk. Wi"#!llItin, p. 45. 
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described Beethoven greeting a friend o n completion 
of a ne\\' fugue: he 'came to the door, looking as if he 
had bct:n lighting the devil, and having eaten nothing 
for 36 hours because his cook and parlo ur.maid had 
been away from his rage'. 'That's the sort o f man to 

bc', said Wittgenstein.' 
It was in Cambridge in 191! that Wittgenstein first 

gave evidence of genius in philosophy, and it was Ikr· 
trand Russell who fi rst recognil:ed it . Wittgenstein ""'as, 
he wrote, 'perhaps the most perfect example I have e\'er 
known of genius as traditionally conceived, paSllionate, 
profound, intense and dominating' .' Russell was 
already wdl known as the author of powerful, o riginal 
work in logic and mathematics: he soon realized that 
Wktgenstein 's gifts were greater than his own, and he 
devoted himself with great generosity to their develop
ment. [n 19I1 he told Wittgenstein's sister. 'We expect 
the next big step in philosophy to be taken by your 
brother,' 

Wittgenstdn as a young man fell in love with 
philosophy. There ""'as nothing more wonderful in 
the world, he thought, than the problems o f true 
philosophy. While studying with Bertrand Russell in 
Cambridge he .... 'as gripped and absorbed by philo
sophical reflection. But he thought of philosophy 
essentially as a craft. It ""'as an exciting, indeed an 
obscs.sive craft. but it ""'as a craft which in its re.lation to 
life was no different from music or aeronoutia. 

• Ibid .. I\. 46. 
I Bertnnd RUD.!I. ibid., po 55. 
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Thus he objected to Russell's claim. in h is book 
Problems of Philosoph:y,6 that philosophy has value. 
Wittgenstein. as Russell told Lady Ottoline Morren: 
'says people who like philosophy will pursue it and 
others won't, and there i$ an end of it' . 

Later in his philosophical career he seems TO have 
been of a different opinion: philosophy .should be 
something of spedal importance in life. Thus, to 
Norman Malcolm, who aT the beginning of the Second 
World War had made a rash generalization about 
national character, he said: 'What is the use of studying 
philosophy if all that it does for you is to enable you 
to talk with some plausibility about some ab$truse 
questions of logic, etc.. and if it does not improve your 
thinking about the important questions of everyday 
lifd' 

The purpose of this essay is to examine Wittgen
stein's view of the relationship between philosophy 
and life. Did he, at leaST during the greater part of his 
philosophical career. have a coherent vision here! 

There are three separate questions to be answered. 

1. What. in Wittgenstein's philosophy, is the role of 
the concept of life within philosophy itself? 

2. What. according to Wittgenstein. is the role of 
philosophy in ordinary life? 

3. Does philosophy - as some philosophers have 
thought - teach us the meaning of life! 

t ~rand Ru .... U. Probkm. a{ Philwoph, (LondOIl' o".(ord 
Uni>. ...... ity p,""" 1911). 
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In this essay I will try to answer these three questions 
from Wingenstein 's writings. But in fairness to 
Wingemtein I should explain that I will be drawing 
mainly on material he never published or intended to 
publish - letters, diary entries and the like. It may be 
thought that it is foolish to try to build up a coherent 
picture from these fragments drawn from different 
periods o f his life. None the less, I think it is possible to 
do so, with some qualification. 

Ru~lI's expectation of Wittgenstein's talent was 
fulfilled, but the philosophical message was not given 
to the \\'Orld until after the Great War. Ouring that 
war Wittgenstein served in the Austrian army on the 
eastern and Italian fronts, and much of the material 
which later appeared in his masterpiL'Ce Trucralw 
Logico-PltilosophicllS' was written while o n active 
service. At the front Wittgenstein shoy,:ed conspicuous 
courage and was commended and decorated; he was 
also convened, by the reading of T01stoy, to an intense 
though idiosyncratic C hristianity. 'Perhaps the near
ness of death', he wrote in his diary, 'will bring me the 
light of life. May God enlighten me. I am a worm, 
but through God I become a man. God be with me. 
Amen.oII 

In the early notes (or the Tmcraws \\I'ittgenstein 
claims that the world and life are one. This claim only 

' LmIwiS W,nS"notein , Tm<talw r..:.Cjco..PI!i!o..ophicw (Londo n: 
Roud~ So. Krgan I':>ul, 1911). 

• LudwiG w;"~"St,"i" , N".<OO<.oIu, J 91 ..... 16 (Oxford: m"d,,,..,lI, 
1979). 
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makes sense against a background of solipsism. He 
has juSt said that 'The world is my life.' So this dictum 
means: my world is my life. As Wingenstein's 
philosophy developed, he grew out of solipsism. Not 
that he had ever thought that solipsism was a true 
doctrine: it was not something that could be said, but 
something which showed itSelf. But gradually he came 
to think that even as a piece of unsayable philosophy 
solipsism was a perversion of reality. 

After the war, having inherited a share of his father's 
forrune. he found himself onc of the wealthiest men 
in Europe. Within a month of returning he gave all his 
money away. For some years he supported himself as a 
gardener or as a schoolmaster in rural schools. He had 
not ceased to think of philosophy as unimporrant: 
he believed, for a while, that he had already solved all 
the problems of philosophy in his TractalUS, which 
appeared (after great difficulty in finding a publisher) 
in German in 1921 and in English in 1921. The book 
quickly became famous: though it was iu;elf meta
physical and almost mystical. as well as austerely 
logical , it was mOSt admired by the ami-metaphysical 
positivists of the Vienna e irde. 

It was at Vienna that \Vittgenstein returned to the 
study of philosophy, when his career as a schoolmaster 
came to an unhappy end after allegat iOns of cruelty to 

his pupils. Eventually he returned to Cambridge and 
during his years there in the 19305 he became the 
most influent ial teacher of philosophy in Britain. The 
philosophy which he taught in this period differed 
from that publ ished in the Traclatusj it was not 
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presented in print until Philosophical Investigations^ was 
published pos thumously in 1953. 

It was a cont inuous theme, f r o m Wittgenstein 's 
earliest to his latest writings, that life was no t something 
which came within the purview of natural science. It 
remained at the boundary of science. But what 'life' 
means undergoes a change as his own life and 
phi losophy proceeds. In the earlier phi losophy it is the 
solipsistic life of the individual. In the more mature 
phi losophy it is the life of the h u m a n community. The 
inner life has been replaced by the outer life. The life of 
privacy is replaced by the life of society. 

This comes out in the not ion , so ubiqui tous in 
Wittgenstein's later philosophy, of language-games. 
A language-game is intimately connected, for Wittgen-
stein, with a fo rm of life. The purpose, indeed, of using 
the expression 'language-game' is to bring out that 
the speaking of a language is a par t of an activity or a 
f o r m of life. To imagine a language, Wittgenstein says, 
is to imagine a f o r m of life. To accept the rules of a 
language is to agree with others in a fo rm of life. 
The ultimate given in phi losophy is no t some basis of 
private experience: it is the fo rms of life within which 
we pursue our activities and thought . 

W h a t is a fo rm of life? I believe that this concept has 
of ten been misunders tood by commenta to rs on 
Wittgenstein. 

There is much talk nowadays of a 'way of life'. A 

^ Ludwig Wi t t gens t e in , Philosophical Investigations ( O x f o r d : 
Blackwell , 1953). 
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way of life is the kind of thing that used to be invoked 
to distinguish East and West. The differences between 
capitalism and communism, we were told, were 
differences in ways of life. We would not be justified in 
using nuclear weapons for any small item of policy, 
we used to be told, but we would be justified in using 
them to defend out way of life, i.e. to prevent us being 
taken over by communists, Fortunately. this is now a 
fonn of reasoning which has receded into the past. At 
all events, it is not what Wittgenstein means by 'form 
of life'. 

A way of life may mean, not a difference between 
tv.'O social systems, but a difference between twO kind5 
of career. A monic, for example, has a different way of 
life from that of a merchant banker. This kind of thing, 
too, is not what Wittgenstein means by 'fonn of life'. 

Besides 'ways of life' we hear much about lifestyles. 
Bohemianism is an alternative lifestyle to bourgeois 
existence; homosexuality is offered as an alternative 
lifestyle to the life of a family man or woman. This too 
is utterly different from what Wittgenstein meant by 
'form of Hfe'. 

The paradigm of a difference between forms of life is 
the difference between the life of two different species 
of animals - animals with different 'natural histories', 
to use an expression beloved by Wittgenstein. Lions 
have a different form of life from humans; that is why, 
if a lion could speak. we could not understand him. 

But there can be differences betv.een forms of life 
between human beings too, as G.H. von Wright 
has made dear from Wittgenstein's late work On 
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~tainlJ.m There the notion of form of life is con
nected with the notion of 'We/wild' or 'world-picture '. 
Thus Wingenstein wrote: ' My life shows that I knOll,' o r 
am certain that there is a chair over there, or a door, and 
SO on ... I would like to regard this certainty, not as 
something akin to hastiness or superficiality, but as a 
form of life. ,11 

A world-picture is neither true nor false. Disputes 
about truth are possible only within a world-picture 
between disputants who share the same form of life. 
When one person denies what is part of the world
picture of another this may sometimes seem like 
lunacy, but sometimes a very deep difference of 
culture. If someone doubts that the world has existed 
before he was born we might think him mad: but in a 
certain culture might not a king be brought up in the 
belief that the world began with him1 

So much for the role pla~-ed by life in Wittgenstcin's 
philosophy. Forms of life are the data which 
philosophy cannot call into question but which are 
presupposed by any philosophical enquiry. Let us turn 
to the other side of the relationship: if forms of life 
have to be accepted as given, how can philosophy have 
any effect on the living of our daily life! 

Well, what is the function of philosophy! Wingen
stein said it was to untie the m ots in our thinking. To 
do that it must make complicated movements; but the 
results of philosophy are as simple as a plain piece of 

'" l.udwig W,ngenstei", On c....winl)" (Oxford: Black",..,ll , 19(9). 
" Ibid. , SKlion 166. 
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string. The complexity of philosophy derives not from 
any specially complex subject-matter but from the 
entanglement of our knotted understanding. 

Sometimes \Vittgenstein depicts philosophy as a 
therapy; at other times iT is portrayed as something 
which gives an overall understanding of our language, 
and hence of our world. 

Philosophy for Wingenstein is a therapy: it cures 
the bruises we get by banging our understanding 
against the limits of language. The philosopher is like a 
psychoanalyst who encourages us to express doubts 
and puzzlement which we have been Taught TO repress; 
he cures us of the nonsense we nurture in our minds by 
encouraging us to bring it out to the lighT of day, turn_ 
ing latent nonsense into parent nonsense. Philosophy's 
role, so defined, seems negative: it seems to b: of use 
only to those whose intellect is sick. 

But Wingenstein also speaks of philosophy as giving 
a special kind of understanding. It gives us a clear view 
of the way in which we use words. and thus of the 
world which we grasp by means o f the concepts of our 
language. The fu nct ion of philosophy is to establish 
order in our knO\dedge of the use of language - to 

discover, if you like, the ~nce of language, no t by 
looking fo r some hidden metaphysical machinery 
within it , but by bringing inTO clear view whaT we all of 
us already confusedly know. 

Philosophy does not discover any new tru ths. Philo
sophical problems are soh·eeI not by giving new infor
mation but by arranging what we have always known 
in a way which prevents us overlooking what is in itself 
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most obvious. The right kind of philosophy, by 
removing the problems generated by false philosophy, 
allows us to have a: dear view of what we arc: doing 
when we are using language non-philosophically in our 
ordinary life. 

But if the value of philosophy is Simply that it gets 
rid of philosophical worries, why do philosophy at 
all - would it nOt be Simpler never to look at a book 
of philosophy? Philosophy. Wittgenstein thought. is 
nothing over and above philosophical problems. But 
if you never get as far as the problems, you will never 
need the solutions. \Vhy do philosophy if it is only 
useful against philosophers! 

Wittgenstein 's answer is th is: Philosophy is only 
useful against philosophers, but within each one of 
us, whether we know it or not, there is already a 
philosopher. There is a philosophy embedded in the 
,'cry language we use. This philosophy is not a .set 

of thoories or proposi tions: it is embodied in the 
misleading nature of the surface grammar of natural 
languages, which disguises the actual way in which 
words are used . the real or deep grammar. 

Language exercises a tyranny, a bewitchment over us. 
We can only extricate ourselves from this by rebelling 
against language, fighting the urgent temptation to 
misrepresent to ourselves the way in which we really 
use words. Philosophy demands an effort nOt so much 
of the intellect as of the will. The sacrifice which 
philosophy demands is in itself no great one: the 
renunciation of certain combinarions of words as 
sensdcs.s. Yet it ean be a c ruelly difficult abnegation. 
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Philosophical misunderstanding will not harm us if 
we restrict ourselves to everyday tasks, using ",urds 
within the language-games which are their primitive 
homes. But if we start upon abstract studies - of 
mathematics, say, or of psychology, o r of theology -
then our thinking will be hampered and distorted 
unless we can free ourselves of philosophical con
fusion. Intellectual enquiry will be corrupted by 
mythical notions of the nature of numbers or of the 
mind or of the soul. 

Philosophical therapy, then, is essential if one is to 
make a success of any but the simplest tasks of life. 
(For many people, the conclusion to be drawn i$ not 
that they should take up philosophy but that they 
should adopt a very simple form of life.) But it does 
not follow from this that philosophy is any sort of 
guide to life. The physiCian, after all, when he has 
healed his patient does not tell his patient what to do 
with his healthy life. Has the philosopher any more 
right to tell others how to live! Can philosophy, as 
some philosophers have thought, teach us the meaning 
of life! 

Throughout his life Wittgenstein denied that either 
science or philosophy could express the meaning of 
life. In the Tractalus he wrote; ' We fee l that even when 
all possible scientific questions have been answered, 
the problems of life remain completely untouched. Of 
course, there are then no questions left, and this itself is 
the answer. ,1 / 

" Wittgenstein. T ""tarns, 6.52 . 
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What are the problems of life? Two questions 
may come to mind. First, what shall I do with my life! 
Second, what is the meaning of life! Some people 
might Question whether these two questions are dis
tinct. If the only meaning to my life is a meaning I 
myself give to it then the two questions are the $ame; 
but that is not something which can be taken for 
granted. Some philosophers - some existentialists, fo r 
instance - have thought that a prerequisite for facing up 
to the fi rst question was a realization that there was no 
answer to the se<:ond. 

Wingenstein's position was different. It is true that 
he thought that the solution of the problem of life 
was to be found in the vanishing of the problem. But 
this did nOt mean that life was necessarily meaningless. 
What it meant was that nothing that one could say, 
whether as scientist o r as philosopher, could !taU' me 
meaning of life. If life has a meaning, it is something 
which cannOt be said but which must show itsel£ 

But what would be a meaningful life! Weget some idea 
of what a meaningless life is from an oft-quored letter 
which Wittgenstein wrote to his friend Engelmann. 

I had a tu k, did nol do il, and n<)W th" hilun is wrnidng 
my life I OUghl 10 have done something positive wilh my 
life, to have become a star in the 5ky. In8tead of which I 
nmll.inMi sruck in Ihe earth, and Il<JW I am gradually fadinJI 
out. M V life has nally become meanin~eu. and so it con
sisus only o f futil" "pi.,oc!e$. 11 

" In Paul Engo:lmarm (cd.). /...en.., from u.J .... WI·~in, will! a 
MtrMM" (Oxford: Black"",n , 1967). Po 41 . 
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To see the meaning of life would be to have a con
viction that life was worth living. By COntrast with 
a meaningless succession of disconnected episodes, a 
meaningful life wo uld be onc which constituted the 
fulfilment o f a task. But if there is a task, who sets the 
task! Some would say that it is for each person to set 

their o"'m task in life. That is not Wittgenstein's answer. 
For him, the setter of the task is God. But to say that 
is not so much to answer the question as to give a 
definition of 'God'. 'To believe in God', he wrote in 
a First \Vorld War notebook, 'means to see that life has 
a meaning.' 

God is the setter of the task and the judge of its 
performance. When Wittgenstein discussed religion 
in his classes. the central role .... 'as often played by the 
concept of judgement. Thus: 

Supp<»e somdx>dy made th is guidance for this life: 
bl::lieving in th~ LaSt Judgement. Wheneve r he does any
Ihing, this is bl::fore his mind ... Thl~ In or><: sense must bI:: 
called the firmest of all beliefs, becawo: the man rilh thing> 
on account of it which he would 1'101 do on thiogs which ~re 
by fa r betler established for him, " 

What gives lifc meaning, we might say. is faith. But 
h ow does \Vittgenstein conceive of faith! He is mOSt 
unsympathetic to the view that faith consists in assent 
to a doctrine: 

,. Ludwig Willgel\6le;n. Uauref Im Rdigii>us Sdi;{ (Q.foro: 
mackwell. 1966), po 53. 
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Christ ianity is not a doctrine. not I mean a theory about 
what has happened and .... 11.at will hapJl';'n to the human 
$OU t, but & description of somerhing that acrually takes 
place in human life.. For 'consciousness of sin' is a real e\'ent 
and so are despair and sah'31ion through faith.' ! 

This might be a plaUsible contention about writers 
Such as Bunyan (whom Wittgenstein had in mind 
in writing this passage). It would not be plausible 
about the gospels. Wingenstein admits that these have 
the form of historical narratives. But their role in 
Christianiry, he maintains, is not to provide a histOrical 
foundation for Christian belief. 

Christianity is not based on a historical trUlh r~th"r it offers 
us a (historical) narrative and says: now believe. But not, 
believe this nanat;ve ,,·;th the belief appropriate to a his
torical na rrative; rather: behe\'e through th ick and thin, 
",hieh you can do only as a result of a life. Here )'Ou have a 
narrative; don 't take the same attitude as )'Ou take 10 other 
historical narratives. Ma~ quite a different place in )'OUr 
life for it. There is nothing paradoxical in tha!.'· 

Wittgenstein was most opposed to the idea that 
Christianity was reasonable. He thought that Christians 
based enormous things upon flimsy evidence; they 
w("TC obviously nOt reasonable. This did nOt m ean that 
they were unreasonable; it meant that they did not treat 
faith as a matter of reasonllb il ity. 

" l udwig Wilrg."S!~i" , c .. lrut~ dnd VlIl"" (Oxfotd, Black"'ell, 
1980), Po 18. 

"Ibid" Po 32. 
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Some Christians believe that faith, though not 
proved by reason, is a reasonable state of mind; some 
claim that there can be a natural theology which is a 
branch of philosophy. Wittgenstein, by contrast. 
makes a sharp contrast between faith and philosophy. 
Philosophy cannOt give meaning to life. At best 
philosophy could provide wisdom, and Wittgenstein 
frequently contrasts the emptiness of wisdom with the 
vigour of faith. Faith is a passion, but wisdom is cold 
grey ash, covering up the glowing ember$. 

But though only faith, and not philosophy, can give 
meaning to life, that does not mean that philosophy 
has no rights whatever within the terrain of faith. Faith 
may involve talking nonsense, and philosophy may 
point out that it is nonsense. Wittgcnstein, who once 
said, 'Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be 
silent', later said, 'Don't be afraid of talking nonsense.' 
But he went on to add: 'You must keep an eye on your 
nonsense.' 17 

It is philosophy that keeps an eye on the nonsense. 
First, it points out that the nonsense is nonsense: 
faith is no more able than philosophy to sa] what is 
the meaning of life. It does not maner, Wittgenstein 
thought, if the gospels are false. One could not say that 
of something which was a sa,ing, since the most 
important fact about sayings is that they are either true 
or false, and it matters greatly which. Secondly, among 
the utterances which are not sayings, philosophy still 

" Ibid. , p. 56. 
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has a critical role. Above all, it can distinguish faith 
from superstition . The attempt to make religion appear 
reasonable seemed to Wittgenstein to be the extreme of 
superstition. 

If this is Wittgenstein's vision of the meaning of life, 
has he anything to offer about the meaning of death! 
Death does indeed have meaning fo r him, but nOt by 
being the gate to an afterlife. Even if one could believe 
in immortality, it u'Ould nOt confer meaning; nothing is 
solved by surviving for ever. An eternalHfe ,,"'Ould be as 
much a riddle as this one. 

Wittgenstein, in his later philosophy, makes much of 
the social context of philosophy. Yet his own life was 
one of solitude, spiritual and often physical. H is genius 
is patent to any philosopher who will take the time and 
trouble to come to grips with his profound but d ifficult 
writings. His life, as described by Mo nk, seems to have 
been a lonely and tragic one. HI' ~ often to rmented 
by temptations to suicide, and was sometimes on the 
verge of menta! illness. He regarded his life as a uni
versity professor as 'a living death', and held many of 
his colleagues, in the varioUll callings he pursued , in 
loathing and contempt. His only philosophical peer 
was Russell, and the relationship between the twO 
sou=:! afte r his return to Cambridge. Many of his 
philosophical disciples loved him, but it was a love 
mixed strongly with fear. 

Faith in God was important to Wingenstein , but his 
faith seems to haw been a sombre one. God was 
perhaps no more than Fate. If he was to be thought of 
as a person. it was solely as a severe judge. If death has 
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meaning, it is precisely as an end, a final end, of life. 
Win!jenstein described his father'sdeath as beautiful. as 
a death worth a whole life. Perhaps, indeed, the test of a 
good life was that it was one that issued in a good death. 

Did Wingenstein's own life match his ideal of the 
rel3tionship between philo.sophy and life! His letters 
and diaries constantly draw attention [Q the mismatch 
he felt between aspiration and execution, But if the 
criterion of a good life is that it leads to a welcome 
death, we must remember that Wittgenstein's last mes
sage to his friends on his deathbed was that his life had 
been wonderful. 

One of the papers in Witt!jenstein's NachlolS is a 
poem that he presented to a friend. It is not an easy 
poem to translate: but I offer the following as an Eng
lish version of it. 

Once true JO\'e's santed "eil about my head you cast 
Then every gesture of your hands, 
Each tender m<)\'emcnt of )"Our limbs, 
Does lea"e my soul bereft of sc:nse. 

Can you catch it .... hen it flutters! 
When each tiny gentle m~ment 
Traces deep down in my hean it marks. 

W~n morning makes il$ bells to ring 
The gardener walks through his garden .... aIm 
Walking on riptot' on the earth he owns 
And every fl""'er awakes and wondering stares 
Up at that mining, tranquil face. 
Who was it. then, that wove around your (e<:t 
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Tha t ~il who~ touch we (~Ili~ gossamer? 
Is the wind's breeze, too, at your beck and cam 
Is it t~ spider ." or the silkworm's WQrkl 

The poem is no t easy 10 interpret , w ithout know
ledge of the original circumstances of its compositio n 
and presentation. C learl y, however, the p rincipal theme 
is the veil tha t love casts over the relationsh ip between a 
lover and a beloved . The poem ends with the question 
whether that ve il is an ado rnment (the work of the 
silkwo rm) o r a trap (the work o f the spider)? 

W hat kind o f love is in quest ion~ The key may per_ 
haps be given by lhe section about the gardener, which 
itself is quite punling in the context. I conj~ture that 
the passage may be intended to invite us to recall the 
twent ieth chapter of the fourth gospel in which Mary 
Magdalen enCounters the risen Jesus early o n the mo rn
ing of the fi rst day of the week. 

She saw Jesu5 stunding. and knew not that it waJjJesU5. Jeaus 
saith untO her. 'Woman. why w~~St thoul W ho seekeSt 
thou" She, supposing him 10 be the gar-dener, said untO 
him. 'Si r, i(~"OU ha,"e borne him hence, teU me where thou 
hast laid him, and I wil! take him away.' Jesus saith unto ~r. 
'Mary.' She turned herself. and saith unto him, 'Rabboni,' 
which is 'Mast·"r'. Jesus !-O.il h unto her: 'Touch In<" nO\; for I 
am not ~"et 3.Kended to my Father.' 
(John 20. 14---17) 

The refe rences in Wittgenstein's poem to the early 
morning, to the church bells. to the gardener with 
supernatura l PQ\'<"ers all fi t this association: they call up 
an image of many a renaissance Noli me TanglTe with 
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Jesus holding a gardener's tool and Mary Magda!en 
Kneeling at his feet. If this identification ill correct, then 
the kind of love of which the poet is principally think· 
ing is that of a religious believer for a re ligious master. 
The question, then, with which Wittgenstein 's poem 
ends is the question which haunts the life of every per
son who ill genuinely agnostic: is religion a snare and a 
delusion, or is it something precious and glorious? 
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